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l.’re face

lobal warfare, putatively against terrorism but more realistically in the

service of imperialism, is the dominant political reality ofthe opening
decade of the twenty-first century. Gloriﬁcation of empire by leading
US. pundits, politicians, and corporate leaders is as great as at any time in his
tory. The influential writer Robert Kaplan, a correspondent for the AtIrml1.'(:
1l'l(JIl//If)’,proudly proclaims on the opening page of his 2005 book lmjierinl
Cm-M15:T/If Amerim'n, Mihitrzry on the Gromtd: “By the turn of the twenty—first

century the United States military had already appropriated the entire earth, and
was ready to flood the most obscure areas ofit with troops at a moment’s notice.”

Kaplan goes on to praise what he calls the “idealistic” content of Rudyard

Kipling’s racist poem “Tlie White Man’s Burden,” written tojustify U.S. con
quest and colonization ofthe Philippines following the Spanish-American War
of 1898. And he lauds the US. military tnap dividing the entire planet into five

distinct unified command zones, comparing it to a similar ntap first introduced
by the German geopolitical theorist and Nazi ideologue Karl Haushofer whose

views of conquest and Lelmmmmi. directly influenced Hitler. “The United
States, having vanquished Germany’s budding world empire in World War II,”

Kaplan tells us, “now had operational requirements for maintaining its own
American Empire.”'
Such bcllicose views could be tnore easily ignored if the United States were
not engaged in a new period of naked imperialism—one that has eng'entle-red a

period of disorder and trauma alllicting the entire world. Thus far mainstream
social science in the United States has had little success in explaining these devel
opments. With few exceptions, the terrorist attacks of September l 1, 2001 are

pt
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treated as ilthey literally “fell out ol the skies” or else emanated from the head of

one man—Osama Bin Laden. No serious treatment olthe historic role ol'imperi
alism in the development olU.S. capitalism and in its struggle for global political,

economic, and military hegemony is evident in the dominant mainstream
accounts. The invasion of Iraq, ostensibly in search of non—existentweapons of

mass destruction, is frequently characterized as a political aberration based on a

failure of intelligence coupled with the most “idealistic” of intensions. The
expanding U.S. Empire is openly exhibited as a source olpride for Americans,

who are offered no serious understanding of the consequences, or olihow this is
viewed by the rest of the world.

It is not the purpose olthis small book to provide an explanation for these fail

ures of comprehension. Rather my intent is to show that an entirely different

approach, rooted in the critique oliniperialisni and emanating from Marxist and
radical-left thought generally,ollers a much more consistent, powerful, and reveal

ing perspective on these historical developments. In order to demonstrate this as
concretely as possible I have followed the lead of Leo Huberman, Paul Sweezy,

and Harry Magdolf in their classic account, Vietnam: The Endless War (1970) by

deliberately avoiding in this book all argument from hindsight. The thirteen

chapters here consist of editorial statements (known as “Reviews of the Month”)
published in Monthly Review beginning in November 2001 (written shortly after

the terrorist attacks ofSeptember 2001) and ending injanuary 2005. In addition,
an introduction written in the preparation ofthis book and published in Monthly
Review in September 2005 is included here. No changes of substance—beyond

technical editing—havebeen introduced in any of the thirteen chapters.
All of the essays that compose this volume were written in direct response to

the developing course of U.S. imperialism since September 2001, usually timed
in relation to speciﬁc events. Since the chapters are arranged chronologically, a

story unfolds throughout the book. Although the argument builds, it does so in

response to rapid historical changes, many of which constituted turning points.
Unfortunately, the emerging global tragedy already clearly pointed to in the lirst

chapter is played out in the chapters that follow.None of this was truly inevitable.
As potential agents of history we have the ability to act. A concerted global resist

ance, in which protest within the United States itself is crucial, can stop this
process in its tracks—a message conveyed in one way or another at the end of
nearly every chapter.
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All ol‘ the essays in this book—with the exception oli “The Empire of

Barbarism,” co-authored with Brett Clarl<—werceither written solely by me or
were drafted primarily l)y me and co—authored with my Mont/LlyReview co-ecli

tors, Harry Magtlolliancl Robert W. McCltesney (who served as Mont/ily Review

co-editor from April 2000 to June 2004). To Harry and Bob I owe everything.
This book is in .1very real sense theirs as well as mine. Others also read and gave

input in the construction ofall ofthese essays,includingjohn Mage,]ohn Simon,
Michael Yates, Claude Misukiewicz, Victor Wallis, Fred Magdoll, and Brett
Clark. There is not a chapter here that does not reflect the feedback of these indi
vi(luals. At Monthly Review Press Andrew Nash, Martin Paddio, and Renee
Pendergrass helped to hring the book to fruition.
Ifwe live in an age ofimperialism, it is all more necessary to be reminded that
we belong to a world where basic humanity is also evident. I thank my children
Saul and Ida Foster for what they share with me every day.

I dedicate this book to my wife Carrie Ann NaumolT in recognition of our
shared commitments and her own struggles over her lifetime for a world ofpeace,

justice, and human community.
/','I/gr‘//(', ()/‘(tgvi/I
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he global actions of the United States since September 11, 2001, are
often seen as constituting a “new militarism” and a “new imperialism.”
Yet, neither militarism nor imperialism is new to the United States,
which has been an expansionist power—continental, l1CllllSPl1Cl'lC,
and global

since its inception. What has changed is the nakedness with which this is being

promoted, and the unlimited, planetary extent of U.S. ambitions.
Max Boot, a senior lellow at the Council on Foreign Relations, insists that the
“greatest danger” facing the United States in Iraq and around the world “is that
we won’t use all olour power for fear of the ‘I’word—imperialism. Given the
historical baggage that ‘imperialism’ carries, there’s no need for the U.S. govern
mom to embrace the term. But it should deﬁnitely embrace the practice.” The

United States, he says, should be “prepared to embrace its imperial rule unapolo

getically.”ll Washington is not planning on “permanent bases in lraq. they
should be.
If that raises hacltles about American imperialism, so be it.”‘
Similarly, Deepak Lal, Professor ol‘ International Development Studies at the
University of California, Los Angcles, states: “The primary task of a Pax Ameri
cana must be to lind ways to create a new order in the Middle East It is accus

ingly said by many that any such rearrangement ofthe status quo would be an act
of iniperialism and would largely be motivated by the desire to control Middle
Eastern oil. Far from being objectionable, iniperialism is precisely what is needed
to restore order in the Middle l3asl.”’

These views, although emanating from ncoconservatives, are fully within the
mainstream olU.S. foreign policy. Indeed, there is little dissent in U.S. ruling cir
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cles about current attempts to expand the American Empire. For Ivo Daalder

andjames Lindsay,senior lellows at the Brookings Institution, “the real debate

is not whether to have an empire, but what kin(l."" Michael Ignatiell, director
of Harvard University’s Carr Center for Human Rights Policy at the john F.

Kennedy School of Government, states unequivocally: “This new imperialism

is humanitarian in theory but imperial in practice; it creates ‘subsovcreignty,‘
in which states possess independence in theory but not in fact. The reason the
Americans are in Afghanistan, or the Balkans, alter all, is to maintain imperial

order in zones essential to the interest of the United States. They are there to

maintain order against a barbarian threat.” As “the West’s last military state”and
its last “remaining empire,” the United States has a responsibility for “imperial

structuring and ordering” in “analogy to Rome. We have now awakened to
the barbarians. Retribution has been visited on the barbarians, and more will
follow?”

All of this reflects the realities ofU.S. imperial power. In his preamble to
the Nrztional Sec1n‘ityStrategy of the United States, released in fall 2002, President

George W. Bush declared that since the fall of the Soviet Union there was now “a

singlesustainable model for national success: freedom, democracy and [ice enter
prise,” as embodied concretely in U.S. capitalism. Any society that rejected the
guidance of that model was destined to fail—and would, it was implied, be

declared a security threat to the United States. The main body of the document
that followed was an open declaration of Washington’s goal of strategic domi
nance over the entire planet for the indefinite Future. It announced U.S. intentions

of waging “preemptive” (or preventive) war against nations that threatened or in
the future could conceivably threaten U.S. dominance directly—or that might be
considered a threat indirectly through dangers they posed to U.S. friends or allies
anywhere on the globe. Preventive actions would be taken, the new National

Security Strategy emphasized, to ensure that no power would be allowed to rise
up to rival the United States in military capabilities anytime in the future. On

April 13,2004, President Bush proclaimed that the United States needed to “go
on the offensive and stay on the olfensive,” waging an unrelenting war against all
those it considered its enemies.

Since September 11, 2001, the United States has waged wars in Afghanistan

and Iraq, expanded the global reach of its military base system, and increased the

levelofits military spending to the point that it now spends about as Inuch on the
militaryas all other nations of the world combined. Glorying in the U.S. blitzkrieg
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in lraq.__journalistGreg Easterbroolt proclaimed in the New Yin‘/t'/Yum that US.

military forces are “the strongest the world has ever known

stronger than the

Wehrmacht in l.‘)40.stronger than the legions at the height ofRoman power.”"

Ntnnerous critics on the U.S. le|'t have responded by declaring, in ellect. “l.et’s

throw the bastards out.” The U.S. governinent under the Bush administration, so
the argument goes, has been taken over by a neoconservative cabal that has
imposed a new policy ol"militarism and imperialism. For example, sociologist
Michael Mann argues at the end olihis lm-nlu-mil Emjiirr that “a neoconservative
chicken-hawkcoup seized the White House and the Department ofl)elcnse”
with George W. Bush’s rise to the presi(lency. For Mann the end solution is sim
ply to “throw the militarists out olollice.”“

The argument advanced here points to a dillerent conclusion. U.S. militarism
and imperialism have deep roots in U.S. history and the political-economic logic
ofcapitalism. As even supporters of U.S. imperialism are now willing to admit, the
United States has been an empire front its inception. “The United States,” Boot
writes in “American lmperialism?,” “has been an empire since at least 1803, when

Thomas_]e[Tersonpurchased the Louisiana Territory. Throughout the 19th centu
ry, wliatjeflerson called the ‘empire of liberty’ expanded across the continent.”7
Later the United States conquered and colonized lands overseas in the Spanish

American War of1898 and the brutal Philippine-American War that immediately
lollowed——_justilied
as an attempt to exercise the “white man’s burden.” After the

Second World War the United States and other major imperialist states relin

quished their formal political empires, but retained informal economic empires
backed up by the threat and not infrequently the reality of military intervention.
The Cold War obscured this neocolonial reality but never entirely hid it.

The growth olempire is neither peculiar to the United States nor a mere out
growth ol' the policies 0|"particular states. It is the systematic result of the entire
history and logic of capitalism. Since its birth in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen
turies capitalism has been a globally expansive system—one that is hierarchical

ly divided between metropole and satellite, center and periphery. The objective
of the imperialist system of today as in the past is to open up peripheral
economics to investment from the core capitalist countries, thus ensuring both a
continual supply of raw materials at low prices, and a net outllow of economic
surplus from the periphery to the center of the world system. ln addition, the
third world is viewed as a source of cheap labor, constituting a global reserve
army of labor. Economies of the periphery are structured to meet the external
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needs of the United States and the other core capitalist countries rather than
their own interital needs. This has resulted (with a few notable exceptions) in

conditions ofunending dependency and (lebt peonage in the poorer regionsof
the world.

llthe “new militarism” and the “new imperialism” are not so new after all,but
in line with the entire history of U.S. and world capitalism, the crucial question
then becomes: Why has U.S. imperialism become more naked in recent years to

the point that it has suddenly been rediscovered by proponents and opponents
alike? Only a few years ago some theorists of globalization with roots in the left,

such as Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri in their book Empire, were arguing
that the age olimperialism was over, that the Vietnam War was the last imperial
ist war.“ Yet, today, imperialism is more openly embraced by the US. power

structure than at any t.imesince the 1890s. This shift can only be understood by
examining the historical changes that have occurred in the last three decades
since the end of the Vietnam War.
When the Vietnam War finally ended in 1975 the United States had suffered

a major defeat in what, Cold War ideology notwithstanding, was clearly an impe

rialist war.The defeat coincided with a sudden slowdown in the rate of growthof
the U.S. and world capitalist economy in the early 1970s, as the system’s old

nemesis of secular stagnation reappeared. The vast export of dollars abroad asso
ciated with the war and the growth of empire created a huge Eurodollar market,
which played a central role in President Richard Nixon’s decision to de-link the

dollar from gold in August 1971, ending the dollar-gold standard. This marked
the decline of U.S. economic hegemony. The energy crisis that hit the United

States and other leading industrial states when the Persian Gulf countries cut
their oil exports, as part of a general OPEC price increase and in response to
Western support for Israel in the Yom Kippur War of 1973, exposed the U.S.as

vulnerable due to its dependence on foreign oil.
What conservatives labeled the “Vietnam Syndrome”—or the reluctanceof

the American population to support U.S. military interventions in third world
countries—prevcnted the United States in this period from responding to the
world crisis by setting its gargantuan military machine in motion. U.S. interven
tions were consequently reduced and brealtaways li'om the imperialist system

spread rapidly: Ethiopia in 1974, Portugal's African colonies (Angola;
Mozambique, and Guinea Bissau) in 1974-75, Grenada in 1979, Nicaraguain
1979, Iran in 1979, and Zimbabwe in 1980.
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The most serious defeat expenenced by U.S. imperialism in the late 1970s was

the Iranian Revolution of I979 that overthrew the Shah of Iran, who had been a
lynchpin of U.S. military dominance over the Persian Gnlfand its oil. In the wake

ofthe revolution, and the energy crisis. the Middle East became an overriding con

cern of U5. global strategy. lnjanuary I980 President_|inmiy Carter issued what
came to he known as the Carter Doctrine: “An attempt by any outside force to gain
control ofthe Persian Gulf region will l)e regarded as an assault on the vital inter

ests of the United States 0fAmetica, and such an assault will be repelled by any
means necessary, including military force." This was worded so as to parallel the
Monroe Doctrine, which had established U.S. claims to dominance over the
Americas, and had been employed as a putative “legal principle" with which to_jus

tify U.S. military invasions ofothcr states in the hemisphere. The Carter Doctrine
said, in elfect, that the United States claimed military dominance of the I’ersian

Gulf, which was I0 be brought fully within the American empire “by any means

necessary."’This assertion of U.S. power in the Middle East was accompanied by

the onset of the CIA-sponsored war against Soviet troops in Afghanistan (the
largest covert war in history), in which the United States enlisted fundamentalist
Islamic forces including Osama Bin Laden in a holy war orjihad against Soviet

occupying forces. The blowbaclt ﬁ'om this war and the subsequent CuIfWar was
to lead directly to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.
During the Reagan era in the 19805 the United States expanded its ollensive,
renewing the Cold War arms race while at the same t.imeseeking to overturn the

revolutions of the 19705. In addition to prosecuting the covert war against the
Soviets in Afghanistan, it provided military and economic assistance to Saddam

Hussein’s Iraq, supporting it in the Iraq-Iran War of 1980-1988, increased its
direct military involvement in the Middle East (intervening unsuccessfully in

Lebanon in the early 1980s and withdrawing only after the devastating I983

bombing of the marine barracks), and sponsored covert operations designed to
subvert unfriendly states and revolutionary movements throughout the globe.
Major covert wars were instigated against the Sandinistas in Nicaragua and
against revolutionary forces in Guatemala and El Salvador. In 1983 the United
States invaded the tiny island of Grenada, and under Reagan’s successor,

President George H. W. Bush, it invaded Panama in December 1989 as part ofa

campaign to reassert control over Central America.
But it was the collapse of the Soviet bloc in I989 that represented the real sea
change for U.S. imperialism. As Andrew Bacevich wrote in A1nericrm Emjii-re,

Iti
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“just as victory in 1898 [in the Spanish-American War] transformed thc
Caribbean into an American lake, so too victory [in the Cold War] in 1989

brought the entire globe within the purview of the United States; henceforth
American interests knew no bounds."” Sud(|enly, with the Soviet Union with
drawing from the world stage (soon to collapse itselliin the summer of 1991), the
possibility of a full-scale U.S. military intervention in the Middle East was

opened up. This occurred almost immediately with the Cull‘War, commencing
in the spring of 1991. The United States, although aware in advance of the
impending Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, did not strongly oppose it until after it had
taken place.'" The Iraqi invasion offered the United States a pretext for a full
scale war in the Middle East. Between 100,000 and 200,000 Iraqi soldiers were
killed in the GulfWar and at least 15,000 Iraqi civilians died directly from U.S.
and British bombing oflraq." Commenting on what he believed was one of the
chief gains of the war, President Bush declared in April 1991, “By God, we’ve
licked the Vietnam Syndrome.”
Nevertheless, the United States at the time chose not to pursue its advantage
and invade and occupy Iraq. Although there were undoubtedly numerous rea
sons for that decision, including the fact that it would probably not have been
supported by the Arab members of the Gulf War coalition, the primary one was
the geopolitical shift resulting from the collapse of the Soviet bloc. By then the
Soviet Union itselfwas tottering. Uncertainty about the future ofthe Soviet Union

and the geopolitical sphere it had controlled was such that Washington could not
then afford the commitment of troops that a continuing occupation of Iraq would
have entailed. The end of the Soviet Union came only months later.

During the remainder of the 1990s the United States (chiefly under
Democratic President Bill Clinton) was to engage in major military interventions
in the Horn ofAfrica, the Middle East, the Caribbean, and Eastern Europe. This
culminated in 1999 with the war in Yugoslavia (Kosovo) in which the United

States, leading NATO, bombed for eleven weeks, followed by the insertion of

NATO ground troops. Purportedly carried out to stop “ethnic cleansing,” the
war in the Balkans was geopolitically about the extension of U.S. imperial power
into an area formerly within the Soviet sphere ofinlluence.
Already by the close of the twentieth century the power elite in the United
States had therefore moved toward a policy of naked imperialism to a degree not

seen since the opening years of the century—with the U.S. empire now conceived
as planetary in scope. Even as a massive antiglobalizat.ion movement was emerg
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ing, notably with the Seattle protests in November 1999, the US. establislnncnt
was moving energetically toward an imperialism for the twenty-lirst century; one
that would promote neolil)eral globalization while resting on U.S. world domi
nance. “The hidden hand ol‘the market.” Thomas Friedman, the l’nlit'/.er-prize
winning New Ynrlr'Tinnrscolumnist, opined, “will never work without a hidden

list—McDonald"s cannot llourish without a McDonnell Douglas, the builder oi‘
the F-15. And the hidden list that keeps the world sale for Silicon Va|lcy’s tech

nologies is called the United States Army, Air Force, Navy and Marine (‘.orps.””
The “hidden ﬁst,” however, was only partly hidden, and was to become even less

so in the ensuing years.
To l)e sure, the shift toward a more openly militaristic imperialism occurred
only gradually, in stages. For most ofthe 1990s the U.S. ruling class and nation
al security establislnnent had waged a debate behind the scenes on what to do
now that the Soviet Union’s disappearance had left the United States as the sole

superpower. Naturally, there was never any doubt about what was to be the main
economic thrust ofthe global empire ruled over by the United States. The 1990s
saw the strengthening ofneoliberal glol)alization—theremoval ofbarriers to cap
ital throughout the world in ways that directly enhanced the power of the rich
capitalist countries at the center of the world economy vis-a-vis the poor coun
tries of the periphery. A key development was the introduction of the World
Trade Organization to accompany the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund as organizations enforcing the monopoly capitalist rules of the
game. From the standpoint of most of the world, a more exploitative economic
imperialism had raised its ugly head. Yet for the powers that be at the center of

the world economy ncoliberal globalization was regarded as a resounding suc
cess, notwithstanding signs ofglobal financial instability as revealed by the Asian
financial crisis of1997—98.
U.S. ruling circles continued to debate, however, the manner and extent to
which the United States should push its ultimate advantage and use its vast mili
tary power as a means ofpromoting U.S. global supremacy in the new “unipolar”
world. If neoliberalism had arisen in response to economic stagnation, transfer
ring the costs of economic crisis to the world’s poor, the problem of declining
U.S. economic hegemony scented to require an altogether dillerent response—t|ie
reassertion o['U.S. power as military colossus of the world system.
Immediately alter the collapse of the Soviet Union the Defense Department
under the administration ofCeorge l-l.W.Bush initiated a reconsideration ofU.S.

IH
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national security policy in light ofthe changing global situation. The report, coni
pleted in March 1992 an(l known as the I)¢frnse l’launing Guidamr, was written

under the supervision of Paul Wolfowitz, then undersecretary of policy in the

Defense Department. It indicated that the chief national security goal of the

United States must be one of“precluding the emergence ofany potential global
competitor.”"’The ensuing debate within the U.S. establishment over the 19903
focused less on whether the United States was to seek global primacy than

whether it should adopt a more multilateral (“sheriff and posse,” as Richard

Haass dubbed it) or unilateral approach. Some of the dominant actors in what
was to become the administration of George W. Bush, including Donald
Rumsfeld and Paul Wolfowitz, were to organize the Project for the New American

Century, which in anticipation of Bush winning the White House, issued, at then
vice-presidential candidate Dick Cheney's request, a foreign policy paper, enti
tled Rebuilding America’: Ddevtses," reaffirming the unilateral and nakedly
aggressivestrategy of the DefensePlanning Guidance of 1992. Following Septem

ber 11, 2001, this approach became official U.S. policy in The National Security
Strategy of the United States of 2002. The beating of the war drums for an invasion

of Iraq coincided with the release of this new declaration on national security
effectively a declaration of a new world war.
It is common, as we have noted, for critics to attribute these dramatic changes
simply to the seizure of the political and military command centers of the U.S.

state by a neoconservative cabal (brought into power by the disputed 2000 elec

tion), which, when combined with the added opportunity provided by the ter
rorist attacks of September 11, 2001, led to a global imperial offensive and a new
militarism. Yet, the expansion of American empire, in the wake of the Soviet
Union’s demise was, as the foregoing argument has demonstrated, already well
advanced at that time and had been a bipartisan project from the start. Under the

Clinton administration the United States waged war in the Balkans, fonnerly
part of the Soviet sphere in Eastern Europe, while also initiating the process of
establishing U.S. military bases in Central Asia, formerly part of the Soviet
Union itself. Iraq in the late 1990s was being bombed by the United States on a

daily basis. When john Kerry as the Democratic presidential candidate in the
2004 election insisted that he would prosecute the war on Iraq and the war on
terrorism if anything with greater determination and military resources—and
that he differed only on the degree to which the United States adopted a lone
vigilante as opposed to a sheriff and posse stance—he was merely continuing
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what had been the Democratic stance on empire throughout the 19S)()sand
beyon(l: an all but naked imperialism.

From the longer view ollered by a historical-materialist critique of capital
ism, the direction that would be taken by U.S. imperialism following the fall of
the Soviet Union was never in doubt. Capitalism by its very logic is a globally
expansive system. The contradiction l)etween its transnational economic aspi

rations and the fact that politically it remains rooted in particular nation states
is insurmountable for the system. Yet, ill-fated attempts by individual states to
overcome this contradiction arejust as much a part ofits fundamental logic. In
present world circumstances, when one capitalist state has a virtual monopoly
ofthe means ofdestrnction, the temptation for that state to attempt to seize full

spectrum dominance and to transform itselfinto the de facto global state gov
erning the worl(l economy is irresistible. As the noted Marxian philosopher
Istvzin Mészaros observed in Socialism or Barlm.-ris7n.?—written, significantly,
l)efore George W. Bush became president: “[W]hat is at stake today is not the
control ofa particular part ofthe planet—no matter how large—putting at a dis
advantage but still tolerating the independent actions of some rivals, but the
control of its totality by one hegemonic economic and military superpower,
with all means—even the most extreme authoritarian and, if needed, violent
military ones—at its disposal.”""
The unprecedented dangers of this new global disorder are revealed in the
twin cataclysms to which the world is heading at present: nuclear proliferation
and hence increased chances of the outbreak of nuclear war, and planetary eco

logical destruction. These are symbolized by the Bush administration’s refusal to

sign the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty to limit nuclear weapons development
an(l by its failure to sign the Kyoto Protocol as a first step in controlling global
warming. As former U.S. Secretary of Defense (in the Kennedy and _]ohnson
administrations) Robert McNamara stated: “The United States has never

endorsed the policy of ‘no first use,’ not during my seven years as secretary or

since. We have been and remain prepared to initiate the use ofnuclear weapons
by the decision ofone person, the president—against either a nuclear or noimu
clear enemy whenever we believe it is in our interest to do so."'“ The nation with
the greatest conventional military force and the willingness to use it unilaterally to
enlarge its global power is also the nation with the greatest nuclear force and the
readiness to use it whenever it sees lit—setting the whole world on edge. The

nation that contributes more to carbon dioxide emissions leading to global warm

20
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ing than any other (representing approximately a quarter ofthc world’s total) has
become the greatest obstacle to addressing global warming and the world’s grow

ing environmental problems—raising the possibility of the collapse ofcivilization
itselfifprescnt trends continue.
The United States is seeking to exercise sovereign authority over the planet
during a Limeofwidening global crisis: economic stagnation, increasing polariza
tion between the global rich and the global poor, weakening U.S. economic hege

mony, growing nuclear threats, and deepening ecological decline. The result is a
heightening ofinternational instability. Other potential forces are emerging in the

world, such as the European Community and China, which could eventually
challenge U.S. power, regionally and even globally. Third world revolutions, far
from ceasing, are beginning to gain momentum again, exemplified by Venezuela’s

Bolivarian Revolution under Hugo Chavez. U.S. attempts to tighten its imperial
grip on the Middle East and its oil have had to cope with a fierce, seemingly

unstoppable, Iraqi resistance, generating conditions of imperial overstretch. With
the United States brandishing its nuclear arsenal and refusing to support interna
tional agreements on the control of such weapons, insofar as they limit its own

power, nuclear proliferation is continuing. New nations, such as North Korea,are

entering or can be expected soon to enter the “nuclear club.” Terrorist blowbaek
from imperialist wars in the third world is now a well-recognized reality, generat

ing rising fear of further terrorist attacks in New York, London, and elsewhere.

Such vast and overlapping historical contradictions, rooted in the combined and
uneven development of the global capitalist economy along with the U.S. drive

for planetary domination, foreshadow what is potentially the most dangerous

period in the history of imperialism.
The course on which U.S and world capitalism is now headed points to glob
al barbarism—or worse. Yet it is important to remember that nothing in the devel

opment ofhuman history is inevitable. There still remains an alternative path
the global struggle for a humane, egalitarian, democratic, and sustainable society.
The classic name for such a society is “socialism.” Such a renewed struggle fora

world ofsubstantive human equality must begin by addressing the system's weak
est link and at the same time the world’s most pressing nceds—l)y organizing a

global resistance movement against the new naked imperialism.
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the War on Terrorism
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here is little we can say directly about the September 11 terrorist attacks

on the World Trade Center in New York and the Pentagon in
Vl/ashington, D.C.—except that these were acts of utter, inhuman vio

lence, indefensible in every sense, taking a deep and lasting human toll. Such ter
rorism has to be rid from the face ofthe earth. The difficulty lies in how to accom

plish this. Terrorism generates counterterrorisni and the United States has long
been a party to this deadly game, as perpetrator more often than victim.

The U.S. strategy of retaliation in the form of a global war on terrorism
already commencing on October 7 with military strikes in Afghanistan—-iscertain

to compound this tragedy in the months and years ahead. For this reason it is now

more important than ever that the realities of U.S. militarism and imperialism be
brought to light, along with the role of propaganda in removing them from the

scrutiny ofthe domestic population.
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That the United States is the dominant global empire—the modern Rome—is
crystal clear. Since the 19405, ifnot earlier, the United States has been engaged in
a struggle to maintain and even expand its position as the world’s foremost niili—

tary, economic, and political power. Today the United States accounts for about a

third ofall world military expenditures. lt is the world’s leading international arms
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seller. And it is has rained death and destruction on more people in more regions

ofthe globe than any other nation in the period since the Second World War.

Consider the following. The United States has employed its military forcesin

other countries over seventy times since 1945, not counting iimumcrable

instances of counterinsurgency operations

by the CIA. In the Middle

East/Islamic world alone, over the last twenty years the U.S. military:

shot down Libyanjets in 1981;
- sent military personnel and equipment to the Sinai as part ofa multination
al force in 1982;

0 sent marines to Lebanon in 1982;

- dispatched an AWACSelectronic surveillance plane directed against Libya
to Egypt in 1983;
0 used AWACS electronic surveillance aircraft to aid Saudi Arabia in shoot

ing down Iranian ﬁghterjets in the Persian Gulfin 1984;
- fired missiles at and bombed Libya in 1986;

- shot down Libyan ﬁghters in 1989;

0 escorted Kuwaiti oil tankers during the Iraq-Iran war;

- fought the GuIfWar against Iraq in 1991;
0 ﬁred missiles and carried out bombing strikes against Iraq on numerous
occasions in the last decade;

- carried out military exercises in Kuwait (aimed at Iraq) in 1992;
- deployed its armed forces in Somalia in 1992;
- demolished one of the few pharmaceutica.l plants in Sudan in a missile
attack in 1998;

- fired sixty cruise missiles equipped with cluster bombs at Osama bin
Laden in Afghanistan in 1998.

- commenced war operations in Afghanistan in 2001.‘
More than a hundred thousand Iraqi civilians were killed in the GulfWar,and
as many as a halfinillion children have died as a result ofU.S.—imposed sanctions

since the war. U.S. support for Israel in the fonn of billions of dollars ofinilitary
aid each year coupled with its refusal to rein in Israel’s territorial ambitions have

made it a principal party to the war of terror inflicted on the Palestinian people.
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What explains this imperialist thrust? U.S. capitalism has been dependent
since the Second World War on large infusions ol'military spending both to sup
port its imperial interests abroad and to prop up the economy. In this respect the
end of the Cold War with the collapse ollthe Soviet Union had negative as well
as positive consequences for the U.S. ruling class. How was the huge military

budget ofhundreds olbillions ofdollars a year to bejustilied with the disappear
ance ofthe “evil empire”? Tied up with this were the growing challenges to U.S.
economic power from rival capitalist states, which during the Cold War period
had generally submitted to U.S. interests within the context ol‘the broad Cold
War alliance.
In the years that have intervened since the lall olthe Soviet Union, the U.S. rul
ing class has thus been seeking a substitute for the Cold War with which to_justi

fy its imperial designs. Various alternatives have been ollered: a war on terrorism;

the struggle against “rogue states"; a “clash ofcivilizations” (Islam and China vs.
the West, as proposed by Samuel Huntington); a war on the global drug trade;
and humanitarian inten'ention—all ofthem up to now seen as unsatisfactory, but
sullicient to keep the military budget from shrinking drastically after the Cold
War. Fortunately, a godsend appeared in the form ofSaddam I-Iussein’s invasion
ofKuwait in 1990. But the rapid victory over Iraqi forces in the Cu|fWar was so

complete and so devastating that I-Iussein could no longer serve as the credible
threat needed tojustify U.S. worldwide military commitments. As General Colin

Powell voiced the problem in 1991, “Think hard about it. I’m running out of
demons. I’m running out ofvillains.””
There is no doubt that this was viewed as an insoluble dilemma within the cor
ridors ofpower in the United States. Only weeks ago, at this writing, it looked like
President Bush’s proposal to expand U.S. military spending through the creation
of an anti—rnissiledefense system (abandoning the ABM treaty forged with the

Soviet Union) was going to have some still opposition in Congress—althougb
most of the Bush program would no doubt have been adopted in the end, since

both Republican and Democratic parties have continually supported increasing

military expenditures.
The terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon have
now changed all of that. The United States is gearing up for what is being tout
ed as the lirst war ofthe millennium. Fora Wall Street sullering from econom
ie stagnation and growing uncertainty, the one bit of really good news is the
skyrocketing virtually overnight of U.S. military expenditures with more
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increases to be expected in the very near future, sending the stocks ofniilitary
contractors soaring.

Notwithstandingthe shock and horror associated with the terrorist attacks, the
U.S. niling class was quick enough to grasp this as an ilninediate opportunity for

a newglobalmilitarycrusade ofa scope approximating that ofthe Cold War; hence
it wasted no time in fanning the flames ofwar. The militaristic response was cast in
stone before the north tower of the World Trade Center fell to the earth. In

President Bush’smajor speech to the nation on September 20, 2001, he indicted
Osama Bin Laden and his terrorist network for the attacks and issued threats to the
Taliban government in /\fghanistan, indicating that they too were a target for hav

ing harbored the enemy.But he did not stop there. He also declared that “there are
thousands ofthese terrorists in tnore than sixty countries. . . . Every nation in every
region now has a decision to make. Either you are with us, or you are with the ter

rorists. From this day forward, any nation that continues to harbor or support ter
rorism will be regarded by the United States as a hostile regime.” The United

States was entering into “a lengthy campaign unlike any we have seen,” which

would include dramatic military strikes and covert actions. Ground troops would
be committed and losses could be expected. The United States would utilize

“everynecessaryweapon ofwar” (the statement purposely did not exclude the use
of nuclear weapons) against these enemies. “Cod,” Bush exclaimed, “is not neu
tral,”evokingthe familiarChristian notion of divine retribution against sinners.
But behind this speech is a still more frightening reality. Congress, with only

one dissenter (Representative Barbara Lee from California), has tumed over to

the President the power not only to conduct this ill~deﬁned war as he pleases but
also to define the enemy itself, which is already being projected as ofworldwide
scope. A war is to be fought, Bush and his administration made clear, and it is to

takeplace in many different countries—extending to whole nations (which make
better targets than hard to End terrorists). Yet, the U.S. public is still left in the
dark as to who these additional enemies are—outside of Osaina bin Laden and

the Taliban in Afghanistan—or where the US. military will choose to strike next
after Afghanistan. Bush’s speech thus establishes the basis for a series ofmilitary

interventionswithout definite geographical boundaries or moral restraints on the
weapons to be used, and without any limits on the numbers or types of enemies

to be encountered. On top ofthis is a plan for greatly expanded federal powers for
the maintenance of internal security, including the creation of a cabinet—level
Office of Homeland Security.
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It is possible that given time the US. ruling class will split over some oltliesc
issues: the extent olthe militarizati0n:_the iminbcr ollcountries that will he target

ed in this war; and the infringements on the lreedom of U.S. citizens. There will
probably be pressure from allied nat.ions to temper the militarism. But these are

questions ofdegree. The U.S. power elite appears solidly behind a global expan
sion ofthe U.S. military role and severe global retaliation lor the attacks. There
can be no doul)t that the world is lacing what lstvau Mészaros in his S0n'(Ih'.m1or

Iinrlm-rimi. has called “the potentially deadliest phase of imperialism" resulting
from the global-imperial projection of U.S. power.-"
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A core tension in capitalist societies hampered by universal adult suffrage is
how to reconcile inegalitarian economies with formally egalitarian politics. For
those in power, the concern is an age—oldone: how to keep the propertyless
many from abridging the privileges of the wealthy few. Under democracy, only
in a time ofa crisis ofthe system can the solution be one of brute force. More

generally the solution must be found in the realm ofideology or propaganda.
The point is to depoliticize the masses or delude them so they will not act in
their own interests.
The problem is even greater when the democratic capitalist society is also a
major empire. The mass of the population must be persuaded to subsidize the
expense ofempire, though its benelits are hard to locate. And when the inevitable
war comes the masses must be convinced to ﬁght and die for the empire. Under
conditions ofdemocracy, to be frank and honest about the purpose and nature of

imperialism would be counterproductive to these aims. Hence in Britain, empire
was justilied as a benevolent “white man's burden." And in the United States,
imperialism does not even exist; “we” are merely protecting the causes of free
dom, democracy, andjustice worldwide.

It has proven to be a dillicultjob in the United States to enlist popular support
for foreign war and empire. Since the late nineteenth century the U.S. government
Iias worked aggressively to convince the citizenry ol‘the necessity ofgoing to war
in numerous instances. In cases like the First World War, Korea, Vietnam, and the

Gulf War, the government employed sophisticated propaganda campaigns to whip
the population into a suitable fury.It was well understood within the establishment
at the tinie—an(l subsequently verified in historical examinations—that the govern
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ment needed to lie in order to gain support for its war aims. The media system, in
every case, proved to he a superior propaganda organ for militarism and empire.

This is the context for understanding the media coverage since September 11.

The historical record suggests we should expect an avalanche of lies and
half—truthsin the service of power, and that is exactly what we have gotten. The

U.S. news media—which love nothing more than to congratulate themselves for

their independence from government control—did not so much as blink before
they became the explicit agents of tnilitarist and imperialist propaganda.
One way to grasp the extent ofthe propaganda barrage is to ask how a demo

cratic society with a truly independent and free press would respond to events
like those of September 11. In moments of crisis, a democratic media system
needs to generate factual accuracy on everything relevant. It needs to be skeptical
toward those in power and those who wish to be in power. And it needs to pro
vide the basis for a wide range ofdebate over policy proposals to address the cri

sis, including historical background and context so that citizens can make sense

of the problems and determine the best possible solution. Such a free press would

“serve the governed, not the governors,” as Supreme Courtjustice
once put it.

Hugo Black

Even allowing for the suddenness and merciless nature of the attack, none of

these responses, which one could reasonably expect of a free and independent
press, were evident in the U.S. media system in the weeks following September 11.

To the contrary, the Maniehean picture conveyed by the media was as follows:

A benevolent, democratic, and peaceloving nation was brutally attacked by insane
evil terrorists who hate the United States for its freedoms and aﬂluent way oflife_

The United States must immediately increase its military and covert forces, locate
the surviving culprits and exterminate them; then prepare for a long—termwar to

root out the global terrorist cancer and destroy it. Those who do not aid the U.S.
campaign forjust retribution—and logically,this would mean domestically as well

as internationally—areto be regarded as the accomplices ofthe guilty parties, and
may well suffer a similar fate.

The reasons for this grossly distorted coverage go beyond notions of conspir
acy,and reﬂect the weaknesses of professional journalism as it has been practiced
in the United States, as well as the control of our major news media by a very small

number of very large and powerful profit—scekingcorporations.

Professionaljournalism emerged around one hundred years ago, propelled by
the need of monopoly newspaper owners to olTera credible “non—partisan”_jour
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nalism so that their business enterprises would not be undermined. To avoid the
taint oli partisanship, [)l’0li3SSl0IlIlliSlll
makes ollicial or creclentialed sources the

basis for news stories. Reporters report what people in power say, and what they

debate. This tends to give the news an establishment bias. When a ‘journalist

reports what elites are saying, or debating, she is professional. When she steps
outside this range oliollicial del)ate to provide alternative perspectives or to raise
issues elites prefer not to (liscuss, she is no longer being professional. Most‘jour—

nalists have so internalized their primary role as stenographers for ollicial sources
that they do not recognize it as a problem lor democracy.

ln addition to this reliance on ollicial sources, experts are also crucial to

explaining and debating policy, especially in complex stories like this one. As with

sources, experts are drawn almost entirely from the establishment, given that their
main purpose is to express the consensus ofthose in power. Since September 11,
the range of“expert” analysis has been limited mostly to the military and intelli
gence communities and their supporters, with their clear self—interest in the
iInposit.ion of military solutions rarely acknowledged and almost never critically
examined. Since there has been virtually no debate between the Democrats and

Republicans over the proper response, the military approach has simply been
ollcred as the only option. The obvious question, which should have been the
first one olT of any self—respecting_journalist’s tongue, was beyond the pale: on

what grounds are we to believe that spending tens of billions more on the military
and CIA—the same people who failed to stop the September attacks with their
existing bloated budgets—will solve this problem?
It is possible in the weeks and months to follow that the range of debate may
broaden in elite circles. It is likely that some will assume the “liberal” and “inter

nationalist” position that the United States should put the brakes on the
lul|—t|irottlemilitarism andjingoism as that would prove to be counterproductive
to long—term U.S. aims in the Middle East and the world. Those adopting this
approach will inevitably argue that the United States needs to win the “hearts and

minds" ofpotential adversaries through more sophisticated peaceful measures, as
well as having an unmatched military. But fundamental issues will remain decid
edly olT—limits.The role ol'the military as the ultimate source ofpower will not be

questioned. The notion that the United States is a uniquely benevolent force in
the world will be undisputed. The premise that the United States and the United
States alouc—unless it deputi'/.es a nation like lsrael—has a right to invade any

country it wants at any time it wishes will remain undebateable. And any concerns
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that U.S. military action will violate international law—which it almost certainly

will—willbe raised not on principle, but only because it might harm U.S. inter
ests to be perceived by other nations as a lawbreaker.

Here we should recall the media coverage ofthe U.S. invasion of Vietnam in
the 19605 and 19703. From the time the United States launched its ground inva
sion in earnest, in 1965, until late 1967 or early 1968, the news coverage was a

classicexample ofthe “big lie” ofall war propaganda. The war was good and nec
essary for freedom and democracy; those that opposed it were trivialized, margin
alized, distorted or ignored. By 1968, the coverage began to take a more charita

ble stance toward antiwar positions. But while it reflected growing public oppo
sition to the war to a certain degree, this coverage was influenced much more by
the break that emerged in U.S. elite opinion by this time: some on Wall Street and
in Washington realized that the cost of the war was far too high for any prospec
tivebeneﬁts and favoredgetting out. The news coverage remained within the con

fines of elite opinion. The United States still had a “007” right to invade any
nation it wished; the only debate was whether the invasion of Vietnam was a

proper use of that power.The notion that the very idea ofthe United States invad
ing nations like Vietnam was morally wrong was off-limits, although surveys
revealed that such a view was not uncommon in the general population.
Another flaw of establishment journalism is that it tends to avoid contextual

ization like the plague. The reason for this is that providing meaningful context

and background for stories, ifdone properly, will tend to commit thejoumalist to
a definite position and invite the very free and open debate that professional jour
nalism is determined to avoid. So it is that on those stories that receive the most
coverage, like the Middle East, the U.S. population tends to be every bit as, if not

more, ignorant than on those subjects that receive far less coverage. The journal
ism is more likely to produce confusion, cynicism, and apathy than understand
ing and informed action. Coverage tends to be a barrage of disconnected facts—a

perfect prescription for paralysis. What little contextualization professional jour
nalism does provide tends to confomi to elite premises.

The lack of context in the journalism since September 11 has been astonish

ing by almost any standards. There have been numerous detailed reports on
Osama bin Laden and his terrorist network, and related investigations of factors

concerning the success or failure of a prospective

military invasion in

Afghanistan,but otherwise the cupboard is bare. Consider the following: There
has been a blackout on the subject of the role of the United States as arguably the
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leading terrorist loree in the world. In 1998, lor example, Amnesty International
released a report which made it clear that the United States was as responsible for

extreme violations olihuman rights around the globe-—includingthe promotion ol
torture and terrorism and the use olstate violence——as
any government or organ

ization in the world." The U.S. role in propping up corrupt regimes in Saudi

Arabia and Kuwait and its appalling record olisupporting and hankrolling the
Israeli assault on the Palestinians are outside the purview olimost U.S. residents.
Even relevant information about Osama bin Laden, such as the fact that he lor
merly t'cceived support from the CIA via Pakistan in the no—holds—barreclwar

against the Soviets in Afghanistan, is rarely mentioned and never highlighted. Few
individuals in the United States have obtained any clue from their news media
about the heterogeneous nature oflslant and the Arab world—aside from the sim
plistic distinction between “moderate states” and “Islamic extremists.”

Beyond the professional code, U.S. media corporations exist within an institu

tional context that makes support for U.S. empire seemingly natural. These giant
linns are among the primary beneficiaries of both neoIil)eral globalization (their
revenues outside the United States are rapidly increasing) and the U.S. role as the

preeminent world power. Indeed, the U.S. government is the primary advocate
for the global media firms when trade deals and intellectual property agreements

are being negotiated. For these linns to provide an understanding ofthe world in
which the U.S. military and capitalism are not benevolent forces might be possi
ble in theory, but it is incongruous practically.
In sum, the government, the military, and the corporate media are all in over
drive to sell the necessity, inevitability, and virtues ofa war on terrorism with few

boundaries, to be carried out by the most powerful military force on the planet.

They need popular support but cannot aflord to tell the simple, disarming truths.
Much of the U.S. population, to its everlasting credit, is skeptical about such a
militaristic response; hence the need for propaganda.
For those who seek to oppose U.S. militarism and imperialism and to promote
peace in these dire circumstances, the road ahead is clear. We need to debunk the
militaristic lies and build a broad coalition that will be able to turn back the war

campaign. If we [alter and Washington's warlords are not stopped, history shows
that the cost to humanity will eontintte to mount—to be paid mainly in the blood

ol the innocent in the poorest most exploited regions olthe globe.

[xi

Imperialism and “Empire”
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nly a little more than a month ago at this writing, before September 11,

the mass revolt against capitalist globalization that began in Seattle in

November 1999 and that was still gathering force as recently as Genoa

in_]uly 2001 was exposing the contradictions ofthe system in a way not seen for

many years. Yet the peculiar nature of this revolt was such that the concept of
imperialism had been all l)ut ellaced, even within the left, by the concept olglob—

alization, suggesting that some of the worst forms of international exploitation
and rivalry had somehow abated.
A growing fashion on the left in the treatment of globalization—one equally

attractive to ruling circlesjudging by the attention given it by the mass media—is
exemplified in a new book by Michael I-lardt and Antonio Negri, entitled E1n.[n'-re.

Published last year by Harvard University Press, this book has received unstim
ing praise in such places as The New YorkTimes, Time magazine, and the Lonrlon.
()bsm1/er, and has led to a guest appearance by I-lardt on the Chnxrl-ieRose Show

and an op-ed piece in The New 'l?n'l: ‘Timur.lts thesis is that the world market

under the inlluence olthc information revolution is globalizing beyond the capac
ity olnation states to allect it. The sovereignty of nation states is vanishing, and is
being replaced by a newly emerging global sovereignty or “Einpire” arising front

the coalescence oli“a series olnational and supranational organisms united under
a single logic olrule,” with no clear international hierarchy.‘
Space does not allow IIICto deal with all aspects olthis argument here. Rather

I will comment on _justone issue: the supposed disappearance of imperialism.
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The term “Empire” in I-Iardt antl Negri‘s analysis does not refer to imperialist

domination of the periphery by the center, but to an all-encompassing entity that

recognizes no limiting territories or boundaries outside ofitself. In its heyday,
“imperialism,” they claim, “was really an extension of the sovereignty of the
European nation-states beyond their own |)ountlaries."" Imperialism or colonial
ism in this sense is now dead. But Hardt and Negri also pronounce the death of
the new colonialism: economic domination and exploitation by the industrial

powers without direct political control. They insist that all forms ofimperialism,
insofar as they represent restraints on the homogenizing force ofthe world mar
ket, are doomed by that very market. Empire is thus both “postcolonial and
postimperialist."-" “Imperialism,” we are told, “is a machine of global striation,

channeling, coding, and territorializing the [lows ofcapital, blocking certain [lows
and facilitating others. The world market, in contrast, requires a smooth space of
uncoded and deterritorialized _ﬂo1us...im.1)eria.li.sm
would have been the death of
capital had it not been overcome.The full realization of the world market is neces
sarily the end ofimperialism.” "

Concepts such as center and periphery, these authors argue, are now all but
useless. “Through the decentralization of production and the consolidation of
the world market, the international divisions and flows of labor and capital have

fractured and multiplied so that it is no longer possible to demarcate large geo
graphical zones as center and periphery, North and South.” There are “no differ

ences of nature” between the United States and Brazil, Britain and India, “only
differences of degree”"’
Also gone is the notion of U.S. imperialism as a central force in the world
today. “The United States,” they write, “doesnot, and indeed no nation-state can
today, form the center of an imperialist project. Imperialism is over. No nation
will be world leader in the way modern European nations were.”““The Vietnam

War,” Hardt and Negri state, “might be seen as the final moment of the imperi
alist tendency and thus a point of passage to a new regime ofthe Constitution.”7
This passage to a new global constitutional regime is shown by the Gulf War,

during which the United States emerged “as the only power able to manage
international justice, not as afunction of its own.national motivczsbut in the name

ofghibal rig/tt. The U.S. world police acts not in imperialist interest but in
imperial interest [that is, in the interest ofdeterritorialized Empire]. In this sense
the Gulf War did indeed, as George Bush claimed, announce the birth ofa new
world order.”"
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Empire, the name they give to this new world order, is a product ofthe string
glc over sovereignty an(l constitutionalism at the global level in an age in which a
new global .]cfl"ersonianism——the
expansion of the U.S. constitutional

form into

the global realm—has become possible. Local struggles against Empire are

opposed by these authors, who believe that the struggle now is simply over the
form globalization will take—and the extent to which Empire will live up to its

promise of bringing to fruition “the global expansion of the internal U.S. consti
tutional pro_ject."”‘
Their argument supports the efforts of the “multitude against

Empire"—that is, the struggle of the tnultitude to become an autonomous politi
cal subject—yet this can only take place, they argue, within “the ontological con
ditions that Empire presents.”"’
So much for today’s more fashionable views. I would now like to turn to the

decidedly unfashionable. In contrast to Empire, Istvzin Mészziros’ new book
Soafahlrm or Ba1'bari.mi,represents in many ways the height of unfashionability—

even on the left." Instead ofproniising a new universalism arising potentially out
of the capitalist globalization process if only it takes the right form, Mészziros

argues that the perpetuation ofa system dominated by capital would guarantee
precisely the opposite: “Despite its enforced ‘globalization,’ capital’s incurably
iniquitous system is structurally incompatible with universality in any meaningful
sense of the term....there can be no universality in the social world without sub
stantive cquality.”'2

For Mészaros, the rule of capital is best understood as a social metabolic

process akin to that ofa livingorganism. It thus has to be approached as embody
ing a complex set of relations. Whatever capitalism achieves with regard to “hor
izontal” liberation is negated by the dominant “vertical” ordering that always con
stitutes its decisive moment. This overriding antagonism means that “the capital
system is articulated as ajungle-like network of contradictions that can only be
more or less successfully zrzanagmlfor some time but never definitively over

c07n.e””Among the principal contradictions that are insurmountable within cap
italism are those between: (1) production and its control; (2) production and con

sumption; competition and tnonopoly; (4) development and underdevelop
ment (center an(l periphery); (5) world economic expansion and intercapitalist
rivalry; (6) accumulation and crisis; (7) production and destruction; (8) the doin
ination oflabor and dependence on labor; (9) employment and unemployment;
and (10) growth ofoutput at all costs and environmental destruction." “It is quite
inconceivable to overcome even a single one ofthese contradictions,” Mészziros
_.___ .. .-_.;-.u ..—.-.-ix:-—c.Au;-Inaanzl
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observes, “let alone their inextricably combined network, without instituting a
radical alternative to capita|’s mode ofsocial metabolic control."”’
According to this analysis,the period ofcapitalism‘s historic ascendance has now

ended. Capitalism has expanded throughout the globe, but in most of the world it
has produced only enclavesofcapital. There is no longer any promise of the under
developed world as a whole “catching-up” economically with the advanced capital
ist countnes——oreven of sustained economic and social advance in most of the
periphery. Living conditions of the vast majority of workers are declining globally.

The long suuctural crisis of the system, since the 1970s, prevents capital from elfec
tivelycoping with its contradictions, even temporarily. The extraneous help offered
by the state is no longer suflicient to boost the system. Hence, capital's “destructive

uncontrollability”—its destruction of previous social relations and its inability to put
anything sustainable in their place—is coming more and more to the fore.'"

At the core of Mésza’ros’argument is the proposition that we are now living
within what is “the potentially deadliest phase ofimperialism” (the title of the sec

ond chapter of his book). Imperialism, he says, can be divided into three distinct
historical phases: (1) early modern colonialism, (2) the classic phase of imperial
ism as depicted by Lenin, and (3) global hegemonic imperialism, with the U.S. as

its dominant force. The third phase was consolidated following the Second
World War,but it became “sharply pronounced” with the onset of capital’s struc
tural crisis in the 19705.”
Unlike most analysts, Mészaros argues that U.S. hegemony did not end in the
19705, though by 1970 the U.S. had suffered a decline in its relative economic

position vis 5 vis the other leading capitalist states when compared with the

19505.Rather, the 1970s, starting with Nixon’s abandonment of the dollar-gold

standard, mark the beginning ofa much more determined effort on the part ofthe
U.S. state to establish its global preeminence in economic, military and political

terms—to constitute itself as a surrogate global government.

At the present stage of the global development of capital, Mészaros insists, “it
is no longer possible to avoid facing up to a fundamental contradiction and struc
tural limitation of the system. That limitation is its grave failure to constitute the

state of the capital system as such, as cotnplementary to its transnational aspira

tions and articulation.” Thus it is here that “the United States dangerously bent
on assuming the role of the state of the capital system as such, subsuming under
itselfby all means at its disposal all rival powers,” enters in, as the closest thing to

a “state of the capital system.”'"
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But the United States, while able to bring a halt to the decline in its economic

position relative to the other leading capitalist states, has been unable to achieve
sullicient economic dominance by itsellto govern the world system——whichis, in

any case, ungovernable. It therefore seeks to utilize its immense military power to
establish its 55 lobal I )reeminence."’ “What is at stake to(la Y»” Mészziros writes,
...is not the control ola particular part olithe planet—no matter how large—putting
at a disadvantage but still tolerating the in(lependent actions ofsome rivals, but the

control ofits totality by one hegemonic economic and military superpower, with all

means—-eventhe most extreme authoritarian and, ifneeded, violent military ones
at its disposal. This is what the ultimate rationality of globally developed capital

requires, in its vain attempt to bring under control its irreconcilable antagonisms.
The trouble is, though, that such rationality—which can be written without invert
ed commas, since it genuinely corresponds to the logic ofcapital at the present his
torical stage ofglobal development—is at the same time the most extreme irrational

ity in history, including the Nazi conception olworld domination, as far as the con

ditions required for the survival ofhumanity are concemed.‘"

The claim that today’s imperialism, represented above all by the United States,
is somehow lessened by the fact that there is little direct political rule of foreign ter
ritories, simply fails to understand the problems facing us. As Mészaros points out,

European colonialism actually occupied only a small part of the territory of the
periphery. Now the means are different, but the global reach ofimperialism is even
greater. The U.S. currently occupies foreign territory in the form of military bases
in some sixty countries—a number that is continuing to increase. Further, “the

multiplication olthe destructive power of the military arsenal today—especiallythe
catastrophic potential ofaerial weapons——has
to some extent modiﬁed the forms of

imposing imperialist dictates on a country to be subdued [ground troops and
direct occupation are less necessary] but not their sul)stance.”‘“
With the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War, it has

become necessary for imperialism to take on new clothes. The old Cold War_jus

tilication for interventions no longer works. Saddam Hussein, Mészaros observes,

provided such a newjustilication, but only temporarily. Even then the United
States was compelled to present its warmalting in the guise ofa universal alliance

in the interest olglobal right, albeit with the United States acting the part ofboth
judge and executioner.
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Among the disquieting developments that .5'urirIIi.wunr llm'Imri.sm points to

are: the enomious toll in Iraqi civilian eausalities during the Gulf War and the
death of more than a halfmillion children as a result of sanctions since the war;

the military onslaught on and occupation ofthe Balkans; the expansion ofNATO
to the East; the new U.S. policy ofemploying NATO as an ollensive military force
that can substitute for the United Nations; US. attempts to further circtnnvent

and undennine the United Nations; the bombing of the Chinese embassy in
Belgrade; the development of thejapan-U.S. Security treaty aimed at China; and
the growth ofan aggressive U.S. military stance with regard to China——increasing

ly seen as the emerging rival superpower. Over the longer run even the present

apparent hamiony between the United States and the European Union cannot be
taken for granted, as the United States continues to pursue its quest for global
domination. Nor is there an answer to this problem within the system at this stage
in the development of capital. Globalization, Mészaros argues, has made a global
state imperative for capital, but the inherent character ofeapital’s social metabol
ic process, which demands a plurality of capitals, makes this impossible. “The
potentially deadliest phase ofimperizilism” thus has to do with the expanding cir
cle ofbarbarism and destruction that such conditions are bound to produce.

How do these two views of globalization/imperialism—the increasinglyfash
ionablc one focusing on the emergence of global sovereignty (called “Empire”)
and the decidedly unfasltionable view pointing to “the potentially deadliest phase
ofimperialism"—look today, following the events of September 11 and the com
mencement in Afghanistan ofa global war on tenorism?
It might perhaps be argued that the analysis ofEm1)ire is conﬁrmed since it
was not a nation state that offered a challenge to the emerging system of global
sovereignty but international terrorists outside the Empire. In this view the
United States could be seen as carrying out a “world police” action in
Afghanistan “not as a function ofits own national motives but in the name ofglob

al right”—as Hardt and Negri described the U.S. actions in the GulfWar. This is
more or less the way Washington describes its own actions.
Socialism or Barbarism, however, would appear to suggest an altogether dif

ferent interpretation, one that sees U.S. imperialism as central to the terror crisis.
In this view, the terrorists attacking the World Trade Center and the Pentagon
were not attacking global sovereignty or civilization (it wasn’t the United Nations
in New York that was attacked)—muc|i less the values offreedom and democracy
as claimed by the U.S. state—but were deliberately targeting the symbols of U.S.
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linancial an(l military power, an(l thus oli U.S. global power. As ttnjtistilialile as

these terrorist acts were in every sense. they nonetheless belong to the larger his
tory ol’U.S. imperialism and the attempt ol‘the US. to establish global liegcino
ny——partieularlyto the history oliits interventions in the Middle East. l"urthc-r,the

Unite(l States responded not through a process oliglobal constitutionalism, nor in
the lhrm ol'a mere police action, but imperialistically by unilaterally declaring war

on international terrorism and setting loose its war machine on the Taliban gov
ernment in Afghanistan.
In Afghanistan, the U.S. military is seeking to destroy terrorist forces that it once

played a role in creating. Far lrom adhering to its own constitutional principles in

the international domain the U.S. has long supported terrorist groups wheneverit
served its own imperialist designs, and has itself carried out state terrorism, killing
civilian populations. Its new war on terrorism, Washington has (leclared, may

require U.S. military intervention in numerous countries beyond Afghanistan~
with such nations as Iraq, Syria, Sudan, Libya, Indonesia, Malaysia, and the

Philippines already singled out as possible locales for further interventions.
All of this, coupled with a worldwide economic downturn and increased

repression in the leading capitalist states, seems to suggest that capital’s“destruc
tive uncontrollability” is coming more and more to the fore. Imperialism, in the

process of blocking autocentric development—i.e., in perpetuating the develop
ment of underdevelopment—in the periphery, has bred terrorism, which has
blown back on the leading imperialist state itself, creating a spiral oldestruction
without apparent end.
Since global government is impossible under capitalism, but necessary in the
more globalized reality of today, the system, Mészaros insists, is thrown increas

ingly upon the “extreme violent rule ofthe whole world by one hegemonicimpe

rialist country on a permanent basis: an . .. absurd and unsustainable wayoIrun

ning the world order?“
Ten years ago, following the CulfWar, Monthly Review editors Harry Magdofl

and Paul Sweezy observed:
The United States, it seems, has locked itsellinto a course with the gravestimplica
tions for the whole world. Change is the only certain law ofthe universe. It cannot

be stopped. Ifsocieties [on the periphery ofthe capitalist world] are preventedfrom
trying to solve their problems in their own ways, they will certainly not solve them
in ways dictated by others. And if they cannot move forward, they will inevitably
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move backward. This is what is happening in a large part ofthe world today, and

the United States, the most powerful nation with unlimited means olieoercion at its
disposal, seems to be telling the others that this is a late that must be accepted on

pain ofviolent destruction.
Alfred North Whitehead, one of the greatest thinkers olthe past century, once
said: “I have never ceased to entertain the idea that the human race might rise to a

certain point and then decline and never retrieve itself. Plenty of other forms oflife
have done that. Evolution may go down as well as up." It is an unsettling but by no
means Far-l'etche<lthought that the fonn and active agency olithis decline may be tak

ing shape before our very eyes in these closing years olthe twentieth century AD.
This is ofcourse not to suggest that irreversible (lecline is inevitable until it hap
pens. But it is to suggest that the way things have been going for the last halfcentu
ry,and especially for the past year, holds that potential. And it is also to recognize that

we, the American people, have a special responsibility to do something about it since
it is our govemment that is threatening to play Samson in the temple ofhumanity.‘-*

The last ten years have only conﬁrmed the general validity of this analysis. By
any objective standard, the United States is the most destructive nation on earth.

It has killed and terrorized more populations around the globe than any odicr
nation since the Second World War. Its power for destruction is seemingly unlim
ited, anned as it is with every conceivable weapon. Its imperial interests, aimed at
global hegemony, are virtually without limits. In response to the terrorist attacks in
New York and Washington, the U.S. government has now declared war on terror
ists that it says reside in more than sixty countries and is threatening military action
against the governments that harbor them. In what is presented as merely the ﬁrst
stage in a long struggle it has unleashed its war machine in Afghanistan, already

taking a ﬁightﬁil human toll, including those who are perishing for want of food.
How are we to view these developments except as the growth of imperialism,

barbarism, and terrorism—each feeding on the other—in an age in which capital

ism seems to have reached the limits ofits historic ascendance? What remaining
hope there is for humanity, under these circumstances, lies with the rebuilding of
socialism and, more immediately, with the emergence ofa popular struggle cen
tered within the United States—to prevent Washington from continuing its dead
ly game of Samson in the temple ofhumanity. Never have the words “socialism or
barbarism,” once eloquently raised by Rosa Luxemburg, taken on more global
urgency than in the present day.

i\*lonop0l_vCapital and the New Globalizalxion
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e live at a time when capitalism has become more extreme, and is

more than ever presenting itselfas a force of nature, which demands
such extremes. Globalization—the spread of the self-regulating mar
ket to every niche and cranny of the globe—is portrayed by its mainly establish

ment proponents as a process that is unfolding from everywhere at once with no
center and no discernible power structure. As the New York Times claimed in its
July 7, 2001 issue, repeating now fashionable notions, today’s global reality is one
of“a ﬂuid, infinitely expanding and highly organized system that encompasses

the world’s entire population,” but which lacks any privileged positions or “place
of power?”
Even the revolutionary ﬁgure of Karl Marx has been enlisted in support ofthis
view of inexorable global destiny, which seemingly determines everything, but
which has no manifest agent of change. Thus the World Bank quoted from The
Con:.mu11i5tMmufesto on the opening page of its 1996 World Dcvalofmzent

Refmrl, arguing that the transition from planned to market economies and the
entire thrust of neoliberal globalization was an inescapable, elemental process,
lacking any visible hand behind it:
Constant revolutionizing ofproduction, uninterrupted disturbance ofsocial con
ditions, everlasting uncertainty and agitation.

All lixcd, last frozen relations,

with their train olancient and venerable prejudices, and opinions, are swept away,
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all new-fomied ones l)ecome antiquated before they can ossify. All that is solid

meltsintoair ‘
Gone—spirited away by cllipses—were Marx and Engels’ allusions in the same

passage to “the bourgeois epoch" and their subsequent reference to how “the
need for a constantly expanding market for its products chases the bourgeoisie
over the whole surface ofthe globe."
It is no doubt largely in response to this atmosphere ofinevitability, in which
globalization is divorced from all agency, that the movement against the neoliber

al global project has chosen to exaggerate the role of the visible instruments of

globalization at the expense ofany serious consideration of historical capitalism.
Radical dissenters frequently single out the WTO, the IMF, the World Bank, and
multinational corporations—and even speciﬁc corporations like McDonalds——for

criticism, while deemphasizing the system and its seemingly inexorable forces.
These two distorted viewpoints, one generally in support ofglobalization, the

other generally opposed, are mutually reinforcing in their unreality. Those who
wish to intervene in these processes are thus left with no real material basis on
which to ground their actions. Both perspectives have in common an emphasis on
the decline of nation state sovereignty. Adam Smith described capitalism in the
late eighteenth century as a system that eliminated all need for a sovereign power

in the economic realm, replacing the visible hand of the absolutist or mercantilist
state with the invisible hand of the market. “The Sovereign,” he wrote, “is com
pletely discharged from a duty” with respect to the market.” Now we are told that

this invisible hand has been globalized to such an extent that the sovereign power
of nation states over their territorial domains themselves has been vastly dimin
ished. For New Ybr/tTimes foreign affairs columnist Thomas Friedman, author of
The Lexus and the Olive Tree,globalization is a new technological-economic sys
tem based in the microchip and ruled by an “electronic herd” of financial

investors and multinational corporations, free from any nation state or power
structure, and beholden to none.‘
Those seeking to dispel such views might reply that capitalism with all of its
contradictions remains. But tnost current conceptions of capitalism are too lack

ing in historical speciﬁcity and concreteness, and too wrapped up in the notion
of unfettered competition, to be useful in countering this dominant ideology.
Indeed, the very idea ofcapitalism is being shorn of all determinate elements. The
notion of global free market hegemony without the nation state and without dis
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cernible centers ofpower (only highly visible instruments: Ulilllttmarket) means a
concept of capitalism that has become virtually synonymous with globalization.
There is._it is proclaitncd._ no alterttative bectntse there is nothing outside the sys
tem, and no center within the system.

The ideological fog that pervades all aspects of the globalization debate is
bound to dissipate eventually, as it becomes clear that the contradictions ol"capi
talism. which have never been surmounted, are present in more universal and
more destructive fortn than ever before. For those seeking to penetrate this fog at
present and to understand the constellation of forces lll the w0rl(l today what is
needed above all is a concrete and historically specilic conception of capitalism
that will allow its to see through such issues as globalization. Within Marxistn

such an analysis was provided in the twentieth century by the theory of tnonop
oly capitalism.
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The temi “monopoly capitalism” has been widely used within Marxian econom
ics to refer to the stage of capitalism dominated by large corporations. This stage
of capitalist development originated in the last quarter ofthe nineteenth century
and reached maturity about the titne of the Second World War. Marx’s Capital,
like the work of the other classical political economists, had assumed that the

market system was characterized by conditions of free competition, in which cap
italist enterprises were small, mainly family-run firms. Classical political economy
never included such absolute fantasies as “perfect” or “pure” competition, which
were to be imported into economics in its later neoclassical stage. Nevertheless, it
assumed in its bedrock theory of free cotnpetition that price competition was
fierce, and that no individual capitalist or firm had the power to control a signifi
cant portion ofthe market."’
In the case ofMarx, as distinct from the other classical political economists,
however, capitalism was a historical system, an(l thus dynamic in character, pass

ing through various stages. Although Marx himself did not present a theory of
monopoly capitalism, he did point to the concentration and centralization ofcap
ital as a fundamental tendency of accumulation under capitalism. The whole
development of the credit system and the stock market was for Marx “a new and
terrible weapon in the battle of competition and is finally transformed into an
enormous social mechanism for the centralization of capitals.”" In preparing
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Volumes 2 and 3 of Capital for publication two tlecatles later. Engels emphasized

the fact that free competition had reached “the end of its road."’ Marx and
Engels, however, were prone to see these developments as signs of new condi

tions of socialization of production that would help usher in a new mode ofpro
duction—not as indications olia new stage of capitalism.
It remained for later thinkers, therefore, to analyze what these developments
meant for capitalism’s laws ofmotion. The first to do so was the heterodox U.S.
economist Thorstein Veblen, who in TIMT/m7r_vofﬂiuiurss Eulerprise and sub

sequent works, charted the economic implications of the rise of big business,
and the transfonnauons in credit, corporate linancc, and forms of salesmanship
that went along with it. But Veblen‘s inlluencc on economics did not extend
beyond the United States. Within the Marxist tradition, then centered in
Germany, the first important theorist of monopoly capitalism was the Austrian
economist Rudolf Hilferding whose Finance Caf)ilal: The Latest Phase of
Capitalism was soon followed by Lenin’s Imperialism: The I-lights! Stage of
Capitalism.

Hilferding pointed to the tendency ofconcentration and centralization ofcap
ital to generate a greater and greater consolidation of capital, pointing eventually
to one big cartel—an overly simplistic view that failed to perceive some of the
countervailing inﬂuences at work. He saw these changes as mainly quantitative in
character, and though his work was full ofimportant insights, he did not explore
the question of qualitative alterations in the laws of motion of capitalism.
Hilferding’s perspective did, however, inspire Lenin to connect imperialism with
the monopoly stage of capitalism, and to perceive the growth of giant capital
therefore as integrally related to both the expansion of capital on the world stage,
and the struggle between nation states for shares of the world market. But Lenin,
like Hilferding before him, did not pursue the question of how capitalism’s basic
laws ofmotion might be modiﬁed in the monopoly stage. The concept ofmonop
oly capitalism was to remain axiomatic for Soviet economists in the 1920s and
1930s, during which some important new departures were begun. But by the late
1930s it had been reduced to a mere dogma within the rigid orthodoxy that pre
vailed under Stalinism.
In the 19308 in the West, meanwhile, mainstream academic eeonomists— par

ticularly Joan Robinson, Edward Chamberlain, and the young Paul Sweezy
finally began to deal with monopoly. Yet the theory of“imperfect competition"
that was to emerge from their analyses had a fonnal character that was usually
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divorced from real historical processes. Nor was it intended as more than a minor

qualiﬁcation to the theory ofperlect competition, which continuctl to be consid
ered the general rule, and prevailetl over economics as a whole.
By the 19305 Marxian econolnics could be said to have three strands: (I) the
theory of capital acctnnulation and crisis; (2) the beginnings 0|" a theory of
monopoly capitalistn (based on Marx's concept ol'thc concentration and central
ization 0|‘ capital); and (3) the theory of imperialism. The second and third
strands—growing monopolization and imperialism—ha(l been linked to each
other by Lenin. But, paradoxically, there was no theoretical analysis that linked

the second strand to the lirst—that is, no connection was drawn between growing
concentration and centralization ofcapital and the forms oliaccumulation antl cri
sis. The debate on economic crisis in Marxian theory, which in the early twenti
eth century centered on Marx’s famous reproduction schemes in Cnfiilal, Volume
2, took place in a context that was completely separate from the analysis of the
growth ofmonopoly.

Historical developments, however, were pointing to such a connection. Since
the turn ofthe century in the United States there had been a groundswell ofpop—
ular agitation against the giant monopolies and trusts. The great merger wave at
the beginning of the twentieth century was widely viewed as representing a qual
itativelynew reality. It has been estimated that between a quarter and a third ofall
U.S. capital assets underwent consolidation in mergers between 1898 and 1902
alone. The mammoth merger of the period, the formation of U.S. Steel in 1901
under the ﬁnancial guidance of the investment banking house of Morgan, fused
165 separate companies. The result was a monopolistic corporation controlling
about 60 percent ofthe total U.S. steel industry. In 1936, Arthur R. Burns wrote
his classic study, The Decline of Compelitinn: A Study ofthe Evolution ofAmerimn
lnrluslry.“ And in the context of the Great Depression of the 1930s it was fre

quently contended within heterodox economic circles, especially among those
under the influence ol"Vel)|en,that the stagnation was worsened by the growth of
giant corporations with a large degree ofmonopoly power. One of the objects of
the Temporary National Economic Committee established by the Roosevelt
administration during the Great Depression was to investigate this question
(though the results that they came up with in the end were quite meager).
Yet, despite all of this,_]ohn Maynard Keynes’ General Theo-IyqfEmf)Ioy1n.ent,

/1i.terrJt and Money, which traiislbriiied macroeconomics in response to the
depression, remained roote(l in the age-old assumptions ofatomistic competition.
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The ﬁrst economist to connect the theory of crisis to the theory of monopoly
was the Polish economist Michal Kalecki, who drew his inspiration from Marx
and Rosa Luxemburg. Kalecki’s work in the early 1930s had developed, accord

ing to _loan Robinson and others in the circle of younger economists around

Keynes, the main elements of the “Keynesian" revolution, in anticipation of
Keynes himself. Kalecki moved to England in the mid~l930s where he helped

further the transfomtation in economic analysis associated with Keynes. There he

developed his concept ofthe “degree of monopoly," which stood for the extent to
which a ﬁmi was able to impose a price mark-up on prime production costs
(workers’ wages and raw materials). In this way, Kalecki was able to link Inonop

oly power to the distribution of national income, and to the sources of economic
crisis and stagnation. Kaleckialso explored the more general historical conditions
aﬁecting investment. In the closing paragraphs of his Theory of Economic

Dynamics he concluded: “Long-run development is not inherent in the capitalist
economy.Thus speciﬁc ‘developmental factors’ are required to sustain a long-run
upward movement."~"

This analysis was carried forward byjosef Steindl, a young Austrian econo
mist who had worked closely with Kaleclti in England. According to Steindl’s

Maturity and Stagrmtitrnin American Capitalism, giant corporations tended to
promote widening profit margins, but were constantly threatened by a shortage of
effective demand, due to the uneven distribution of income and resulting weak

ness ofwage-based consumption. New investment could conceivably pick up the
slack. Yetsuch investment resulted in new productive capacity, that is, an enlarge
ment of the potential supply of goods. “The tragedy of investment,” Kaleclti
wrote, “is that it is useﬁ.il.”'”Giant ﬁrms, able to control to a considerable extent

their levels of price, output, and investment, would not invest iflarge portions of
their existing productive capacity were already standing idle. Confronted with a
downward shift in ﬁnal demand, monopolistic or oligopolistic ﬁrms would not
lower prices (as in the perfectly competitive system assumed in most economic

analysis) but would instead rely almost exclusively on cutbacks in output, capac
ity utilization, and new investment. In this way they would maintain, to whatever

extent possible, existing prices and prevailing proﬁt margins. The giant ﬁrm
under monopoly capitalism was thus prone to wider proﬁt margins (or higher
rates of exploitation) and larger amounts of excess capacity than was the case for
a freely competitive system, thereby generating a strong tendency toward eco
nomic stagnation."
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one ofthe great works in Marxian economics, marked the beginnings

ofa distinctive tradition ofMarxian analysis within the United States—one that was
later to become associated with the magazine Mon!/i/y Revinu, which Sweezy

founded in 1949 along with historian andjournalist Leo l-lubennan. ln '1‘/MTlmiry
of (7nfn'Iah'.rI I)(rvcIofm:(.-MI,Sweezy drew on Marx’s theory of realization

crisis———

showing the close connection between that and Keynes’ theory of ellective
(lemand—and developed a sophisticated analysis of economic stagnation. The
7‘/urmyof Capilalilrt Drrvrlofmuntt also extended the Marxian analysis of monopo
lization. But these two elements remained separate in his work." It was this criti

cism that Steindl presented in a long discussion of Sweezy’s book in Maturity and
SIagm1.fionin Amm‘imn. Capitalism. Steindl went on to argue that a more unified

theory could “be orgmiically developed out of . . . Marx” based on Kalec|<i’smodel

of capitalist dynamics, which had connected the phenomenon of realization crisis
to the increasing “degree of monopoly” in the economy as a whole.”
Sweezy was immediately impressed by Steindl’s argument, as was Paul Baran,
professor of economics at Stanford, and a close friend and associate of Sweezy
and Mont/Ll}Revimu. In 1957, Baran published The Political Economy of Growth,

which adapted the theory of monopoly capitalism arising from Kalecki and
Steindl, while also analyzing the role ofiniperialism in reinforcing the economic
underdevelopment of countries in capita]ism’s third world periphery."

With respect to the latter part of his argument, Baran made a big departure
from orthodox economics. Rather than following the common practice ofassum
ing that the poorer economies of the periphery had always been relatively “back
ward,” Baran approached the issue historically. “The question that immediately
arises,” he wrote, “is why is it that in the backward countries there has been no
advance along the lines of capitalist development that are familiar from the histo
ry oliother capitalist countries, and why is it that what forward movement there
has been is either slow or altogether al)sent?""" The answer, he suggested, was to
be found in the way in which capitalism was brought to these regions during the
period of what Marx called “primitive accumulation,” characterized by “undis

guised looting, enslavement and murder," and in the way in which this very

process has served to “smother fledgling industries” in the colonized societies.”
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lt was thus the European conquest and plundering of the rest ofthe globe that
generated the great divide between the core and periphery ofthe capitalist world
economy that persists to this day. In illustrating this, Baran highlighted the differ

ent ways in which India andjapan were incorporated into the world economy as
a result of the globalizing tendencies ofcapitalism: the first as a dependent social

fonnation carrying the unfortunate legacy ofwhat Andre Cunder Frank was later

to call “the development of underdevelopment“; the second representing the
exceptional case of a society that was neither colonized nor subject for long to

unequal treaties, and that, retaining control over its own economic surplus, was
free to develop along the autocentric lilies of the core European powers. The
implication of this analysis was clear: incorporation on an unequal basis into the

periphery ofthe capitalist world economy is itself the main cause of the plight of
the underdeveloped countries.
For Baran, imperialism, in this sense, was inseparable from capitalism. [Lscen

tral underpinnings were to be found in the mode ofaccumulation operating in the
advanced capitalist world. An international division of labor had evolved diat
geared the production and trade of the poor countries in the periphery much
more toward the needs ofthe rich countries in the center of the system than to the

needs of their own populations.
No treatment of contemporary imperialism was complete, however, that did
not take account of the laws of motion of monopoly capital. In The Political

Economy of Growth, Baran applied the concept of economic surplus to analyze
not only the development of underdevelopment in the periphery, but also to

throw light on the problem of accumulation and stagnation within the United

States and other leading capitalist nations. This argument was further extended
in Monopoly Capital: An Essay on theAmerican Economic and Social Order, coau
thored with Paul Sweezy and published in 1966 two years after Baran’s death.”
Between 1966 and 1974 MonopolyCapital was translated into sixteen languages

and was “adopted almost immediatelyas a standard text" ofthe New Left.”
The basic dilemma of accumulation under monopoly capitalism was laid out
in Kaleckian terms. Workers, the vast majority of the population in the rich coun

tries, had little or no access to economic surplus in the forms of profit, interest,
and rent. Workers’ income was almost exclusively wage income. Most working
people lived from paycheck to paycheck (though sometimes able to make large

purchases on credit), and had no savings to speak of. Workers therefore spent
what they got on necessities, or what economists sometimes called wage goods.
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Capitalists, in contrast. had access to economic surplus and had as their main
goal accunmlation olicven greater surplus. They spent a small portion of their
total income on luxury goods for their private consumption. but mainly sought to
ensure the enhancement of their wealtlt through investment in capital goods—
new productive capacity. But here a dilcnnna entered in: iliall investment-seeking
surplus was invested in new productive capacity (new plant and equipment), that
new capacity, once it came on stream, would result in a total capacity to produce
goods that might well exceed linal demand, leading to overprodttction, declining
prices and rapidly falling prolits. lll order to prevent such a situation from (level
oping and in or(lcr to prevent price reductions that would threaten prolit mar
gins, monopoly capital held down production levels, increasing the normal
amount olidle productive capacity and carefully regulating investment. Yet all of
this meant that the surplus that the system was actually and potentially capable 0|‘
producing nonnally exceeded the capacity to absorb that surplus. The result was
a trend rate oleconomic growth well below the potential.
Monopolization, this theory argued, was not the only historical element serv
ing to slow down capital accumulation. Also important was the phenomenon of
“niaturity""emphasized by Keynes’ leading U.S. follower Alvin Hansen during the
debates on secular stagnation in the 19305. Investment, in this perspective, had to
be viewed historically. Most new industries went through a highly competitive
shakedown phase in which prices tende(l to fall and investment took a highly
dynamic character. But once such industries had “matured,” with more produc
tive capacity built—upthan they could normally utilize—and once these industries
had also fallen under the sway of three or four monopolistic or oligopolistic
lirms—investment tended to fall off. What investment took place was supplied
increasingly out of depreciation funds with relatively little new net investment.
Moreover, the nature ofindustrialization was such that in the highly developed
economies a larger and larger portion ofindustry would consist of mature niar
kets in this sense.

The overall theory thus suggested that the stagnation that had characterized
the 19305 was not simply an anomaly, but reflected conditions deeply embedded
in the laws ofmotion olcapitalism in its monopoly stage. Yet, the innnediate real
ity at the time that Monojmly Capitrtl was written was not stagnation but rapid
economic growth. As Baran and Sweezy wrote in the introduction to their book:
“The Great Depression of the 1930's accorded admirably with Marxian theory,
and its occurrence ofcourse strengtliened the belielthat similar catastrophic eco
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nomic breakdowns were inevitable in the future. And yet, much to the surprise of
many Marxists, two decades have passed since the end ofthe Second World War

without the recurrence of severe depression.”'”
lfa monopoly capitalist economy was prone to economic crisis and stagna
tion, how had the U.S. economy managed to expand for two decades without a
major crisis? This was the question that Monopoly Cafnfal sought above all to

answer. Baran and Sweezy singled out a number ofcountervailing factors that had

served to prop up the economy: (1) the epoch-making stimulus provided in the
19505 by a second great wave ofautomobilization in the United States (which was

to be understood as also encompassing the expansion of the steel, glass, rubber,

and petroleum industries, the building of the interstate highway systems, and the

stimulus provided by suburbanization); (2) Cold War military spending, includ
ing two regional wars in Asia; (3) the growing wasteful penetration of the sales

effort into production (a point first emphasized by Veblen); and (4) the vast

expansion ofﬁnancial superstructure of the capitalist economy, to the extent that
it even began to dwarf production itself. (This last element was mentioned in
Baran and Sweezy’s analysis, but given much more emphasis in Sweezy’s later

writings than in MonopolyCapital itself Through these means the U.S. econo
my managed to absorb surplus and thus to stave offa severe economic crisis.
All of these countervailing factors, however, were either self-limiting, or pro

duced additional contradictions for monopoly capitalist society.Automobilization

represented a shift in the entire geographical basis of the economy; and once
these effects had been achieved the process slowed down. Moreover, no new
epoch-making innovation on the same scale seemed to be on the horizon—even
the digital revolution in recent decades has been small in comparison in its effect

on overall investment. The emphasis on military spending committed the United
States, which now accounts for roughly a third of all military spending in the
world, to global militarism and imperialism—and to the search for new justifica

tions for a large and expanding amis budget once the Cold War had ended. The

penetration of the sales effort into the production process meant the production
of huge amounts of waste (unnecessary packaging, useless products, throwaway
goods and product obsolescence). Naturally, this was not without its effects on
business costs and competition. The skyrocketing growth of the financial super
structure ofthe capitalist economy at the same time as the relative stagnation ofits
productive base could only contribute to the uncertainty and instability of capi
talist economies worldwide.
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Mnnofm//\'Cr:-pi/rtldealt with the changing nature ofcompetition, the mo(lilica
tions in accumulation, and the growing militarism and imperialistn under monop

oly capitalism. lt largely ignored, however, a question at the heart of Marx’s cri
tique ofcapitalism: the labor process itself, an(l the exploitation ofworkers. This
topic was taken up by Harry Braverman, director ofMonlhly Review Press and a

former skilled machinist in the metal-working industries, in his tnagnum opus,
Labor and Monopoly Capital.‘ Tlur Dogrrzdatio-u. of Work in [/16 '1immIieI/t

Cenhtr)-.‘-"'Braverman, while rooting his analysis in Marx’s Crlflffflf,applied this

to the growth ofscientiftc Inanagement or Taylorism, which had etncrged along
with the giant corporation at the beginning of the twentieth century. He showed
that the forces directed at the extraction of ever greater amounts of surplus from
the direct producers by means of the relentless division and subdivision oflabor,
and hence the degradation and dehumanizatjon of work, had only intensified
under monopoly capitalism. At the same time, the “universalization of the mar
ltet,” to the point that all aspects of social existence became dependent upon it,
represented the hidden set ofchains behind the much-celebrated growth of“con
sumer society.""“

Another extension of the theory ofmonopoly capitalism was provided in the
work of Harry Magdoff—who in 1969, following Leo Huberman’s death,
became coeditor with Sweezy of Monthly Review. MagdolT’s The Age of
In:f;eriol1'snt: The Economics of U.S. Foreign Policy had as its object nothing less
than the rediscovery of the long suppressed topic of U.S. imperialism.“‘-'It
demonstrated that the United States had an empire, although one different from

the empires ofBritain and France that had preceded it. This, even more than the
contest with the Soviet Union, was the context in which the Vietnam War, then
takingplace, had to be understood. Arguing against the widespread view that the
U.S. economy had very little involvement in the world economy, Magdoﬂ‘
emphasized the flow of foreign direct investment abroad and its effect in creat
ing a cumulative stock of investment generating a return flow of earnings. He
criticized the common error of simply comparing exports or the foreign invest
ment of multinational corporations to the gross domestic product. Rather, the
importance of these economic flows could only be gauged by relating them to
strategic sectors of the economy, such as the capital goods industries; or by com
paring the earnings on foreign investment to the profits ofdomestic nonlinancial
corporations. Earnings front overseas investments, Magdolf pointed out, had
grown from 10 percent ofafter-tax profits for U.S. nonfmancial corporations in
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1950, to over 20 percent in 1964.“ In answer to the question “Is Imperialism
Necessary?” Magdolf insisted that imperialism was the global face of capital
ism——as
fundamental to the system as accumulation itself."

The formation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the
International Monetary Fund, and the World Bank alter the Second World War

facilitated, Magdoff argued, the development of an international order in which
the United States assumed a hegemonic position. He emphasized the internation
al ﬁnancial expansion of U.S. capital, based on the dol|ar’s hegemonic position in

the world economy, and the growth at the same time ofa debt trap in the third
world. In the closing pages of The Ageof Im.f)eriali.mt, Magdoff wrote:
The typical international business firm is no longer limited to the giant oil compa
ny. lt is as likely to be a General Motors or a General Electric—with 15 to 20 per

cent of its operations involved in foreign business, and exercising all efforts to

increase this share. It is the professed goal ofthese international fmns to obtain the
lowest unit production costs on a world-wide basis. It is also their aim, though not
necessarily openly stated, to come out on top in the merger movement in the

European Common Market and to control as large a share ofthe world market as

they do ofthe United States market.”

'/'/Ic /Vew Stage Q/'G/0/;(I/r'z(/lion
The theory of monopoly capital developed by Sweezy, Baran, Magdolf, and
Bravennan, on foundations laid by Marx, Veblen, Hilferding, Lenin, Kaleclti, and
Steindl, thus pointed early on to many of the phenomena that are now common
ly associated with “globalization.” But in this perspective, capitalism had been a
global system from the start. Although one could refer to a “new stage ofglobal
ization,” it was part ofa long historical process, inseparable from imperialism.“

Capitalism, as Sweezy stressed, had emerged in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen
turies. From its earliest infancy the system had been constituted as “a dialectical

unity of self-directed center and dependent periphery.” Further:
The fact that capitalism has from the beginning had these two poles—which can be

variously described by such terms as independent and dependent, dominant and
subordinate, developed and underdeveloped, center and periphery—has at every
stage been crucial for the evolution ofits parts. The driving force has always been
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the accumulation process in the center. with the peripheral societies being moltletl
by a combination ofcoettion and market I-oru-sto conform to the requirt‘tnt'nts .mtl

serve the needs ofthe center.“

Within this global system Inuch higher rates ofexploitation were to be found
in the periphery than in the center; and at the same titne surplus was siphoned olf
from the periphery to meet the development needs of the center. Consequently,
the gap in income and wealth between the center and the periphery as a whole has
tended to increase, despite development in some peripheral countries. (Ioullict
between center and periphery was therefore inevitable, oftentimes taking the form
of revolution and counterrevolutiou (the latter invariably supported by the
United States and other imperial powers in the center of the systetn, sometimes
through direct military intervention).
The struggle over imperialism, however, did not simply occur between North
and South. As Lenin had argued, the growth of monopoly capital was insepara
ble from rivalry among the advanced industrialized nations within the center of
the world system, taking the form of trade and currency conﬂicts, struggles aris
ing out ofthe promotion oftheir respective national corporations, and even lead
ing to war (as in the First and Second World Wars). Much ofthis imperialist rival
ry was directed at spheres ofinfluence and control in the periphery, with each of
the great powers laying primary claim to certain dependent regions.
Concentration and centralization ofcapital, stagnation tendencies in the cen
ter, imperialist exploitation in the periphery, globalization of ﬁnance, and imperi
al rivalrybetween the advanced capitalist countries—together made up the gener
a] picture of the world developed by monopoly capital theory. This generated an
approach to the latest phase of globalization entirely different from those tnost
commonly encountered today. National sovereignty in the center of the system (as
opposed to the periphery), according to the perspective of monopoly capital the
ory,was not eroded. The world econotny was seen neither as chaotic, in the sense
ofa lack ofpowerful organizing forces, nor, as some contended, as giving rise to a
new international of capital led by the WTO and other supranational organiza
tions. “For the sake of perspective,” Magdolf explained in his treatise,
Glolmlizn.tiow.—T(z W/mt End ?:

it is worth recognizing that the recent splurge in globalization is part ofan ongoing
process with a long history. To begin with, capitalism was born in the process ofcre
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ating a world market, and the lortg waves of growth in the core capitalist countries

were associated witlt its centuries-long spread by conquest and economic penetra
tion. In the past as in the present, competitive pressures, the incessant need for cap
ital to keep on accumulating, and the atlwtntages olicontrolling raw material sources

havespurred business enterprise to reach beyond its national borders.

While the

expansion of capitalism has always presupposed and indeed required cooperation
among its various national components...tlicre has never been a time when these
same national components ceased to struggle each for its own prelerment and
advantage. Centrifugal and centripetal forces have always coexisted at the very core

ofthe capitalist process, with sometimes one and sometimes the other predominat
ing. As a result, periods olpeace and harmony ltave alternated with periods ofdis
cord and violence. Generally, the mechanism oi‘this alternation involves both eco

nomic and Inilitary fonns ofstruggle, with the strongest power emerging victorious
and enforcing acquiescence on the losers. But uneven development soon takes over,

and a period of renewed struggle for hegemony emerges.“

The “strongest power” at present remains the United States, which has man
aged to maintain a global hegemonic imperialism since 1945. This hegemony
has been under challenge from other leading capitalist countries since the

1970s. The United States has sought to maintain its preeminent position at
every opporrunity—through an expansion of its role as the leading military
power, and by wielding its economic and ﬁnancial might. “The fact that U.S.
hegemonic imperialism proved to be so successful, and still continues to pre
vail,” Istvan Mészaros has explained, “does not mean that it can be considered

stable, let alone permanent. The envisaged ‘global government‘ under U.S.
management remains wishful thinking, like the ‘Alliance for Democracy’ and the

‘Partnership for Peace,’ projected—at a time of multiplying military collisions
and social explosions—as the solid foundation ofthe newest version ofthe ‘new

world order?” Instead what is emerging is the “potentially deadliest phase of
imperialism” evident in: (1) growing rivalry between the United States, Europe

and Japan; (2) increasing concern within U.S. ruling circles about the potential
threat represented by China, viewed as an emerging superpower rival; and (3)
aggressive U.S. attempts to preempt such challenges by extending the geopolit
ical sphere of its hegemony. 2”All the talk about globalization having integrated

the world and disintegrated all centers, eliminating all sovereign powers, is
largely illusion. Nation state sovereignty and U.S. itnperialism have not gone
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away but continue to exist in this new phase olicapitalisl glolJali'I.atiou in an
explosive mixture.
Globalization olicapital in the present stage of capitalism is thus inseparable
from increasing monopolization, that is, the concentration and centralization ol'
capital on a world scale—\vhich necessarily produces bigger contradictions and

crises. “The three most important underlying trends in the recent history olicap
italism._the period beginning with the recession of 1974-75," Sweezy argued in
Mmit/tly Rrvinzu in 1997, were: ‘‘(I) the slowing down of the overall rate oli

growth, (2) the worldwide proliferation ofmonopolistic (or oligopolistic) multi
national corporations, and (3) what may be calle(l the linancialization ol‘the cap
ital accumulation process.” All of these underlying trends were a product olithc
driving force of capitalism, the capital acctnnulation process itself, rather than
arising from globalization—which was to be seen as a process that has been going
on as long as capitalism, but which could only be understood in terms of the lat
ter. Nevertheless, all three of these “underlying trends,” associated with capital
accumulation, Sweezy was to emphasize, must be seen as taking place in “a con
text of continuing globalization which puts its imprint on the way the various
processes play themselves out.””°
V\’hatis perhaps most evident is that stagnation, monopolization, linancializa
tion, and the new phase of globalization, all combine to generate quite new and
highly visible power mechanisms. As British political economist Michael Barratt
Brown wrote in his Models in Political Economy, “the system of production for
prolit in the market is still what organizes production. But the hand is no longer
invisible, decisions are no longer unplanned. It is increasingly obvious that the
hand is the hand of the managers ofa few giant companies playing the market and
planning the use of the world’s resources to make money rather than to meet
wants. More and more people can see this is so.”"“
Rather than represent.ing the realization ofAdam Smith’s invisible hand on a
global sca|e—a seemingly inexorable mechanistic reality against which there is no
recourse—capitalism is more and Inore a contested sphere, in which concentra

tion and centralization of production on a world scale and hence increasingly
global competition between [inns has its counterpart in the globalization oli
exploitation. Struggles over nation state hegemony have not disappeared in this
new stage of globalization, but continually resurface, often in more potent form.
Globalization as the end o['history, as the end ofnation state sovereignty,as a
new world order, as the integration ol'all peoples, or as a reality for which there is
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no alternative, are all myths carefully cultivated in our time. To see through these

establishment myths—along with the “progressive” myth that we can oppose the

instruments of neoliberal globalization without opposing the system itself—it is

necessary to understand the historical changes associated with the development
ofmonopoly capital on an increasingly global scale. Neither capitalism’s monop
olistic tendencies nor its imperialist divisions are in any way surmounted by the

new globalization. At most these contradictions simply assume more universal
fonns. More than ever before a world ofglobalized monopoly capital and hege
monic imperialism, led by the United States, presents us with a stark choice:
between a deadly barbarism or a humane socialism.

U.S. Military Bases and Ernpire
|/m'r// 2()().Z
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mpires throughout human history have relied on foreign military bases to
enforce their rule, and in this respect at least, Pax Americana is no dilTer

ent than Pax Romana or Pax Britannica. “The principal method by which
Rome established her political supremacy in her world,” wrote historian Arnold
Tovnbee in his America and the World Revolution,
was by taking her weaker neighbors under her wing and protecting them
against her and their stronger neighbors. Rome’s relation with these pro
tégées olhers was a treaty relation._]uridically they retained their previous sta

tus olsovereign independence. The most that Rome asked ofthem in terms
of territory was the cessation, here and there, ofa patch of ground for the
plantation ola Roman Fortressto provide for the common security olRome’s
allies and Rome herself.

At least this is the way Rome started out. But as time passed, “the vast territories

oll{omc’s one-time allies,” originally secured by this system of Roman military bases,

“l)ecamejust as much a part of the Roman Empire as the less extensive territories of
l(ome’sone time enemies which Route had deliberately and overtly annexed.”'
Britain, in its heyday as the leading capitalist power in the nineteenth century,
ruled over a vast colonial empire secured by a global system of military bases. As
Robert l-larkavy has explained in his important work, Great Power Co-rn:[;eh.'t1'o1t
for

Ovrzrsez/.9
Imm, these were deployed in [our networks along sea corridors dominat
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ed by British naval power: (1) the Mediteminean through Suez to India; (2) South
Asia, the Far East, and the Paciﬁc; (3) North America and the Caribbean; and (4)
West Africa and the South Atlantic. At the British empire-‘speak these military bases

were located in more than thirty-ﬁveseparate countries or colonies. Although British
hegemony declined rapidly in the early twentieth century, its bases were remitted as

long as the empire itselfcontinued, and its base system even expanded brieﬂy during
the Second World War. In the immediate altennath of the war, however, the British

Empire cmmbled, and the great majority of bases had to be relinquished.”
The fall of the British empire was accompanied by the rise oli another, as the

United States took Britain‘s place as the hegemonic power of the capitalist world

economy. The United States emerged from the Second World War with the most
extensive system of military bases that the world had ever seen. According to James

Blalter,fomier Senior Advisor to the Vice Chaimian of thejoint Chiefs of Stalf, this

overseas basing system at the end of the Second World War consisted ofover thirty
thousand installationslocated at two thousand base sites residing in around one hun

dred counuia and areas, and stretching from the Arctic Circle to Antarctica. U.S.
military bases were spread over all the continents and the islands in between. “Next
to the U.S. nuclear monopoly,” Blaker writes, “there was no more universally recog

nized symbol of die nation’s superpower status than its overseas basing system?“

The ofﬁcial stance of the United States toward these military bases after the

war was that they should be retained to whatever extent possible, and further
bases should be acquired. At the Potsdam Conference on August 7, 1945,

President Han'y Truman declared:
Though the United States wants no proﬁt or selﬁsh advantage out ofthis war, we
are going to maintain the military bases necessary for the complete protection ofour
interests and ofworld peace. Bases which our military experLsdeem to be essential

for ourprotection we will acquire. We will acquire them by arrangements consistent
with the United Nations Charter.‘

Nevertheless, the dominant trend from the end of the Second World War
until the Korean War was the reduction of the number of U.S. overseas bases.
“Half the wartime basing structure,” according to Blaker, “was gone within two
years ofV-_]Day, and halfofwhat had been maintained until 1947 had been dis
mantled by 1949.”"’This postwar reduction in the number of overseas bases,

however,ended with the Korean War when the quantity of such bases increased
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mice more, l})llowedby liurthcr increases during the Vietnam War. Only alter the
Vietnam War did the number ofU.S. overseas base sites begin to lall once again.

By 1988, these bases numbered slightly less than at the end of the Korean War,
but rcllectcd a very dillerent global pattern than at the beginning ol‘the post
Sccond World War period, with the sharpest declines in South Asia and Middle
East/Africa (see Table 1).
'l':tblt* I-l:
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I975
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446
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673

633

627

343

235

29l

256

271

183

I21

the Caribbean
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59

6|

46

55

40

39

Middle East & Alrico

74

23

l7

l5

l5

9

7

South Asia

H33

2

0

0

0

0

0

l,l 39

532

315

833

Europe,Canado,
& North Atlantic
Pacilic &

Southeast Asia
Latin America &

Total

l ,0l 4

B65

794

Source; James R. Bloker, United States Overseas Basing (New York: Proeger, 1990), Table I2

Historically, bases have often been acquired during wars. For example, the
U.S. naval base in Guantanamo, Cuba, was obtained in the aftermath of the
Spanish American War. Although that base is technically “leased,” the lease is
permanent. According to the treaty, U.S.jurisdict.ion over the base can be termi

nated only by the mutual consent of both Cuba and the United States as long as
nominal annual payments are made—g'ivingthe United States “rights” to this part
ofCuba in perpetuity, regardless ofthe views of the Cuban government and peo
ple. Since the Cul)an Revolution, the checks issued on behalfofthe United States
to pay for the leasing ofthe base have been cashed only once (in the case of the
lirst such check paid after the revolution). All subsequent checks have simply
been held by Cuba, without being cashed, in line with Cuba's demand that the
base be removed from its territory.

Many current U.S. bases were acquired in subsequent wars—the Second
World War, the Korean War, the Vietnam War, the Gulf War, and the war in
Al'g|ianistan.U.S. military bases in Okinawa, formally part ofjapan, are a legacy
ofthe U.S. occupation ofjapan during the Second World War.
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Like all empires, die United States has been extremely reluctant to relinquish

any base once acquired. Bases obtained in one war are seen as forward deployment
positions for some future war, often involving an entirely new enemy. According to

a December 21, 1970, report issued by the Subcommittee on Security Agreements
and Commitments Abroad, U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations,
Once an American overseas base is established it takes on a life ofits own. Original

missions may become outdated but new missions are developed, not only with the
intention of keeping the facility going, but often to actually enlarge it. Within the

govemtnent departments most directly concerned—State and Defense—we found
little initiative to reduce or eliminate any ofthese overseas facilities."

In the 1950s and 19605 the United States articulated a specific doctrine of

“strategic denial“ that argued that no withdrawal should be made from any base
that could potentially be acquired thereafter by the Soviet Union. The majority of

U.S. bases were justified as “ringing” and “containing” Communism. Yet, upon
die collapse ofthe Soviet Union, the United States sought to retain its entire bas
ing system on the grounds that this was necessary for the global projection of its
power and the protection of U.S. interests abroad.

/l_/Zer l/l(.’ Co/r/ Wm

Clasnost and perestroika in the late 1980s, followed by the collapse ofthe Soviet
dominated regimes in Eastern Europe in 1989 and the demise of the Soviet

Union itself in 1991, generated a strong expectation, particularly among those
who had swallowed the claim that U.S. bases were simply there to contain the
Soviet threat, that there would be a rapid dismantling of the U.S. basing system.
Yet, the Department of Defense insisted in its annual Report of the Sec-retmyqf
Defense in 1989 that the “power projection” of the United States necessitated
such “forward deployments.”7

On August 2, 1990, President George Herbert Walker Bush issued a statement
indicating that, while the U.S. overseas basing system should remain intact, by 1995
U.S. global security requirements might be met by an active force 25 percent small

er than in 1990. On that same day Iraq invaded Kuwait. The massive introduction

of U.S. troops into the Middle East during the GulfWar led to the proclamation of
a New World Order rooted in U.S. hegemony and U.S. military power. “By God
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we"vekicked the Vietnam Syndrome once and for all," Bush declaretls‘ New mili

tary bases in the Middle East were established, Inost notably in Saudi Arabia, where

thousands of U.S. troops have been stationed for more than a decade.

Although the Clinton administration was to insist more strongly than the Bush
administration that preceded it on the need to (liminish U.S. foreign military
coimnitments, no attempt was made to decrease the U.S. “forward presence”
abroad represented by its far-llung military bases. The main shift rather was to
reduce the number oftroops pennanently stationed overseas by deploying troops
more frequently but for shorter stays. As reported in the L0: Angela: Ti1n.es:
A 1999 Army \Var College study found, “While permanent overseas presence has

decreased dramatically, operational deployments have increased exponential
ly."‘...ln earlier times, members of the armed forces were routinely “stationed"
overseas, usually for tours ofseveral years and often accompanied by their families.

Now they are ‘‘deployed,’' with the length oftour more uncertain and dependents
almost never allowed. The deployments are both frequent and lengthy, however.

On any given day before September 11, according to the Defense Department,

more than 60,000 military personnel were conducting temporary operations and
exercises in about 100 countries. While the mammoth European installations have

been cut back, Defense Department records show that the new operational mode
calls military personnel away from home about 135 days a year for the Army, 170

days for the Navy and 176 days for the Air Force. For the Army, each soldier now

averages a deployment abroad once every 14 weeks.”

In addition to such frequent, periodic deployments, bases were to be used for
pre-positioning equipment for purposes of rapid deployment. For example, the
United States has pre-positioned a heavy brigade set ofequipment in Kuwait,and
has pre-positioned the equipment for a second heavy brigade along with a tank
battalion set of equipment in Qatar.”
The 1990s closed with U.S. military intervention in the Balkans and extensive
U.S.support for counterinsurgency operations in South America as part of“Plan
Colombia.” Following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the World
Trade Center and the onset of the “War on Terrorism,” a rapid increase in the
number and geographical spread of U.S. military bases commenced.
According to the Defense Department’s Base Struct-uxreReport, 2001, the
United States currently has overseas military installations in thirty-eight countries
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1.
2.
3.
4,
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Afghanistan
American Samoa
Antigua
Aruba
Australia
Austria
Bahama Islands
Bahrain
Belgium
Bosnia
Bulgaria

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

U. S. /’().\'.s'(e.s'.w'0/I5)

Canada
Colombia
Cuba
Curacao
Denmark
Ecuador
El Salvador
France
Germany
Greece
Greenland

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Guam
Honduras
Hong Kong
Iceland
Indian Ocean
(Diego Garcia)
28. Indonesia
29.
30.
31.
32.

Italy
Japan
Johnston Atoll
Korea
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33.
34.
35_
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
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Kosovo
Kuwait
Kwaialein Atoll
Kyrgyzstan
Luxembourg
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

4]. Oman

(SI

42.
43.
44.
45.

Pakistan
Peru
Portugal
Puerto Rica

5].
52.
53,
54.

Tajikistan
Turkey
Egypt
United Kingdom

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Spain
St. Helena

55.
56.
57.
59.

United States
Uzbekistan
Virgin Islands
Wake Island

Sources: U.S. Department of Defense, Base Structure Re ort Fiscal Year 200i; Los
An eles Times, Jan. 6, 2002; New York Times, Jan. 9, 200 ,'John Linsa -Poland, "U.S.
Miitary Bases in Latin America and the Caribbean," Forei n Policy in ocus (October
2001) toreignpolicyintocusong; Globemaster Links, Baseline irectory, ‘aviation Top 100"
wwwglobemaster.de/base|in|<s.htrn|. Map by Ciaude Misukiewicz.
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and separate ternior1'es. lfmilitar_\' bases in US. territories and possessions out
side the lifty states and the District of Columbia are added, it rises to forty-four.

This number is extremely conservative, however, since it does not include impor

tant strategic fonrartl bases, even some oflhose in which the United States main
tains substantial numbers of troops, such as Saudi Arabia, Kosovo, and Bosnia.

Nor does it include some ofthe most recently acquired U.S. bases. Through Plan
Colombia—aimed principally at guerrilla forces in Colombia but also against the

less than servilc government of Venezuela and the massive popular movement

opposing neolibcmlism in Ecuador—the United States is now in the process of
expanding its base presence in the Latin American and Caribbean region. Puerto
Rico has replaced l’anama as the hnl) for the region. Meanwhile the United States

has been establishing four new military bases in Manta, Ecuador; Aruba;
Curacao; and Comalapa, El Salvador-—allcharacterized as forward operating

locations (F015). Since September 11, the United States has set up military bases
housing sixty thousand troops in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan,
and Tajikistan, along with Kuwait, Qatar, Turkey, and Bulgaria. Also crucial in the
operation is the major U.S. naval base at Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean. All
told, the United States now has overseas military bases in almost sixty countries

and separate territories (see Map 1)."
In some ways this number may even be deceptively low. All issues ofjurisdic

tion and audiority with respect to bases in host countries are spelled out in what
are called status of forces agreements. During the Cold War years these were nor
mally public documents, but are now often classiﬁed as secret—for example,

those with Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, Oman, and in certain respects
Saudi Arabia. According to Pentagon records, the United States now has formal
agreements of this kind with ninety-three countries.”
Imperialism abhors a vacuum. Apart from the Balkans and the former Soviet

Republics of Central Asia, which were previously within the Soviet sphere of
influence or part ofthe Soviet Union itself, the forward bases that are now being

acquired are in regions where the United States had experienced drastic reduc
tions in its number ofbases. In 1990, prior to the CulfWar, the United States had
no bases in South Asia and only 10 percent as many in the Middle East/Africa as
in 1947. In Latin America and the Caribbean the number of U.S. bases had

declined by about two-thirds between 1947 and 1990. From a geopolitical/geo
military standpoint, this was clearly a problem for a global economic and military
hegemon such as the United States, even in the age of long-range cruise missiles.
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The appearance of new bases in the Middle East. South Asia. and Latin America
and the (Iarihbean since I990 as a result ofthe Gulf\Nar. the war in Afgli.inislan.
and l'lan Colombia therefore can be seen as a reassertion of direct U.S. military
and iiuperial power in areas where this had to some extent eroded.

Militarydoctrine insists that the strategic signilicance ofa foreign military base
goesbeyond the war in which it was acquired, and that planning for other poten
tial missions using these new assets must begin almost innnetliately. For this rea
son the build-up ofhases in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and three oftlie former Soviet
republics of Central Asia is inevitably seen by Russia and China as constituting
additional threats to their security. Russia has already indicated its displeasure at
the prospect ofpermanent U.S. military bases in Central Asia. As for China, as the
Cvmrdimi(London) noted onjanuary 10, 2002, the base at Manas in Kyrgyzstan,
where U.S. planes are landing daily, “is 250 miles from the western Chinese bor
der. With U.S. bases to the east in japan, to the south in South Korea, and
Washington’smilitary support for Taiwan, China may feel encircled.”
The projection of U.S. military power into new regions through the establish
mentofU.S. military bases should not ofcourse be seen simply in terms ofdirect
militaryends. They are always used to promote the economic and political objec
tivesof U.S. capitalism. For example, U.S. corporations and the U.S. government
havebeen eager for some time to build a secure corridor for U.S.-controlled oil

and natural gas pipelines from the Caspian Sea in Central Asia through
Afghanistanand Pakistan to the Arabian Sea. The war in Afghanistan and the cre
ation ofU.S. bases in Central Asia are viewed as a key opportunity to make such
pipelines a reality.The principal exponent of this policy has been Unocal corpo
ration, as indicated by its testimony to the House Committee on International

Relationsin February 1998.” On December 31, 2001 President George W. Bush
appointed Afghan-born Zalmay Khalilzad from the National Security Council to
be special envoy to Afghanistan. Khalilzad is a former adviser for Unocal in con
nection with the proposcd trans-Afghan pipeline and lobbied the U.S. govern
ment for a more sympathetic policy toward the Taliban regime. He changed his
position only after the Clinton administration fired cruise missiles at targets in
Afghanistan(aimed at Osama bin Laden) in 1998 (Pravda, January 9, 2002).
During the present war in Afghanistan, the U.S. media have generally been
quiet about U.S. oil ambitions in the region. Nevertheless, an article in the busi
ness section ofthe New Kn‘/r.Times (December 15, 2001) noted that, “The State
Department is exploring the potent.ial for post-Taliban energy projects in the
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region, which has more than 6 percent of the world's proven oil reserves and
almost 40 percent ofits gas reserves." ln an Op-Ed piece in the Nrtu Ybrk'l'i1n.cs

(january 18, 2002), Richard Butler, of the Council on Foreign Relations,

acknowledged that, “The war in r\fghanistan...has made the construction ofa
pipeline across Afghanistan and Pakistan politically possible for the first time
since Unocal and the Argentinean company Brid-as competed for the Afghan
rights in the mid-19905.” Needless to say,without 3|strong U.S. military presence

in the region, through the establislnnent of bases as a result of the war, the con

struction ofsuch a pipeline would almost certainly have proven impracticable.

/1’/mv/mrvl‘

History teaches that foreign Inilitary bases are a double-edged sword. The most
obvious indication of the truth of this proposition is the present “War on
Terrorism.” There can be little doubt that attacks over the last decade or more

directed against both U.S. forces abroad and targets in the United States itself
have been a response in large part to the growing U.S. role as a foreign military

power in regions such as the Middle East, where the United States has not only
engaged in military actions, even full-scale war, but also since 1990 has stationed

thousands of troops. The establishment ofU.S. bases in Saudi Arabia was regard
ed by some Saudis as an occupation ofthe holiest land of Islam, to be repelled at
virtually any cost.

The perception of U.S. military bases as intrusions on national sovereignty is
widespread in “host” countries for the simple reason that the presence of such
bases inevitably translates into interference in domestic politics. As the 1970

report by the Subcommittee on Security Agreements and Commitments Abroad
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee noted: “Overseas bases, the presence

of elements of United States armed forces, joint planning, joint exercises, or
excessive military assistance programs...all but guarantee some involvement by
the United States in the internal affairs of the host government.”" Such countries
become more and more enmeshed in the U.S. empire.
U.S. overseas military bases thus frequently give rise to major social protests in

the subject countries. Until the withdrawal of U.S. forces in 1992, the U.S. bases
in the Philippines were widely regarded in that nation as a legacy ofU.S. colonial
ism. Like nearly all U.S. military bases overseas, they brought with them a host of

social problems. The town of Olongapo next to the U.S. base at Subic Bay was
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devoted entirely to “rest and recreation” for U.S. troops and ltotisetl more than
liltythousand prostitutes.
U.S. bases in Okinawa, which l)ecatnc the hub for the U.S. overseas basing sys
tem in the Pacilic following the loss ol‘the bases in tlte l’hilippines, exist at odds
with the population. According to Chalmers Johnson, the island ol‘Okinawa, a

prelecture ofjapan, “is essentially a military coloity ol'the l’entagon’s, a Inigo sale
bouse where Crecn Berets and the Defense lntelligence Agency, not to mention
the air force and Marine Corps._ can do things tltcy would not dare do in the
United States. It is used to project American power throughout Asia in the serv
iceola (le facto U.S. grand strategy to perpetuate or increase American hegemon
ic power in this crucial region.""”
ln I995, anti—baseprotests broke out in Okinawa in response to the rape ol'a
twelve-year-oldgirl by three U.S. servicemen, who had rented a car for the pur
pose, so that they could take her to a remote location and rape her; and in
response to the callous view 0fAdmiral Richard C. Macke, commander ofall U.S.
forces in the Paciﬁc, who told the press: “I think that [the rape] was absolutely
stupid. For the price they paid to rent the car, they could have had a girl.” The

widespread protests, led by an organization called Okinawa Women Act Against
MilitaryViolence, were not, however,_just in response to this single rape, brutal
though it was. Between 1972 and 1995, U.S servicemen were implicated in 4,716
crimes, nearly one per day, according to the Nikon Keizai Shimbmz, a conserva
tivejapanese newspaper. The _]apan—U.S.agreement that governs the Okinawa
baseallowsU.S. authorities to refusejapanese requests for military suspects, and
fewindeed have suffered any inconvenience for their crimes.

The continuation, despite massive popular protests, ofland bombing by the
U.S.military in Vieques, Puerto Rico, where training is given for bombing runs
later to be carried out in places like the Persian Gulf, is an indication of Puerto
Rico’scontinuing colonial status. Besides the land bombing range in Vieques, the
Pentagonoperates what is called an “outer range” ofalmost 200,000 square miles
in waters near Puerto Rico, that encompasses an underwater tracking station for
submarines and an electronic warfare range. These are used by the Navy and by
variousmilitary contractors to test weapons systems.'“
The current use of the Guantanamo naval base in Cuba to imprison and inter
rogateprisoners of the U.S. war in Afghanistan, under conditions that have gen
eratedglobal outrage and in the face ol'Cuban opposition to the war, is still anoth
er crude instance of U.S. assertion ofiniperial power through such bases.
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The United States, as we have seen. has built atchain of military bases and stag

ing areas around the globe, as a means ofdeploying air and naval forces to be used

on a moment"s notice-all in the interest ofmaintaining its political and econom
ic hegemony. These bases are not, as was the case for Britain in the nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries, simply integral parts of a colonial empire, but rather

take on even greater importance, “in the absence of colonialism.”” The United
States, which has sought to maintain an imperial economic system without formal

political controls over the territorial sovereignty of other nations, has employed
these l)ases to exert force against those nations that have sought to break out of

the imperial system altogether, or that have attempted to chart an independent
course that is perceived as threatening U.S. interests. Without the worldwide dis
persion of U.S. military forces in these bases, and without the U.S. predisposition
to employ them in its military interventions, it would be impossible to keep many

of the more dependent economic territories ofthe periphery from breaking away.
U.S. global political, economic, and ﬁnancial power thus requires the period

ic exercise of military power. The other advanced capitalist countries tied into
this system have also become reliant on the United States as the main enforcer of

the rules of the game. The positioning of U.S. military bases should therefore be

judged not as a purely military phenomenon, but as a mapping out of the U.S.

dominated imperial sphere and of its spearheads within the periphery. What is
clear at present and bears repeating is that such bases are now being acquired in

areas where the United States had previously lost much ofits “forward presence,”
such as in South Asia, the Middle East/Africa, and Latin America and the
Caribbean, or in regions where U.S. bases have not existed previously, such as the
Balkans and Central Asia. There can be no doubt, therefore, that the last remain

ing superpower is presently on a course ofimperial expansion, as a means ofpro
moting its political and economic interests. The present war on terrorism, which
is in many ways an indirect product ofthe projection ofU.S. power, is now being

used tojustify the further projection of that power.
For those who choose to oppose these developments there should be no illu

sion. The global expansion of military power on the part of the hegemonic state
of world capitalism is an integral part of economic globalization. To say no to this
fomi ofmilitary expansionism is to say no at the same time to capitalist globaliza

tion and imperialism and hence to capitalism itself.
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The Ptediscovery of Imperialism
\()t'(’/II/I('I'2002

he concept of “imperialism” was considered outside the acceptable
range of political discourse within the ruling circles of the capitalist
world for most of the twentieth century. Reference to “imperialism”
during the Vietnam War, no matter how realistic, was almost always a sign that the

writer was on the left side ofthe political spectrum. In his Imperialism.- From the
Co/o~in'n.I
Age to the Pramtt, Harry Magdoff noted, “As a rule, polite academic

scholars prefer not to use the term ‘imperialism.’ They lind it distasteful and
unscientific.” '

Today this is suddenly no longer true. U.S. intellectuals and the political elite

arewannlyembracing an openly “imperialist” or “neoimperialist" mission for the
United States, repeatedly enunciated in such prestigious print media as the Nﬂu
l’m‘/rTimes and Foreigvt Affairs. This imperialist fervor owes much to the Bush

administration’sWar on Terrorism, which is taking the form of the conquest and

occupation of Afghanistan and—if its ambitions are fulIilled—also Iraq.
According to the Bush administration’s

Nn.t1.'on/1.1
Scott-My St1'ategy, there are no

recognizedlimits or boundaries to the use ofmilitary power to promote the inter
esls of the United Suites. In the face of this attempt to extend what can only be
calledthe U.S. Empire, intellectuals and political figures are not only returning to

the idea ofirnperialism, but also to the view ofit propounded by its earlier nine

teenth century proponents as constituting a grand civilizing mission.
Comparisonsolthe United States to Imperial Rome and Imperial Britain are now
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connnon within the mainstream press. All that is needed to make it completely

sewiceahle is to rid the concept olits old Marxist associations of economic hier

archy and exploitation-not to mention racism.
According to Michael lgnatiell, writing in the New }?n'I:.7'1.'m.r.tMagazine,

“[l]mperialism used to be the white man’s burden. This gave it a bad reputation.
But imperialism doesn’t stop being necessary because it is politically incorrect.”
ln referring to U.S. war operations in Afghanistan he writes:
...the Special Forces arcn’t social workers. They are an imperial detachment,
advancing American power and interests in Central Asia. Call it peacekeeping or
nation-building, call it what you like, imperial policing is what is going on in Mazar.

In fact, America’s entire war on terror is an exercise in imperialism. This may come

as a shock to Americans, who (lon’t like to think oltheir country as an empire. But
what else can you call America's legions of soldiers, spooks and Special Forces
suaddling the globe? ’

G._]ohnIkenberry,Professor of Geopolitics and Globaljustice at Georgetown
Universityand a regular contributor to the Council on Foreign Relations publica
tion, ForeignAﬂain, writes:
In the shadows of the Bush administration’s war on terrorism, sweeping new ideas

are circulating about U.S. grand strategy and the restructuring of today's unipolar
world. They call for American unilateral and preemptive, even preventative, use of
force, facilitated if possible by coalitions of the willing—but ultimately uncon

strained by the rules and nonns of the international community. At the extreme,
these notions form a neoimperial vision in which the United States arrogates to

itselfthe global role olsetting standards, determining threats, using force, and met

ing outjustice.’

For lltenberry, this is not meant as a criticism: “America's imperial goals and

modus operandi,” he tells us, “are much more limited and benign than were those
of age-old emperors.”
Other influential mainstream political and intellectual ﬁgures are no less lash

ionably forthright in their support for neoimperialism. Sebastian Mallaby, a
Washington Post columnist and self-styled “reluctant imperialist,” writing in
ForeignAffairs, explains that “the logic of neo-imperialism is too compelling for
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the llush administration to resist." Max lloot, a Hill! S!rrrI_7(mrIm/ columnist,
observes in “The (Iase [or American I1_.lI||)iI'C:”
“.‘\merica now laces the prospect
olimilitaryaction in many ofthe same lands where generations ol‘British colonial

soldiers went on campaigns. These are all places where Western armies had to

quelldisorder. :\lglianistan and other troubled foreign lands Cry out for the sort
of enlightened foreign administration once provi(le(l by sell‘-confident
linglislunen in jodhpurs and pith helmets.” Aflmrtir Maul/ll} essayist Robert
Kaplaifslatest book, Warrior Politics, argues for a US. crusade “to bring pros
perity to distant parts of the world under America‘s soft imperial inﬂuence.”
PresidentCarter’s National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski conten(ls that
themain task ofthe United States in the preservation olits empire is “to prevent
collusionand maintain dependence among the vassals, keep tributaries pliant and
protected, and to keep the barbarians from coming together." Stephen I’eter
Rosen.head of the Olin Institute for Strategic Studies at Harvard University, has
written in the I-lrrnmrd Review (May—_]une2002): “Our goal [that of the
Americanmilitary] is not combating a rival, but maintaining our imperial posi
tion,and maintaining imperial order.” Henry Kissinger opens his Does America
Needa Foreign Policy? with the words “[T]he U.S. is enjoying a preeminence
unrivaledby even the greatest empires in the past.”“

There are rules, however, to this re-engagement with the concepts of “empire”
and “imperialism” within establishment discourse. The uniquely benevolent
motivesofthe United States must be emphasized. Proponents ofthe new imperi
alismmust carefully conﬁne themselves to the military and political concepts of
empireand imperialism (avoiding any sense ofeconomic imperialism). And they
must eschew all radical notions that connect imperialism to capitalism and
exploitation.
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The birthplace ofthe notion of economic imperialism, as opposed to imperialism
moregenerally,was the United States a little more than a century ago. In his essay,
“The Economic Basis of Imperialism,” first published in the Nnrt/r Am.en.'c(m

Reviewin 1898, at the time of the Spanish-Arnerican War, Charles A. Conant

argued that imperialism was necessary to absorb surplus capital in the face ola
shortage oi"prolitable investment outlets—in other words, to relieve what he
calledthe problem of “congested capital.” For Conant,
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Whether the United States shall actually acquire territorial possessions, shall set-up

captain-generalships and garrisons, whether they shall atlopt the middle ground of

protecting sovereignties nominally independent, or whether they shall content
themselves with naval stations and diplomatic representatives as the basis for their

rights to the free commerce olthe East, is a matter oltletail.

The writer is not an

advocate of“in1|)crialism" from sentiment, but does not lear the name if it Ineans
only that the United States shall assert their right to lree markets in all the old coun

tries which are being opened up to the surplus resources ol the capitalist countries
and thereby given the beneﬁts of modern civilization. Whether this policy carries
with it the direct government of groups of hall-savage islands may be a subject for

argument, but upon the econotnic side ofthe question there is but one choice
either to enter by some means upon the competition for the employment of

American capital and enterprise in these countries, or to continue the needless

duplication of existing means ofproduction and communication, with the glut of
unconsumed products, the convulsions followed by trade stagnation, and the
steadily declining return upon investments which a negative policy will involte.5

Conflict among the great powers at the end of the nineteenth and the begin

ning of the twentieth century, over the partition ofAfrica, the Sino-Japanese War
(1894-1895), the Spanish-American War, the South African (Boer) War, and the
Russo-Japanese War, signaled the rise of a new imperialism, associated with
monopoly capitalism, that was qualitatively different from the colonialism that

had preceded it. This led to an economic theory of imperialism on the part of the
proponents of imperialism—who no longer viewed it as mere “sentiment," as
emphasized in Conant’s analysis. The changes in imperialism also soon gave rise
to a more thoroughgoing critical analysis beginning with john A. Hobson's clas
sic Imf)erialiJm.' A Study, first published in 1902. Hobson was a leading British
critic ofthe Boer War and out of this developed his critique ofimperialism. In a

famous chapter of his book entitled “The Economic Taproot of Imperialism“
Hobson observed:
Every improvement of methods of production, every concentration of ownership
and control, seems to accentuate the tendency [to imperialist expansion]. As one

nation after another enters the machine economy and adopts advanced industrial
methods, it becomes more dillicult for its manufacturers, merchants, and ﬁnanciers

to dispose proﬁtably oftheir economic resources.

Everywhereappear excessive
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powersofproduction, excessive capital in search oliinvestment. lt is adlnitted by all

businessmen that the growth ofthe powers ofproduction in their country exceeds
the growth in consumption, that more goods can be produced than can be sold at a
profit, and that more capital exists than can lind remunerative investment. lt is this

economiccondition ofallairs that forms the taproot of Imperialism.“

l-lol)son’swork was not socialist. He believed that imperialism was due to the
dominanceofcertain concentrated economic and financial interests and that raclv

iealreformsthat dealt with maldistril)uLion ofincotne and the needs ofthe domes
tic economy could bring to an end the imperialist impulse. Yet his work was to
takeon a much larger significance through the influence it exercised on Marxist

analysesofimperialism, which were emerging at this time. The most important of
these was Lenin"s ]’IIIr[)€I'fﬂffJ‘III,
the Hig/tart Stage 0fCa[)ita/.is7n, first pul)lished in

1916.The Inain purpose of Lenin's analysis was to explain the interimperialist
rivalryamong the great powers that had led to the First World War. But in the
processofdeveloping his analysis Lenin linked imperialism to monopoly capital
ism,arguingthat in its “briefest possible deﬁnition imperialism is the monop
olystage of capitalism.” 7 He explored in that context a set of economic factors
that went wel.lbeyond maldistribution of income or the proﬁt-seeking goals of
particularInonopolistic corporations. Monopoly capitalism was seen as a new
stage, beyond competitive capitalism, in which finance capital, an alliance
betweenlarge firms and banking capital, dominated the economy and the state.
Competitionwas not eliminated but it continued mainly among a relatively small
numberof giant ﬁrms who were able to control large parts of the national and
internationaleconomy. Monopoly capitalism, in this sense, was insepamble front
interimperialist rivalry, manifested primarily in the form of a struggle for global

markets.The resulting division of the world into imperial spheres and the strug
gle that this entailed led directly to the First World War. Lenin’s more complex
perspectiveon imperialism went beyond an argument that focused simply on the
necessityoffinding investment outlets for surplus capital. He also placed empha
sison the impetus to gain exclusive control ofraw materials and tighter control of
foreignmarkets that arose out of the globalizing conditions ofthe monopoly stage
ofcapitalisni.

Later Marxist (and radical, non-Marxist) analyses were to focus more than
Lemnhimselfhad on SOIIICofthe more general features ofimperialism, character
isticof capitalism in all of its stages, such as the division between center and
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periphery, an issue that had been broached by Marx. But Lenin's sense ofa new,

more developed, form ofimperialism, associated with the concentration and cen
tralization ofcapital and the birth ofthe monopoly stage, has retained much Ofits
signiﬁcance in our age—characterized by monopoly capitalism at an advanced

phase ofglobalization. Indeed, it was the very success ofMarxist theories ofimpe
rialism, uncovering capitalism’s systematic exploitation of the periphery and the
conditions ofinterimperialist rivalry in great detail—so that the emperor was seen
in all ofhis nakedness-«that resulted in the term “imperialisni” becoming beyond
the pale within mainstream discourse. As long as the Soviet Union existed and a
strong tide of anti—imperialistrevolutions was evident in the periphery, there was

no possibility of capitalism openly embracing the concept of imperialism in the
name of the promotion ofcivilization. U.S. military interventions throughout the
third world to combat revolutions or to gain control of markets were invariably
accounted for within ollicial discourse in the United States in terms of Cold War
motives, not in terms ofimperial ends.
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Hany Magdoff’s 77zeAgeof Imperialism, published in 1969, had the distinction
of being the most inﬂuential direct attempt to counter the dominant view of U.S.

foreign policy during the Vietnam War period through an empirical treatment of
the economics of U.S. imperialism.
Magdoff’s work could not be effectively dismissed as mere ideology, because

it aimed at stripping away the clothing of U.S. imperialism by looking at its eco

nomic structure in the most straightforward manner possible—using U.S. eco
nomic statistics. It therefore drew considerable fire from the establishment as well

as giving inspiration to many ofthose protesting against the war.

The Ageof Imperialism represented the return to prominence of the critique
of imperialism within the U.S. left. Addressing what was widely viewed as an
anomaly in the U.S. relation to the rest of the world, arising from the existence
of an interventionist foreign policy accompanied by a seemingly “isolationist
economy,” Magdoff demonstrated that the U.S. economy was in fact anything
but isolationist. In this connection, Magdoff provided data showing that earn
ings on foreign investments had more than doubled between 1950 and 1964 ris
ing from about 10 percent of all after-tax profits for U.S. domestic nonfmancial
corporations.“
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This work was also notable lbr its argttments on tlte international linancial
expansion of U.S. capital, based on the do||ar’s hegemonic position in the
\\'orl(‘leconomy and on the growth olia debt trap in the third world. It was here
that Magrlollprovitled his lirst explanation olithe “reverse llow process” inher
ent in the continttous reliance on foreign (lebt. “If a country borrows, say, a
$l000 a year,"’he wrote, “before long the service payments on the debt will be
larger than the inllow of money each year.” Assuming the sitnple case til‘an
annual loatt oli$l000 at 5 percent interest “to be repaid in equal installments
over20 years,” it follows that in the lil'th year almost lifty percent ol' the annual
loan will go to sewicing the debt; in the tenth year approximately ninety per
cent olthe new loan money will be devoted to debt service; in the lilteenth year,
the outllow for interest and amortization will be greater than the capital inllow;
and in the t\ventieth year “the borrower is paying out more than $1.50 on past
debt for every $1.00 ofnew money he borrows.”"
Wouldit not be possible, Magdoflasked, for a country to avoid this trap by not
borrowing year after year, bttt instead using the borrowed money to develop
industryto provide the revenue to dispense with borrowing and even pay ollthe
debt?A large part ofthe answer was to be found in the reality that since the repay
menthas to occur in the currency of the creditor nation, the debt could only be
repaid(irrespective ofthe rate of growth) if there were enough exports to provide
the needed foreign exchange. Even as early as 1969, long before the third world
debtproblem was deemed critical, Magdollobserved that “the growth in service
paymentson the debt of the underdeveloped world has increased much more
rapidlythan has the growth in its exports. Hence the burden of debt ltas becotne
moreoppressive and the ﬁnancial dependency on the leading industrial nations
and their international organizations such as the World Bank and the

InternationalMonetary Fund has increased accordingly.”'"
Most of the essays in Magdolps 1978 book, Imjierialinrt: From. the Colonial
Ageto the Present dealt with misconceptions about the history ofitttperialisnt. Of
chiel importance in this respect was MagdolT's response to the question: “Is

ImperialismNecessary?” In answer to the common contention that capitalism
and imperialism were completely separate categories, and that the latter was not
necessarilyan attribute of the former, he argued that capitalistn had been from the
starta world system and that itnperialist expansion in the broad sense wasjust as
mucha part of the system as the search for prolits itself. He also argued against
those on the left who sought to generate an analysis of modern imperialism
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through a particular theory 0|‘economic crisis or the necessity of the export of
capital, rather than recognizing that imperialism was intrinsic to capitalism’s

globalizing tendencies from the very start. Despite the importance of economic
laws of motion of capitalism in generating the reality ofmodcrn imperialism, any
simple, mechanical, narrowly economic explanation (separated off from political,
military, and cultural factors) was to be avoided. Rather the ultimate sources were

to be found in the historical development olcapitalisrn since the sixteenth centu

ry. “The elimination of imperialism,” Magdoll concluded, “requires the over
throw ofcapitalism."“‘
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The mainstream responded to these and related arguments by placing the temi
“imperialism” (insofar as it was linked to capitalism) more and more outside the
realm of acceptable discourse—characterizing it as a purely ideological term. At

the same time there were attempts to isolate the concept of“economic imperial
ism” speciﬁcally,by disassociating it, in the narrow, compartmentalizing method
of mainstream social science, from political imperialism, cultural imperialism,

etc., and setting it up for special criticism.” This attack on Mandst and radical
approaches to imperialism succeeded so effectively that by 1990 Prabhat Patnaik

wrote an article for Monthly Review entitled “Whatever Happened to
Imperial.ism?," in which he raised the question of the almost complete disap
pearance of the tenn from left analysis in the United States and Europe. It was

particularly astonishing that this had occurred in the face of U.S. military inter
ventions (both overt and covert) in countries such as Nicaragua, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Grenada, and Panama and despite the rapacious role ofmultination

al corporations around the world (for example in India, where Union Carbide

killed thousands)”
“Younger Mantists,” Patnaik wrote, “look bemused when the term is men

tioned. Burning issues ofthe day
imperialism.

are discussed but without any reference to

The topic has virtually disappeared from the pages of Marxist

journals, especially those ofa later vintage.”"‘The history and theory ofimperial
ism, he noted, is no longer discussed.
The historical significance of this can be seen in an ideological split that
occurred in response to the struggle over globalization and the new Balkan Wars,
and later in relation to the September I 1 attacks on the World Trade Center and
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the Pentagon and the subsequent War on Terrorism. On the one hand, main
streatn intellectuals, particularly in the lace oi‘the widening military operations
of the United States and NATO but also in response to such issues as U.S. sup

port olithe World Trade Organization, became more willing to reappropriate the
concept oliimperiallsm as a way of putting a larger gloss on what was presented

as the bcnclicial hegemony or “soft imperialism" olthe world’s only superpow
er. On the other hand, post-Marxist and erstwliile radical thinkers often took on

the role ofcriticizing any use olthe concept olirnperialism in its classical Marxist
sense, detaching it from capitalisrn._global exploitation, an(l economic imperial

ism, and arguing that since the term was tmacceptable in polite discourse it
should be discarded.
An example of the latter is an article by Tom Barry, entitled “A Return to
lnterventionism,” appearing online in Form'g‘nPolicy in Focus on March l 1, 2002,

ostensibly responding to the September ll attacks and the War on Terrorism.
Barry, who in his earlier writings in the 1970s had not hesitated to eml)race the

concept of imperialism, argued in “A Return to lnterventionism” that:
For sortie, especially in the new and old Left this [the Vietnam era] was the “Age of

lmperialism," an era when the U.S. was securing its hold on the resources and the

states of the “developing” world. There were analytical weaknesses with this anti
imperialism critique, mainly because it didn't explain well why the U.S. was so

deeply involved in places of seemingly so little economic consequence, such as
South Vietnam. Nor was the imperial America critique helpful in explaining the

idealist side ol'America’s interventionism—the Wilsonian compulsion to bring free

dom and democracy to the rest ofthe world. lfthe aim was to reform U.S. foreign
policy, criticizing the U.S. as a runaway imperial powerjust didn‘t lly,either with
U.S. policy makers or the public. What did seem to work as a way to ﬁlter out the

tendencies in U.S. foreign policy that supported repression and military interven

tion in the third world was the human rights critique.

In this view, the fact that “U.S. policy makers," that is, the representatives of

the dominant system of power, were not drawn to the concept of imperialism
(plus the fact than an indoctrinated population saw the term as having no rela
tion to U.S. history) was reason enough to dismiss the concept altogether. After
all did not the United States primarily seek, except for a few lapses here and

there, to “bring freedom and democracy to the rest olthe world”? Yet,at the very
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time that this article appeared, the U.S. military was engaged in war operations

in Afghanistan, building bases throughout Central Asia, and launching interven
tions in the Philippines and elsewhere. At the same moment that the notion of
the “Age of lniperialisnf’ was being criticized on the U.S. left, mainstream pun
dits and political ﬁgures were extolling a new age of imperialism led by the
United States.

A more inﬂuential left criticism ofthe notion ofimperialism was launched by
Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri in their book Emfiire. According to Hard! and
Negri itnperialism ended with the Vietnatn War. The 1991 CulfWar, in which the
United States unleashed its military power on lraq, was, according to these

authors, carried out “not as afunction. of [the United States’] own national
motives but in the name ofglobal -rig/tt.... The U.S. world police acts not in impe

rialist interest but in imperial interest [that is in the interest of Empire without a
center and without boundaries]. In this sense the GulfWar did indeed, as George

Bush [senior] claimed, announce the birth of a new world order.” Elsewhere in
their book they declared: “The United States doesnot, and indeed no nation-state
can today,form the center of an imperialist project.” '-"

It was precisely this position—that denied a relationship between the United
States and imperialism in the classical, exploitative sense, but which also saw the
extension of U.S. sovereignty and power as reflective of “empire” and a civilizing

“imperial” role (the extension of the U.S. Constitution to the global stage)—that

was emphasized in the unstinting praise of Hardt and Negri’s book that poured
out in such places as the New YorkTimes, Time magazine, the London Observer,
and Foreign Aﬂairs.

More recently, Todd Gitlin, a former president of the Students for a
Democratic Society and now Professor of_]ournalism and Sociology at Columbia,
wrote in the New liar/t Times:

The American left...had its version of unilateralism. Responsibility for the
[September I 1] attacks had, somehow, to lie with American imperialistn, because
all responsibility has to lie with American imperia|ism—a perfect echo of the right’s

idea that all good powers are and should be somehow American. lntellectuals and

activistson the far left could not be troubled much with compassion or defense.
Knowing little about Al Qaeda, they filed it under Anti-Imperialism, and American
attacks on the Taliban under Vietnam Quagmire. For them, not ﬂying the flag

became an urgent cause.

Post-Vietnam liberals have an opening now,
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freed ofour 60’s [lag anxiety and our reﬂexive negativity, to embrace a lib

eral patriotism that is unapologetic and uncowed. '“

For Citlin—writing in an establishment media outlet that had been publish
ing pieces straightforwardly extolling a supposedly benign American “imperial
ism"—the whole charge of “American imperialism" was sortie sort of extreme
distortion introduced by the left. Never mind that it was the location of U.S. mil
itary bases pemianently in Saudi Arabia as a result ofthe U.S. war against lraq
in 1991 that induced the Islamic fundamentalists coming out of Saudi Arabia
(including Al Qaeda iLself)to turn on the United States. Never mind that Osama
l)in Laden got his terrorist training through the U.S.-sponsored war of Islamic
fundamentalists against the Soviets in Afghanistan. Never mind that Saddam
Hussein was a fomier U.S. imperial client at the time of the lraq-Iran War (and
indeed up to the very moment of his invasion of Kuwait). And never mind that
Saudi Arabia and Iraq are ﬁrst and second in the world in their known oil
reserves, or the fact that Afghanistan is the doorstep to Central Asia, one ofthe
richest areas of petroleum and natural gas reserves in the world. Finally, never
mind that the United States now has military bases throughout Central Asia and
intends to stay. Somehow, despite all of this and despite the fact that America’s
"supposed imperialism” is now being praised widely within the mainstream, the
left is not allowed to raise the issue ofAmerican imperialism as part ofa critique
of U.S. foreign policy. Ifimperialism is being rediscovered it is only within cer
tain circumscribed ideological limim.
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An essential aspect ofthe rediscovery ofimperialism within the mainstream is to
justify U.S. military and political dominance while removing this from any
notion ofa rising gap between rich and poor nat.ions—ofthe kind emphasized in
Marxist theories ofimperialism and highlighted by the new antigl0balization/

anticapitalist movement. A sign of the impact of this new global anticapitalist
movement is the extent to which the global establishment and its allies have

found it necessary to defend their record. A large part ofthis defense is the claim
that the antiglobalizers don’t know what they are talking about. [fthe American
imperium is seemingly more dominant than ever it has nothing to do, we are
told, with economic exploitation.
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A case in point is an August 15, 2002 article in the New l’nrlr.Tirmzsby Virginia

Postrcl,one ofits stable ofeconomic columnists. Given the catchy heading, “The
Rich Get Richer and the Poor Get Poorer. Right? Let’s Take Another Look,” this
article was united to appear just prior to the World Summit on Sustainable

Developmentheld injohannesburg in August and September 2002. The object
of Postrel’s article was to refute Noam Chomsky, who was quoted as saying,

“Inequality is soaring through the globalizing period—within countries and
across countries." According to Postrel, not only was Chomsky (lead wrong, so
was the 1999 United Nations Hnmasn])evclo1nnen(Ref)o1‘l that reached the same

conclusion based on U.N. organized data.

What is wrong with the claims ofChomsl(y and the United Nations, according

to Postrel and other defenders ofglobalization and liberalization? The data, they
insist, are llawed. “The United Nations report and others looked at gaps in

income ofthe richest and poorest countries-—notrich and poor individuals. That
means that fomierly poor citizens ofgiant countries could become a lot richer and
still barely show up in the data.”

Here the neoliberal defenders of the global system intermingle and confuse

twoseparate questions—the gaps between countries and the unequal distribution
in the income of the world’s population. There is indeed a legitimate difference
between the two. Country size is irrelevant in examining the gaps between coun

tries. The world economy works through different states. The history of capital
ism is distinguished by a growing gap between rich and poor states—a gap distin
guished by the fact that the rich states grow in large part by exploiting other

nations. Sometimes, it is a large state exploiting a group ofsmaller states. In other

cases, it is a small state extracting the surplus of much larger states. Think ofthe
present U.S. Empire and the fomier British Empire.

The ideologists of global capitalism, dedicated to demonstrating the benign
character of American imper1'alism,insist that globalization and liberalization will

lead to economic equality among nations, big and small. The facts shown by the

United Nations, however, prove conclusively that this did not happen. On the
contrary, the gap between states has widened.
Still the New 761'/cTimes is not interested. It cares about the people. Postrcl
writes:

Over the last three decades

the world’.-Itwo largest countries, China and lndia,

have raced ahead economically. So have other Asian countries with relatively large
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The result is that 2.5 billion )cU plehave seen their standards ullivin

rise to\\1Irt'lthose olthe billion people in the already developed countries—tlet'reait

ing global poverty and increasing global equality. From the point olview ol'individ
uals, economic liberalization has been .1huge success.

But what examples! Let us loolt at lndia‘s contribution to the decrease in glob
al poverty. According to the latest World Bank report, 86 -fm‘cmtrflrtrlirrfr [mim
Iatinn lives on less than $2 (1.tin}. "‘ ln I983, the top 10 percent olineome earners

in lndia accounted for 26.7 percent of houseliold income/expenditures, by I992,
their share was 28.4 percent, and by 1997, it had risen to 33.5 percent. Hardly a
Signolincreasing equality!”

Now, consi(ler the example ofChina. Three decades ago China was the must
equal nation in the world. Then the political leaders took another road in pursu
ing their goals. Instead ofthe earlier priority of equality, the citizens were told that
it was good to get rich. Private enterprise was encouraged, the door to foreign
invesmtent was widened, the Chinese state became cozy with U.S. ntultinationals,
globalization was welcomed, the World Bank entered, and China recently became

a Inemberolthe WTO.
The result was exactly the opposite to what the prevailing dogma would lead
one to expect., and that Postrel and other defenders of neoliberal globa|i'/,ation

simply assume to be true. China, once distinguished by its devotion to equality
became increasingly unequal. So much so that by the end ofthe nineties, China's

distribution of income closely resembled the maldistribution of income in the
United States (see Table 1).

Table 5-1:
Distribution of Income in the US. and China
Percentage Shore of Income or Consumption”

CHINA
U.S.

Lowest lO%

Lowest 20%

Highest lO%

2.4
l.8

5.9
5.2

30.4
30.3

Highest 20%

46.6
46.4

‘Depending on the data, World Banlc economists will calculate the distribution ol income by
either revnue or consumption.
Source: World Bank, World Development Report 2000/2001, US. data are lot I997;
China [or 1998.
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There exists, in fact. a solid set 0|‘ data on the worldwide distribution ul

income. The inlomiation was developed through an exhaustive and highly corri
petent study made by Branko Milanovic, an economist at the World Banlt. He
burrowed into the incredible amount ol‘ statistical data buried in the World

Banlt"scomputers. His study came up with the story on the distribution of the
world°s income in 1988 and 1993. It demonstrates

that, in fact, inequality

increased during those years (see Table 2).

Table 5-2: World Income Distribution:
Cumulative Percentage of Population and Income
Cumulative percent
of world population

Cumulative percent of world income
i988
i993

Bottom l0%

0.9

0.8

Bottom 20%

2.3

2.0

Bottom 50%

9.6

8.5

Bottom 75%

25.9

22.3

Bottom 85%

4l.O

37.l

Top l0%
Top 5%
Top l%

46.9
3l .2
9.3

50.8
33.7
9.5

Source: Branko Milanovic (World Bank, Development Research Group), "True World
Income Distribution, l9BB and l993: First Calculation Based on Household Surveys
Alone.’ The EconomicJournal, l l2 (January 2002), pp. 51-92.

Note that the top 1 percent received a larger share (9.5 percent) of the world’s

income in 1993 than the bottom 50 percent, while the top 5 percent in 1993 had

an income share far exceeding that of the bottom 75 percent and beginning to

approach that of the bottom 85 percent. (Milanovic explored the data in greater
detail than shown here and concluded that the top 1 percent had the same income
as the bottom 57 percent of the people on this earth.) These figures are exactly

what one would expect from the whole history of capitalism, which prospers
through widening the gap between rich and poor—a law of the system that now

has a global ﬁeld of operation. Such global exploitation is the core of imperialism,
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which is as basic to capitalism, and as inseparable. as accumulation itsell‘.But this

of course is not the whole of imperialism, which represents a complex history
with political, military, and cultural (racial) factors tied into it. In the Marxist

approach, economic imperialism is not really separate from these other features,

which are equally a part of global capitalist developinentjust

as the search for

profits is the mantra of the American imperiuin, so is its military and political

power aimed at extending this search and expanding its sway on a world basis
all the time placing first and foremost the interests of U.S. corporations and the
U.S. state.

The rediscovery ofimperialisni within the mainstream only means that these
processes are now being presented, especially by ruling circles in the United
States, as inevitable—a reality from which there is no escape. The revolt against

this new phase of imperialism, however, has clearly onlyjust begun. Most ofthe
population of the world knows what U.S. pundits conveniently forget, that U.S.
imperialism resembles the exploitative empires of the past, and will likely sull'er

the same fate as past empires—growing revolt from within and “barbarians” at
the gates.

6
US. Imperial Ambitions and Iraq
/)(‘('('/ll/)('I‘2002

llicially Washington’s current policy toward Iraq is to bring about a

“regime change”—either through a military coup, or by means olia
U.S. invasion,_justilied as a “preemptive attack” against a rogue state

bent on developing and deploying weapons ofmass destruction.’ But a U.S.
invasion,should it take place, would not confine its objectives to mere regime

changein Baghdad. The larger goal would be nothing less than the global pro

jection of U.S. power through assertion ofAmerican dominance over the entire
Middle East. What the world is now facing therefore is the prospect ofa ma_jor
newdevelopment in the history ofimperialism.

The imperialism oftoday is definitely not the same as that ofthe late nine
teenthcentury. In the early days ofthe modern era ofimperialism, several pow
ers-—notal)lyGermany, japan, and the United States—came on the scene to
challengel3ritain’s hegemony in various parts ofthe globe. There were a num
bcrolnotable features ofimperialism during this period: the scramble among
the European powers to divide up Africa; heiglitenecl competition in Europe
foreach other’s markets; the growing Cerman challenge to London as the core
of the international money market. At the same time, the United States was

attemptingto enter the competition for markets in Europe and was developing
itsown colonies and spheres ofinlluence in Latin America and Asia. The pri
niary causes of the First World War included both the bitter competition
amongthe great powers for colonies and markets and the Cermaii attempt to
eliminateBritain as the center oliinternational money and commodity markets.
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The period alter the First World War represented a second phase oltiloclcrtt
imperialism. The Treaty of Versailles was a process of the winners dividing the
gains, with a unitary goal—the defeat of Bolshevism. Thorstein Veblen wrote
that wiping Bolshevism oil the map was not simply a secret clause in the Treaty
of Versailles, it was the very “parchment” of the Treaty.’ However, the plan to

isolate and bring down the Soviet Union was interrupted by the Great
Depression and by the Second World War,which developed out olthe struggles
of the axis powers, Germany, ltaly, and japan, to carve out larger spaces within
the world system.

A third phase ofimperialism emerged after World War II. During the war,tl1e

United States, as the new hegemonic state within the capitalist world, had devel
oped a plan for gaining control ofwhat it considered to be the strategic centers

olthe world economy—an atnbition that was then only limited by the existence
of the Soviet sphere of influence. Writing in this space in November 1981,

Noam Chomsky described the formation of U.S. geopolitical strategy in this
period as follows:
The general Framework of thinking within which American foreign policy has

evolved since the Second World War is best described in the planning documents

produced during that war by the State Department planners and the Council for
Foreign Relations who met for a six-year period in the War and Peace Studies

Program, 1939-45. They knew,certainly by 1941-42, that the war was going to end

with the United States in a position ofenonnous global dominance. The question
arose: “How do we organize the world?"

They drew up a concept known as Grand Area Planning, where the Grand
Area is deﬁned as the area which, in their terms, was “strategically necessary for

world control.” The geopolitical analysis behind it attempted to work out which

areas of the world have to be “open"—open to investment, open to the repatriation

olprofits. Open, that is, to domination by the United States.

In order for the United States economy to prosper without internal changes (a

crucial point which comes through in all ofthe discussions in this period), without

any redistribution ofincome or power or modiﬁcation of structures, the War and
Peace Program detertnined that the minimum area strategically necessary for world

control included the entire Western hemisphere, the former British empire which

they were in the process oldismantling, and the Far East. That was the minimum,
and the maximum was the universe.
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Somewhere between the two catne the mncept olthe Crantl Area—andthr task
ofhow to organize it in temts of linancial institutions and planning. This is tltt’

framework that remained constant throughout the postwar period."

The liberation of Europe's colonies and the defeat ol"]apan's all|l)l[ltIl|.‘lin
the Paciﬁc allowed U.S. capital._backed up by US. tnilitary power. to begin to
penetrate markets that were previously inaccessible. While the Brctton Woods

Agreement provided a new economic lratneworlt for the imperialist powers.
U.S. military might and covert operations were projected around the globe with
increasing frcquency—wars in Korea and Victnatn, the overthrow of govern
ments in Iran, Guatemala, and Chile, the attetnpted overthrow of the Cuban
govermnent, and interference in numerous civil wars in Central America and
Africa.

Crucial to the whole conception olthe Grand Area was control ofthe Middle
East, which was regarded as part ofthe old British Empire, and absolutely essen
tial for the economic, military, and political control of the globe—not least of all
because it was the repository of most of the world’s proven oil reserves. The
United States thus began a long series of overt and covert interventions in the
region in the 1950s, the foremost of which was the 1953 overthrow ofthe demo
cratieally elected Mossadegh governtnent in Iran, which had nationalized foreign
owned oil companies. The success ofthe U.S. drive was clear. Between 1940 and
1967, U.S. companies increased their control of Middle Eastern oil reserves from

10 percent to close to 60 percent while reserves under British control decreased
from 72 percent in 1940 to 30 percent in 1967.‘
The long delayed meaningful integration of Western Europe, partially

caused by the ellects of economic stagnation, meant that it was not able to
become the bulwark against U.S. interests that European leaders had hoped.

With a weak Europe andjapan unable to mount a serious challenge to U.S. inter
ests in Asia, the defeat ofactually existing socialism in Europe by the early 1990s
paved the way for a renewed period of U.S. hegemony, which had partly Fadedin
the 19703 and l980s.

Viewed from the standpoint ofthe historical evolution ofimperialism, it is clear
that the real motive behind Washington’s current drive to start a war with lraq is

not any genuine military threat from that country, but rather the goal of (lemon
strating that the U.S. is now prepared to use its power at will. Asjay Booltman,
deputy editorial page editor of the Al/mtm-]o-ur:t(r.lConstitution observed:
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The ollicialstory on Iraq has never made sense.

It [the threatened invasion of

Iraq] is not about weapons of mass destruction, or terrorism, or Saddam, or UN
resolutions. This war, should it come, is intended to tnark the oflicial emergence of
the United States as a Full-lledged global empire, seizing sole responsibility and

authority as planetary policeman. It would l)e the culmination ofa plan l0 years or
more in the making, carried out by those who believe that the United States must

seize the opportunity for global domination, even if it means becoming the

“/\men'can imperialists" that our enemies always claimed we were

Rome did not

stoop to containment; it conquered. And so should we.-"

'/'/Ic /)(;/("n.s‘(' Q/I/_'.'/II/)I-I'(.‘

Wars of imperial expansion, however unjustifiable they may be, always demand

some kind ofjustilication. Often this has been accomplished through the doctrine
of defensive war. In his 1919 essay, “The Sociology of Imperia.lisms,”joseph

Schumpeter wrote of Rome during its years of greatest expansion:
There was no comer ofthe known world where some interest was not alleged to be

in danger or under actual attack. lfthe interests were not Roman, they were those of
Rome’s allies; and if Rome had no allies, then allies would be invented. When it was

utterly impossible to contrive such an interest—why, then it was the national honor

that had been insulted. The ﬁght was always invested with an aura oflegality. Rome
was alwaysbeing attacked by evil-minded neighbors, always ﬁghting for a breathing

space. The whole world was pervaded by a host of enemies, and it was manifestly
Rome’s duty to guard against their indubitably aggressive designs.“

The pretense that an endless series of defensive wars was needed to check

evil-minded forces bent on aggression in every corner ofthe known world did not
die with the Roman Empire, but was part of the rationale for the expansion of
British imperialism in the nineteenth century and American imperialism in the

twentieth.’ This same mentality pervades the new Natioital Security Strategy of
the United States, recently transmitted from the executive branch to Congress."

This document establishes three key principles of U.S. strategic policy: (1) the
perpetuation of unrivaled U.S. global military dominance, so that no nation will
he allowed to rival or threaten the United States; (2) U.S. readiness to engage in

“preemptive” military attacks against states or forces anywhere on the globe that
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are considered a threat to the security 0!‘the United States, its forces and installa

tionsabroad, or its friends or allies; an(l (3) the innnttnity ol’U.S. citizens to pros

ecutionby the International Criminal Court. Commenting on this new Nalinmll

Smtrify S/rnlegv, Senator Edward M. Kennedy declared, “The administration's
doctrine is a call for 21st century American imperialism that no other nation can
or should accept?”

Washington"s ambition to establish a global empire beyond anything the
world has yet seen is matched only by its paranoid fear ofinnunterable enemies

ltirkingin every pocket of the globe ready to threaten the security ofthe “home
land" itself. These external threats only serve tojttstify, in its eyes, the extension

of U.S. power. The targeted enemies of the United States at present are conve

nientlylocated in the third world, where the possibilities for outright expansion

ofU.S. imperialism are greatest.

Iraq under the brutal dictatorship ofSaddam Hussein is presented as the fore
mostrogue state, global enemy number one. Although Iraq is not yet armed with
themost feared weapons ofmass destruct.ion—nuclear weapons—it is claimed by
the Bush administration that it may soon obtain them. Moreover, because of the
purported utter madness of its leader, Iraq is said to be so irrational as to be
immune to nuclear deterrence. As a result, there is no choice, we are told, but to
strikethis evil regime quickly, even before it obtains the feared weapons. The UN

inspection process is largely useless at this stage, the Bush administration has

insisted (though overruled in this respect by the other Security Council mem
bers). Saddam Hussein, it is contended, will always find a way to hide his most

criticalweapons operations somewhere in the extensive complexes dedicated to
his personal security, which will not be opened fully to UN inspectors, however
much Iraq may agree to unconditional inspections. There is no real choice then

but “regime change” (installing a puppet regime) through exercise of force
either by military coup or invasion.
It is by instilling fear in this way in an American public already primed by the
eventsol'September l l, 2001 that the administration has sought to pull the coun
tryand the world toward war. Ifa U.S. president and his administration can stand
up day alter day and insist that the United States is vulnerable to an imminent

attackby weapons of mass destruction (raising the question ofa surprise attack
involvinga “mushroom cloud” even in a case where the nation concerned has no
such weapons capabilities), a large part of the population is bound to be carried
along.The ceaseless repetition of these dire warnings under something like the
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big lie principle, coupled with the echo chamber provided by the mass media,
gradually wears away at popular skepticism. “lllpublic support is weak at the out
set,” Defense Secretary Donald Rumsleld has written with respect to convincing

the population to back an unpopular war, then the “US. leadership must be will
ing to invest the political capital to marshal support to sustain the ellort for what
ever period of t.imemay be required.”'"

So crazed have been the claims emanating from the Oval Ollice, in its ellorts

to concoct the mercst shreds ofajustilication for an invasion, that none other than
CIA Director George]. Tenet has been compelled to step out and challenge the

false assertions of the president. Thus Tenet has openly contradicted the presi
dent’s claim that Iraq constitutes an inunediate nuclear threat to the United

States, point.ingout that it would take lraq until the second halfof the decade at
the very least to produce enough ﬁssile material for a single nuclear weapon. The

administration has attempted to get around the weakness of its case with respect
to nuclear weapons by placing more emphasis on the chemical and biological

weapons threats of Iraq. In a speech delivered in Cincinnati on October 7, 2002,
the president said that Baghdad might attempt at any time to attack targets in the

United States with these weapons if aided and abetted by terrorist networks in
delivering the weapons to their targets. Yet the CIA, in a letter to Congress signed

by Tenet that same day,contradicted such an assessment, arguing that Iraq shows

no signs of developing chemical and biological weapons except for purposes of

deterrence and that it could be expected to refrain from sponsoring terrorist
attacks in the foreseeable Future if the United States does not attack it first.

“Baghdad for now appears to be drawing a line short of conducting terrorist
attacks with conventional or C.B.W. [chemical and biological weapons] against
the United States,” the letter read. However, “should Saddam conclude that a
U.S.—ledattack could no longer be deterred,” the letter continued, “he probably

would become much less constrained in adopting terrorist actions.”"

'/'/m '/iv;/'(m //m'.\'(.'

The fact is that Iraq today probably does not possess functional chemical and
biological war capabilities since these were ellectively destroyed during the UN
inspection process in 1991-1998. Its earlier capabilities in this respect date back

to the 1980s when Iraq under Saddam Hussein was an ally of the United States.

During 1985-1989, overlapping with the Iraq-Iran War of 1980-1988, and aﬂer
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Qfr‘/trrIIir/1/mm/mus against Iran in 1984, US. companies, with the

approval of the Reagan and the first Bush administrations, sent numerous fatal

biologicalcultures, including anthrax, to Iraq. Eight shipments of cultures were
approved by the Departinent of Commerce that were later classified by the

Centers for Disease Control as having “biological warfare significance.”
Altogether, Iraq received at least seventy-two shipments of clones, germs, and
chemicalswith chemical and biological warfare potential frotn the U.S. in these

years.” The United States continued to ship such (leadly substances to Iraq rum.

nflrr lraq reportedly used chemical weapons against the Kurds in northern Iraq
in 1988.

It is no secret that the United States is the country that has by far the largest

weaponsofmass destruction capabilities and the most advanced technology in
this area. It is hardly surprising therefore that Washington is viewed by much of

theworld as operating with double standards, when confronting nations such as

Iraq.As former chiefweapons inspector for the United Nations in Iraq, Richard
Butler,has pointed out: “My attempt to have Americans enter into discussions
about double standards have been an abject failure—even with highly educated
and engaged people. I sometimes felt I was speaking to them in Martian, so deep
is their inability to understand.” In Butler’s view, “What America totally fails to

understand is that their weapons of mass destruction arejust as much a problem
asare those oflraq.” The view that there are “good weapons of mass destruction
and bad ones” is false. As a UN arms inspector, Butler found himself confronted
with this contradiction every day:
Amongst my toughest moments in Baghdad were when the Iraqis demanded that I

explainwhy they should be hounded for their weapons ofmass destruction when,
just down the road, Israel was not, even though it was known to possess some 200

nuclear weapons

I confess, too, that I ﬂinch when I hear American, British and

French fulminations against weapons of mass destruction, ignoring the fact that

they are proud owners of massive quantities of these weapons, unapologetically

insisting that they are essential for their national security, and will remain so.

This is because human beings will not swallow such unfairness."

Far from consistently opposing the proliferation ofweapons of mass destruc
tion,the United States, which has a greater vested interest in such weapons than
anY other count: Ya has frecI uentl Y blocked international attem I)ts to lilnit them.
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For example in December 2001, two months alter the September 11 attacks,

President Bush shocked the international community by killing the proposed
enforcement and verification mechanism for the Biological and Toxin Weapons

Convention on the spurious grounds that if biological weapons inspections were
to be carried out in the United States they could threaten the technological
secrets and proﬁts of U.S. l)iotec|i companies.
Washington’s objectives in Iraq in the years following the Gulf War were

inconsistent with the UN inspection and disarmament process, which was aimed

at ridding that country ofweapons ofmass destruction. According to Scott Ritter,
a former UN weapons inspector in Iraq in 1991-1998, this was evident through

U.S. unilateralsubversion ofthe inspection process." By 1998, 90-95 percentol
the proscribed weapons capacity estimated to be in Iraq was accounted for and

had been destroyed as a result of the UN inspection process. The sticking point
in the inspections related to the extensive set of structures devoted to Saddam
Hussein's personal security and the security of the Baath Party. A procedure,
known as “Modalities for Sensitive Site Inspection,” was therefore agreed upon

through which four UN inspectors could enter immediately and search those
facilities. Yet, in the case of the inspection of a Ba’ath Party headquarters in

Baghdad in December 1998, the United States, rather than simply allowing the

UN to send in its four inspectors, acted on its own, by insisting on sending in
additional intelligence officers. The goal was to penetrate I-1ussein’s security

apparatus, unrelated to the inspection of weapons of mass destruction—and to
provoke an international incident. The whole operation, according to Ritter, was
directed by the U.S. National Security Council, which gave orders directly to
Richard Butler,who was then the head of the UN inspection team.
Iraq protested against this gross infringement of the Modalities for Sensitive
Site Inspection and the United States used this as the pretext, in Ritter’s account,

for a “fabricated crisis,” ordering the UN inspectors out and two days later initi

ating a seventy-two-hour bombing campaign, known as Operation Desert Fox,
directed at Saddam Hussein’s personal security apparatus. Intelligence on Baatli
Party hidcouts obtained through U.S. violations of the UN weapons inspection
process was used to guide the bombings. Alter that Iraq refused to readmit

inspectors to sensitive sites, objecting that these inspections were being used to

spy on the Iraqi government, and the UN in'spection process fell apart.
In this way,Washington ellectively torpetloed the final stage ofthe UN inspec

tion process and made it clear that its real goal was “regime change” rather than
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disannament. It had used the inspection process as a Trojan horse in its attempts
to destroy the Iraqi regime.
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Military,political,and economic aspects are intertwined in all stages olimperial
ism. as well as capitalism in general. However, oil is the single most important

strategic factor governing U.S. ambitions in the Middle East. In addition to the

profitpotential olall that oil for large corporations, the fact that the United States,

with about 2 percent olthe known oil reserves in the world, uses 25 percent ofthe
world‘sannual output gives it an added impetus to attempt to exert control over

supplies. There can be no doubt that the United States seeks to control Iraqi oil
production and the second largest set ofproven oil reserves in the world (next to
those of Saudi Arabia), consisting of over 110 billion barrels, or 12 percent of
world supply. The Middle East as a whole contains 65 percent of the world’s
proven oil reserves (see map). Of seventy-three ﬁelds discovered in Iraq so far,

only about a third are producing at present. The U.S. Energy Department esti
mates that Iraq also has as much as 220 billion barrels in “probable and possible”
reserves, making die estimated total enough to cover U.S. annual oil imports at

their current levelsfor ninety-eight years. It is calculated that Iraq could raise its
oil production Fromthree million to six million barrels a day within seven years

alter the liftingof sanctions. More optimistic ﬁgures see Iraqi oil production ris
ing to as much as ten million barrels a day.""

The U.S. Department of Energy projects that global oil demand could grow
from the current 77 million barrels a day to as much as 120 million barrels a clayin

the next twenty years, with the sharpest increases in demand occurring in the
United Statesand China. At present about 24 percent of U.S. oil imports come from
the Middle East and this is expected to rise rapidly as alternative sources dry up.

OPEC under the leadership olSaudi Arabia, however, has kept oil supplies low in
order to keep prices up. Middle East oil production has stagnated over the last
twenty years, with overall OPEC production capacity (despite massive reserves)

lower today than in l980.'“ For this reason the security and availability oloil sup
plies has become a growing issue for U.S. corporations and U.S. strategic interests.
As right-wingpundit and Yaleprofessor, Donald Kagan, has stated: “When we have

economic problems, it's been caused by disruptions in our oil supply. If we have a
force in Iraq, there will be no disruption in oil supplies".‘7 Already U.S. oil corpo
rations are positioning themselves for the day when they will be able to return to
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Iraq and Iran. According to Robert

at
Allison _]r., chairman of the An.ularltu

I’:-tmlt-um(Iorporation, “We bought into Qatar and Oman to get a limtlmlil in lllt‘

Mitltlleliast.

We need to position ourselves in the Middle East lor when Iraq and

Iran become part of the family olnations again.”"“ At present the l“l‘t‘|I('l|oil giant
'l‘ulall"inalf.llhas the largest position in Iraq, with exclusive negotiating rights In

develop lields in the Majnoon and Bin Ulnar regiotis. The biggest deals alter that
have been expected to go to Fan in Italy, an(l a Russian consortittni led by l.uk( lil.

ll‘U.S. armed forces enter and establish either a puppet governnietit or a U.S. mis

sion, all of this is brought into question. Which country's oil companies shotiltl we
then expect to do the negotiating for new contracts—as well as obtaining a healthy
share ol‘the oil now owned by the French and other non-Ainerican coinp'.mies':'

Ilowever, direct U.S. access to oil and the prolits of U.S. oil corporations art.

not enough by themselves to explain overriding U.S. interests in the Middle

East. Rather the United States sees the whole region as a crucial part olits strat

egy of global power. The occupation of Iraq and the installation of a regime

imder American control would leave Iran (itselfan oil power an(l part ol'llusli‘s
“Axisof Evil”) almost completely surrounded by U.S. military bases in (Zentral

Asiato the north, Turkey and Iraq to the west, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and
()man to the south, and Pakistan and Afghanistan to the east. It would make it

easier for the United States to protect planned oil pipelines extending from the
Caspian Sea in Central Asia through Afghanistan and Pakistan to the Arabian
Sea. It would give Washington a much more solid military base in the Middle

East,where it already has tens ofthousands of troops located in ten countries. ll
would increase U.S. leverage in relation to Saudi Arabia and other Middle
lia.-sternstates. It would strengthen the global superpower‘s ellorts to lorce terms

liivorableto Israeli expansion, and the dispossession ofthe Palestitiiatis,on the
entire Middle East. It would make the rising economic power of China, along
with Europe and_]apan, increasingly dependent on a U.S. dominated oil regime
in the Middle East for their most vital energy needs. Control oloil tlirongli mil
itary force would thus translate into greater economic, political, and military
power, on a global scale.
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lit the early 1070s, as a result of the loss ofeconomic ground to Europe and_|apini

over the course of the previous quarter-century, and due to the delinltingolthe
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dollar from gold in l97l._it was widely believed that the United States was losing
its position as the hegemonic capitalist power. However, in the 19905 the collapse

of the Soviet Union, which left the United States as the sole superpower, and

fastergrowth in the United States than irt Europe andjapan, suddenly revealed a
very different reality. The idea arose in U.S. strategic circles of an American

empire beyond anything seen in the history olcapitalisttt or of the world, a true
Pax Americana. U.S. foreign policy analysts now reler to this as the rise ofa

“unipolar world." The consolidation of such a unipolar world on a permanent
basis has emerged as the explicit goal of the Bush administrat.ion a year after the

September 11 attacks. In the words olC.,]ohn lkenberry:
The new grand strategy [initiated by the Bush administration]

begins with a ﬁan

damcntal mtnmiunent to maintaining a unipolar world in which the United States

has no peer competitor. No coalition olgrcat powers without the United States will
be allowedto achieve hegemony. Bush made this point the centerpiece of American
securitypolicy in his West Point commencement address in_]une: “America has, and

intends to keep, military strengths beyond cha]lenges—thereby making the destabi

lizingarms races ofother eras pointless, and limiting rivalries to trade and other pur

suits of peace"... The United States grew faster than the other major states during
the decade [ofthe l990s], it reduced military spending more slowly,and it dominat
ed investment in the technological advancement of its forces. Today, however, the
new goal is to make these advantages pennanent—a fait accompli that will prompt

other states to not even try to catch up. Some thinkers have described the strategy as
“breakout,” in which the United States moves so quickly to develop technological

advantages(in robotics, lasers, satellites, precision munitions, etc.) that no state or
coalition could ever challenge it as global leader, protector and enforcer.”

Such a grab for unlintitcd imperial dominance is bound to fail in the long run.

Imperialism under capitalism has centrifugal as well as centripetal tendencies.

Militarydominance cannot be maintained without maintaining economic domi
nance as well,and the latter is inherently unstable under capitalism. The immedi
ate reality,however, is that the United States is moving very rapidly to increase its

control at the expense of both potential rivals and the global South. The likely
result is an intensilication of exploitation on a world scale, along with a resur

genceof imperialist riva|ries—sinceother capitalist countries will naturtlly seek to
keep the United States from achieving its “breakout” strategy.
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The goal ofan expanding American empire is seen by the administration not
only as a strategy for establishing the United States permanently as the world’s

paramount power, but also as a way out ofthe nation's economic crisis that shows
no signs at present ofgoing away. The administration clearly believes it can stim

ulate the economy through military spending and increased arms exports. But
enhanced military spending associated with a war may also contribute to eco
nomic problems, since it will undoubtedly cut further into spending Forsocial

programs that not only help people but also create the demand for consumer
goods that business needs badly to stimulate economic growth. Historically,
attempts to use imperial expansion as a way around needed economic and social
changes at home have nearly always failed.
In the end what we must understand is that the new U.S. doctrine of world

domination is a product not ofa particular administration (much less some cabal
within the administration), but rather the culmination of developments in the
most recent phase of imperialism. Reversing the drive to greater empire will not
be easy. But the will of the people can play a critical role in how far Washington is

able to proceed with its imperial ambitions. For this reason, mobilization of the

population both in the United States and abroad in a militant struggle against

both war and imperialism is of the utmost importance to the future ofhumanity.

N

“Imperial America" and War
I/(ti ‘'_/()().'i

n November 11, 2000, Richard l-laass—a member of the National

Security Council and special assistant to the president under the elder
Bush, soon to be appointed director of policy planning in the state
department of newly elected President George W. Bush—delivered a paper in
Atlanta entitled “Imperial America.” For the United States to succeed at its objec

tive of global preeminence, he declared, it would be necessary for Americans to
“re-conceive their role from a traditional nation-state to an imperial power.”

Haass eschewed the term “imperialist” in describing America’s role, preferring

“imperial,” since the lonner connoted “exploitation, normally for commercial
ends,” and “territorial control.” Nevertheless, the intent was perfectly clear:
To advocate an imperial foreign policy is to call for a foreign policy that attempts to

organize the world along certain principles alleeting relations bet\veen states and

conditions within them. The US. role would resemble l.9th century Great Britain.

Coercion and the use ollorce would normally be a last resort; what waswritten
byjohn Gallagher and Ronald Robinson about Britain a century and a hallago, that

“The liritish policy followed the principle olextending control informallyifpossi
hle and lormally ifriecessary,” could be applied to the American role at the start of
the new century.’

The existence ol'an American empire is no secret. lt is widely,even universal

ly, recognized in most parts of the world, though traditionally denied by the
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powers that be in the United States. What Haass was calling for, however, was a

much more open acltnowledgement ofthis imperial role by Washington, in full

viewofthe American population and the world, in order to further Washington's

imperial ambitions. “The fundamental question that continues to confront
American foreign policy," he explained, “is what to do with a surplus ofpower
and the many and considerable advantages this surplus confers on the United

States.”This surplus ofpower could only be put to use by recognizing that the
United States had imperial interests on the scale ofl3ritain in the nineteenth cen

tury.The world should therefore be given notice that Washington is prepared to

“extend its control,” infonnally ifpossible and formally if not, to secure what it
considers to be its legitimate interests across the face ofthe globe. The ﬁnal sec

tion of Haass’paper carried the heading “Imperialism Begins at Home." It con

cluded: “the greater risk facingthe United States at thisjuncture

is that it will

squander the opportunity to bring about a world supportive ofits core interests
by doing too little. Imperial understretch, not overstretch, appears the greater
danger of the two.”
There is every reason to believe that the “Imperial America” argument
espoused by Haass represents in broad outline the now dominant view of the
U.S. ruling class, together with the U.S. state that primarily serves that class. After

many years of denying the existence of U.S. empire, received opinion in the
United States has now adopted a position that glories in the “American imperi

um,” with its “imperial military,”and “imperial protectorates.” This shift in exter

nal posture ﬁrst occurred at the end ofthe 1990s, when it became apparent that
not only was the United States the sole remaining superpower

following the

demise of the Soviet Union, but also that Europe and japan, due to slowdowns in
their rates of economic growth relative to that of the United States, were now less
able to rivalit economically.Nor did Europe seem to be able to act militarily with

out the United States even within its own region, in relation to the debacle ofthc
Yugoslavian civil wars.

After Washington launched its global War on Terrorism, following September
I 1, 2001, the imperial dimensions of U.S. foreign policy were increasingly obvi

ous. U.S. empire is therefore now portrayed by political pundits and the tnain~

stream media as a necessary “burden” falling on the United States as a result ofits

unparalleled role on the world stage. The United States is said to be at the head

of a new kind of empire, divorced from national interest, economic exploitation,
raeistn, or colonialism, existing only to promote freedom and human rights. As
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in the .M:'w1?)!‘/r7fIIl(J Mzlgnziur, “AIucriea’s empire

is not likeempires oftimes past, built on colonies. conquest and the white man’s

burden.

The 21st century imperium is a new invention in the annals ofpo|it

icalscience, an empire lite, a global hegemony whose grace notes are free markets,

Immanrights and democracy, enforced by the most awesome military power the
world has ever l<nown.”"

Such high-sounding words aside, what Inakes this “2lst century imperium"
an overriding concern for humanity today is Washington's increased readiness to

use its unrivaled military power to invade and occupy other countries whenever
it deems this absolutely necessary to achieve its ends. Yet, as Indian economist

Prabhat Patnaik observed more than a decade ago, “No Marxist ever derived the
existence of imperialism from the fact of wars; on the contrary the existence of

warswas explained in terms ofimperialism.” Once the reality ofimperialism has
been brought back to the forefront of world attention as a result ofsuch wars it is

important to search out its underlying causes.
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One ofthe most inﬂuential mainstream historical accounts ofBrit.ish inipenalisin
in the nineteenth century was presented in an article entitled “The Imperialism
ofFree Trade,” written a half-century ago by economic historians_]ohn Gallagher
and Ronald Robinson. A part ofthis analysis was utilized by I-laassto advance his

“Imperial America” argument. The central thesis of Gallagher and Robinson's
article was simple: imfmrialism is a continuous reality of economic exfiavisioii.in

modern times. Those who associated imperialism primarily with colonies and
colonialism, and who therefore took the scramble for Africa and late nineteenth
century colonial.expansion as the basis for a general model of imperialism, were

wrong. British imperialism throughout the nineteenth century remained essen
tiallythe same in its inner logic despite the concentration on expanding free trade

in one period and on annexing colonies in another. As Gallagher and Robinson

elaborated(in the same passage from which Haass quoted):
British policy followed the principle ofextending control informallyifpossible and
formallyifneeessary. To label the one method ‘anti-imperialist’ and the other ‘impe
rialist,’is to ignore the fact that whatever the method British interests were steadily

safeguarded and extended. The usual summing up of the policy ofthe free trade
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empire as ‘trade not rule' should read ‘trade with infonnal control if possible; trade

with rule when necessary.‘

Despite ... attempts at ‘imperialism on the cheap,’ the

foreign challenge to British paramountcy in tropical Africa [in the late nineteenth

century] and the comparative absence there oflarge~scale, strong, indigenous polit
ical organirations which had sewed infonnal expansion so well elsewhere, eventu
ally dictated the switch to formal rule.‘

For those seeking to comprehend British imperialism in the nineteenth cen
tury, this argument suggested, it is the “imperialism of free trade” and not colo

nialism that should be the primary focus. Only when the economic ends of
Britain could not be secured by informal control did it resort to formal imperial

ism or colonization—that is, direct and continuing use of military and political
control—to achieve its ends. [fit has often been said that “trade followed the
ﬂag," it would be far more correct to say that there was “a general tendency for

British trade to follow the invisible [lagof infomial empire.” The “distinctive fea

ture” of the “British imperialism of free trade in the nineteenth century,” these
authors argued, was that its use of its military force and hegemonic power in gen
eral were primarily limited to establishing secure conditions for economic dom
inance and expansion.

The clearest example of such informal imperialism was the British role in
South America in the nineteenth century. Britain maintained its control in the
region through various commercial treaties and financial relationships backed by
British sea power. As British Foreign Minister George Canning put it in 1824:
“Spanish America is free; and if we do not mismanage our affairs sadly she is
Englis/1."At all times, Gallagher and Robinson state, British influence was exer

cised so as to convert such “areas into complementary satellite economies, which
would provide raw materials and food for Great Britain, and provide widening
markets for its manufactures.” When left with no other way of enforcing its dom
inance, Britain was always ready to resort to active interventions—as it did repeat
edly in Latin America in the nineteenth century.

As the distinguished German historian Wolfgang]. Mommsen noted in his
Theoriesof lmf;eriali.rm, the significance of this concept of informal imperialism

was that it tended to bridge the gap between non-Marxist and Marxist approach
es, since it stressed the historical continuity of imperialism as a manifestation of
economic expansion (not confusing it simply with its more formal political-mili
tary occurrences):
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lly recognizing that there are ntimerous informal types of iinpcrialisl domination
which precede or accompany the establislunent of formal rule, or even make it

unnecessary, Western [non-Marxist] thinking on the subject of imperialism has

drawncloser to Marxist theory.

Generally speaking, most non-Marxist theoreti

cians admit nowadays that dependency ofan imperialist sort may well result from

the most varied kinds of infonnal influence, especially of an economic nature.
lmperialist forces at the colonial periphery were by no tneans ohliged constantly to
resort to the actual use ofpolitical power: it was generally quite enough to know that

the imperialist groups could count on support from the metropolitan power in the
eventofa crisis. Formal political rule thus appears only as the most speciﬁc, but not

the normal type ofimperialist dependence."

Ironically,Gallagher and Robinson distingiiished their approach from the
classicaccounts ol'_]ohn Hobson and Lenin by associating both Hobson’s and
Lcnin’sviews with a narrower spectrum ofcases involving formal control or colo
nialism.By identifying the last quarter of the nineteenth century, when colonial
aimexations were at their height, as a qualitatively new stage of capitalism—the
monopoly or imperialist stage—Lenin in particular, these authors argued, had
cometo associate imperialism with formal rather than informal control.
However,this criticism fell wide ofthe mark, since Lenin himselfhad empha
sized that imperialism did not necessarily involve formal control, as witnessed
especially by British imperialism in Latin America in the nineteenth century.
“The division ofthe world into ... colony-owning countries on the one hand and

colonieson the other,” he observed, did not exhaust the core-periphery relations
betweennation states. Indeed Lenin pointed to “a variety of forms ofdependent
countries; countries, which, ollicially, are politically independent, but which are,
in fact,enmeshed in the net of financial and diplomatic dependence the semi
colony,”including cases like Argentina, which was so dependent financially on
London that it was a virtual colony."’

The reality ofan informal imperialism of free trade (or imperialism without
colonies) was never an enigma to Marxist theory, which viewed imperialism as a
historical process associated with capitalist expansion——onlysecondarily allect
ed by the particular political forms in which it manifested itself. The reason for
characterizing the last quarter of the nineteenth century as the imperialist stage
in the work of Lenin and most subsequent Marxist theorists, did not have to do
mainlywith a shift from informal to formal imperialism, or the mere fact ofwide
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spread annexations within the periphery, but rather with the evolution ofcapi
talism itself, which had developed into its monopoly stage, creating a qualitative

ly new type of imperialism. It was this historically specific analysis ofiniperial

ism as a manifestation ofcapitalist development in all ofits complexity (econom
ic, political, and military) that was to give the Marxist theory ofimperialism its

importance as a coherent way of understanding the deeper globalizing tenden
cies of the system.

In this interpretation, there was a sense in which imperialism was inherent in

capitalism from the beginning. Many ofthe features ofcontemporary imperialism,
such as the development of the world market, the division between core and

periphery, the competitive hunt for colonies or semi-colonies, the extraction of
surplus, the securing of raw materials to bring back to the mother country, etc. are

part of capitalism as a global system from the late ﬁfteenth century on.
Imperialism, in the widest sense, had its sources in the accumulation dynamic of
the system (as basic as the pursuit of profits itself), which encouraged the coun
tries at the center of the capitalist world economy, and particularly the wealthy

interests within these countries, to feather their own nests by appropriating sur

plus and vital resources from the periphery—what Pierrejalée called “the pillage
of the third world.” By a variety of coercive means, the poorer satellite economies

were so structured—beginning in the age ofconquest in the late ﬁfteenth and six

teenth centuries—thattheir systems ofproduction and distribution served not so
much their own needs as those of the dominant metropoles. Nevertheless, the
recognition of such commonalities in imperialism in the various phases of capital

ist development was entirely consistent with the observation that there had been
a qualitative change in the nature and signiﬁcance of imperialism that commenced

in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, sufficient to cause Lenin to associate
this with a new stage of capitalism.

Mantists have therefore often distinguished between an older imperialism and
what was called the “new imperialism" that began in the final decades of the nine

teenth century. What distinguished this new imperialism were primarily two

things: (1) the breakdown of British hegemony and increased competition for
control over global territories between the various advanced capitalist states; and

(2) the rise oflnonopolistic corporations—large, integrated industrial and fman
cial firms—as the dominant economic actors in all of the advanced capitalisl

states. The new mammoth corporations by their very nature sought to expand

beyond national bounds and dominate global production and consumption. The
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drive to monopoly control within larger an(l larger spheres is basic to business.
Monopolistic lirms engaged in this imperial struggle were frequently lavured by

their own nation states. The Marxist theory olthe new itnperialistn. with its locus
on the rise of the giant linns, thus pointed to the changed global economic cir
cumstances that were to emerge along with what later came to be known as multi

national or glol)al corporations. All of this becatne the context in which older
phenotnena, such as the extraction of surplus, the race for control ol‘raw materi

alsand resources, the creation oleconomic dependencies in the global periphery
and the unending contest among rival capitalist powers, manifested themselves in
new and transformed ways.

It was this understanding of imperialism as a historical reality of capitalist
development, one that took on new characteristics as the system itself evolved,

that most sharply separated the Marxist approach from mainstream interpreta
tions. The latter frequently saw imperialism as a mere policy and associated it pri

marily with political and military actions on the part ofstates. In the ntore widely
disseminated mainstream view (from which realist economic historians like

Gallagher and Robinson dissented), imperialism was present only in overt
instances of political and territorial control ushered in by actual military con

quest. In the contrasting Marxist view, imperialism occurred not simply through
the policies ofstates but also through the actions of corporations and the mecha
nisms oftrade, linance, and investment. It involved a whole constellation olclass

relations, including the nurturing oflocal collaborators or comprador elements in
the dependent societies. Any explanation of how modern imperialism worked
thus necessitated a description of the entire system of monopoly capitalism.

Informal control oleountries on the periphery of the capitalist world system by
countries at the center of the system was as important, in this view,as formal con
trol. Struggles over hegemony and more generally rivalries among the leading

capitalist states were continuous, but took on changing forms depending on the

economic, political, and military resources at their disposal.
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Ilthe main distinguishing feature ol'modern imperialism, in the Marxist view,was
associated with the rise to dominance ol‘the giant corporations, the ordering of
power within the system, as rellected in the relative position of various nation

states, nonetheless shifted considerably over time. In the late nineteenth and early
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twentieth century the principal global reality was the decline in British hegemo

ny and the increased rivalry among the advanced capitalist states that followed,

leading to the First and Second World Wars. The rise of the Soviet Union in the
context of the First World War posed an external challenge to the system eventu
ally leading to a Cold War struggle between the United States, the new hegemon
ic power of the capitalist world economy following the Second World War, an(l
the Soviet Union. The fall ofthe latter in 199] left the United States as the sole
superpower. By the end of the 19905 the United States had gained on its main

economic rivals as well. The result of all of this by the beginning of the new cen
tury, as Henry Kissinger declared in 2001, was that the United States had

achieved “a pre-eminence not enjoyed by even the greatest empires ofthe past.”“
This naturally led to the question: what was the United States to do with its

enomtous “surplus of power”? Washington’s answer, particularly after 9/ l I, has
been to pursue its imperial ambitions through renewed interventions in the glob
al periphcry—on a scale not seen since the Vietnam War. In the waging of its

imperial War on Terrorism the U.S. state is at one with the expansionary goals of
U.S. business. As Business WeekOnline, in early February 2003, expressed the

economic beneﬁts to be derived from a U.S. invasion of Iraq: “Since the U.S. mil

itary would control Iraq’s oil and gas deposits [the second largest known reserves
in the world after Saudi Arabia] for some time, U.S. companies could be in line

for a lucrative slice of the business. They may snag drilling rights too.”7

Companies in the oil service industry, which is dominated by the United States,
might “feeljust as victorious as the U.S. Special Forces.” Indeed, the main object

of such military invasions is regime change and the subsequent restructuring of
the economy of the “rogue state”—so-called because it stands outside the impe
rial order deﬁned primarily by the United States—to make it confomi to the dom

inant requirements of the capitalist world economy, which include opening up its
resources to more extensive exploitation.

Richard Haass (whose responsibilities in the present administration were

extended to include those of U.S. coordinator of policy for the future of
Afghanistan) pointed out that regime change often can only be accomplished
through a full-scale military invasion leaving the conquered nation in ruins and

necessitatingsubsequent “nation-building”:
It is dillicult to target speciﬁc individuals with military force.

U.S. efforts to use

force to bring about changes in political leadership failed in the cases ofQaddaﬁ in
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Libya.Saddam in lraq, and Aideed in Somalia. Force can create a context in which

politicalchange is more likely,but without extraordinary intelligence and more than
a little good fortune, force by itself is unlikely to bring about specilic political

changes.The only way to increase the liltelihood olsuch change is through highly

intrusivelonns olintervention, such as nation-building, which involves lirst elimi
natingall opposition and then engaging in an occupation that allows for substantial
engineeringofanother society.“

Such a “nation-building” occupation, l-laass stressed, involves “defeating and
tlisanningany local opposition and establishing a political authority that enjoys a

monopolyor near-monopoly of control over the legitimate use of force.” (This is
MaxWeber"swell-luiown deﬁnition ofa state—though imposed in this case by an

invadingforce.) It therefore requires, as Haass observed quoting one foreign policy

analyst,an occupation of“imperial proportions and possibly of endless duration ”"

ll ISprecisely this kind of invasion of “imperial proportions” and uncertain
duration that now seems to be the main agenda of Washington’s War on

Terrorism.In the occupation and “nation-building” processes following inva.
SIOIIS
(35In the Case ofAfglianistan), explicit colonialism, in the most brazen nine

teenthcentury sense, Wlll be avoided. No formal annexation will take place, and

at leasta pretense oflocal rule will be established from the beginning, even dur
ingdirect military occupation. Nevertheless, a central goal will be to achieve some

of what colonialism in its classic form previously accomplished. As Magdoll
pointed out,

Colonialism, considered as the direct application ofiiiilitary and political force, was

essentialto reshape the social and economic institutions olniany olthe dependent
countries to the needs of the nietropolittin centers. Once this reshaping had been
acconiplislicd economic lorces—thc international price, marketing and financial

systenis-were by themselves sullicient to perpetuate and indeed intensify the rela

tionship ol dominance and exploitation between mother country and colony. lu
these circumstances, the colony could be granted lorinal political independence

without clianging anything essential, and without interfering too seriously with the
interests which had originally led to the cunrpiest olthc colony.'“

Sometliiiig ol‘ this sort is occurring in Afgliaiiistaii and is now being envi
sioned for lracl. Once a count '7 has been com aletel disarined and “resha )ed"’to
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fit the needs of the countries at the center of the capitalist world, “nation-build
ing” will be complete and the occupation will prestunably come to an end. But in

areas that contain vital resources like oil (or that are deemed to be ofstrategic sig
nificance in gaining access to such resources), a shift back from formal to informal
imperialism after an invasion may be slow to take place—or will occur only in very

limited ways. “Informal control” or the mechanism of global accumulation that
systematically favors the core nations, constitutes the normal means through

which imperialist exploitation of the periphery operates. But this requires, on
occasion, extraordinary means in order to bring recalcitrant states back into con
fomiity with the market and with the international hierarchy of power.
At present, U.S. imperialism appears particularly blatant because it is linked
directly with war in this way,and points to an endless series of wars in the Future

to achieve essentially the same ends. However, if we wish to understand the under
lying forces at work, we should not let this heightened militarism and aggression

distract us Fromthe inner logic ofimperialism, most evident in the rising gap in

income and wealth between rich and poor countries, and in the net transfers of

economic surplus from periphery to center that make this possible. The growing
polarization ofwealth and poverty between nations (a polarization that exists with
in nations as well) is the system's crowning achievement on the world stage. It is

also what is ultimately at issue in the struggle against modern imperialism. As
Magdoff argues in Impmialism wit/tout Colonies, there is an “essential oneness” to

economic, political, and military domination under capitalism."
Those seeking to oppose the manifestations of imperialism must recognize
that it is impossible to challenge any one of them effectively without calling into

question all the others-and hence the entire system.

The New Age of Imperialism
.////vi"
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mperialism is meant to serve the needs ofa ruling class much more than a
nation. It has nothing to do with democracy. Perhaps for that reason it has

often been characterized as a parasitic phenomenon—even by critics as
astute as_]ohn Hobson in his 1902 classic, I7n[)eriali.rm:A Study.‘ And Fromthere

itis unfortunately all too easy to slide into the crude notion that imperialist expan

sion is simply a product ofpowerful groups of individuals who have hijacked a
nation’sforeign policy to serve their own narrow ends.

Numerous critics of the current expansion of the American empire—both on
the U.S. left and in Europe—now argue that the United States under the admin
istrationof George W. Bush has been taken over by a neoconservative cabal, led

bysuch ligures as Paul Wolfowitz (deputy secretary oldefense), Lewis Libby (the
vicepresident’s ehielof stall"), and Richard Perle (of the Defense Policy Board).

This cabal is said to have the strong backing of Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld

and Vice President Cheney, and, through them, President Bush. The rise to

prominence of the neoconservative hegenionists within the administration is
thought to have been brought on by the undemocratic 2000 election, in which the

Supreme Court appointed Bush as president, and by the terrorist attacks of
September II, 2001, which suddenly enlarged the national security state. All of
this has contributed, we are told, to a unilatcralist and belligerent foreign policy
atodds with the historic U.S. role in the world. As the Ecortoritistmagazine asked:

“So has a cabal taken over the foreign policy of the most powerltil country in the

world?Is a tiny group ofideologues using undue power to intervene in the inter
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nal affairsofother countries, create an empire. trash international law—anddamn
the consequences?”"’

The Eronomisfs own answer was “Not really." Rightly rejecting the cabal the
ory, it argued instead that “the neo—consare part ofa broader movement” and that

a “near-consensus [among U.S. policy elites] is found around the notion that
America should use its power vigorously to reshape the world.” But what is miss
ing from the Economist and from all such mainstream discussions is the recogni
tion thal imperialism in this case, as always, is not simply a policy but a systemat

ic rmhty arising from the very nature of capitalist development. The historical
changes in imperialisin, associated with the rise ofwhat has been called a “unipo

lar world," defy any attempt to reduce current developments to the misguided
ambitions ofa few powerful individuals. It is therefore necessary to address the

historical underpinnings of the new age of U.S. imperialism, including both its

deeper causes and the particular actors that are helping to shape its present path.
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The question of whether the United States in engaging in imperialist expansion
has allowed itself to become prey to the particular whims of those at society’s

political helm is not a new one. Harry Magdoff addressed this thesis on the very
first page of his 1969 book, The Age of Imperialism:

The Economics of U.S.

Foreign Policy—awork that can be said to have reintroduced the systematic study

of imperialism in the United States. “Is the [Vietnam] war part ofa more general
and consistent scheme of United States external policies,” he asked, “or is it an

aberration ofa particular group of men in power?“ The answer of course was
that although there were particular individuals in power who were spearheading
this process, it reflected deep-seated tendencies within U.S. foreign policy that
had roots in capitalism itself. In what was to emerge as the most important

account of U.S. imperialism in the 19603, Magdolf set about uncovering the
underlying economic, political, and military forces governing U.S. foreign policy.

The ruling explanation at the time of the Vietnam War was that the United

States was engaged in the war in order to “contain" Communism—and hence the
war itself had nothing to do with imperialism. But the scale and ferocity of the war
seemed to belie any attempt to explain it in terms of mere containment, since nei

ther the Soviet Union nor China had shown any global expansionary tendencies
and third world revolutions were quite obviously indigenous affairs.‘ Magdolf
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rejected both the dominant tendency in the United States to see US. interven
tions in the third world as a prodttct ol' the Cold War, and the liberal penchant to

see the war as an aberration ofa Texan president and the advisers surrounding
him. Instead historical analysis was required.
The imperialism of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was (lis
tingttished tnainly by two features: (1) the breakdown in British hegemony, and

(2) the growth ofmonopoly capitalism, or a capitalistii dominated by large lirms,

resulting from the concentration and centralization olproductioti. Beyond these
features that distinguished what Lenin referred to as the stage of imperialism

(which he said could be described in its “brielest possible delinition” as “the
monopoly stage olcapitalisin”), there are a number olother elements that have to
be considered. Capitalism is ofcourse a system uniquely determined by a drive to
accumulate, which accepts no bounds to its expansion. Capitalistn is on the one

hand an expanding world economy characterized by a process that we now call

globalization, while on the other hand it is divided politically into numerous com
peting nation-states. Further, the system is polarized at every level into center and
periphery. Front its beginning in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and
even more 50 in the monopoly stage, capital within each nation-state at the center
of the system is driven by a need to control access to raw materials and labor in

the peripltery. In the monopoly stage of capitalism, moreover, nation-states and

their corporations strive to keep as much ofthe world economy as possible open
to their own investments, though not necessarily to those of their competitors.
This competition over spheres of accumulation creates a scramble for control of

various parts ofthc periphery, the most famous example ofwhich was the scram
ble for Africa in the late nineteenth century in which all olthe Western European
powers of the day took part.

Imperialism, however, continued to evolve beyond this classic phase, which

ended with the Second World War and subsequent decolonization inovetnent,and
in the 19505 and 19605 a later phase presented its own historically speciﬁc char

acteristics. Tlte iitost important olthesc was the United States replacing Britain as
liegemon of the capitalist world economy. The other was the existence of the
Soviet Union, creating space for revolutionary movements in the third world, and
helping to bring the leading capitalist powers into a Cold War military alliance

reinforcing U.S. hegemony. The United States utilized its hegemonic position to

establish the Bretton Woods institutions—the General Agreement on Tarills and
Trade, the International Monetary Fund, and the World Banlt—withthe intention
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of consolidating the economic control exercised by the center states, and the
United States in particular, over the periphery and hence the entire world inarltet.
In MagdolFs conception, the existence oli U.S. hegemony did not bring to an

end the competition between capitalist states. I legctnony was always understood by
realistic analysts as historically transitoty, despite the constant references to the

“American century.” The uneven development ofcapitalisiii meant continual inter
imperialist rivalry,even ifsoniewhat hidden at times. “Antagonism between uneven

ly developing industrial centers,” he wrote, "is the hub of the in1pcrialistwhee|.""'

U.S. militarism, which in this analysis went hand in hand with its imperial role,

was not simply or even mainly a product of the Cold War competition with the

Soviet Union, by which it was conditioned. Militarism had deeper roots in the

need ofthe United States, as the hegemonic power ofthe capitalist world econo
my, to keep the doors open for foreign investment by resorting to force, ifneces
sary.At the same time, the United States was employing its power where possible

to advance the needs ofits own corporations—as for example in Latin America

where its dominance was unquestioned by other great powers. Not only did the
United States exercise this military role on numerous occasions throughout the
periphery in the post—SecondWorld War period, but during that period it was

also able tojustify this as part of the light against Communism. Militarism, asso
ciated with this role as global hegemon and alliance-leader, came to permeate all

aspects of accumulation in the United States, so that the term industrial “military

industrial complex,” introduced by Eisenhower in his departing speech as presi
dent, was an understatement. Already in his day there was no major center of
accumulation in the United States that was not also a major center ofmilitary pro

duction. Military production helped prop up the entire economic ediﬁce in the
United States, and was a factor holding off economic stagnation.
In mapping contemporary imperialism, MagdolT’s analysis provided evidence

demonstrating how directly beneﬁcial imperialism was to capital within the core

of the system. The siphoning of surplus from the periphery (and misuse ol'what
surplus remained due to distorted peripheral class relations characteristic of
imperial dependencies) was a major factor in perpetuating underdevelopinent.
Unique and less noticed, however, were two other aspects of Magdo[T’sassess
ment: a warning regarding the growing third world debt trap and an in—depth

treatment of the expanding global role of banks and ﬁnance capital in general. ll

wasn’t until the early 1980s that an understanding of the third world debt trap
really surfaced when Brazil, Mexico, and other so-called “new industrializing
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economies” were suddenly revealed to be in default. And the full significance of

the linancialization ofthe global economy did not really dawn on most observers
ofimperialism until late in the 19805.
In this systematic historical approach to the subject ofimperialism, U.S. mili
tary interventions in places like Iran, Guatemala, Lebanon, Vietnam, and the

Dominican Republic, were not about “protecting U.S. citizens” or lighting the

expansion of the Communist bloc. Rather they belonged to the larger phenome
non ofimperialism in all ofits historical complexity and to the U.S. role as the
hegemonic power of the capitalist world.
However, this interpretation was directly opposed by liberal critics of the
Vietnam War writing at the same time, who sometimes acknowledged that the
United States had been engaged in the expansion ofits empire, but saw this, in line

with the whole history of the United States, as a case ofaccident rather than design
(as defenders of the British Empire had argued before them). American foreign
policy, they insisted, was motivated primarily by idealism rather than material

interests. The Vietnam War itself was explained away as the result of “poor polit
ical intelligence” on the part ofpowerful policy makers, who had taken the nation
off course. In 1971, Robert W. Tucker wrote The Radical Log]?and A1n.e-ricmi

FnmigvtPolicy, in which he argued that the “saving grace” for the United States in

Vietnam was the “essentially disinterested character” with which it approached
the war.“ Tucker’s perspective was that of a liberal opponent of the war who

nonetheless rejected radical interpretations of U.S. militarism and imperialism.
Tucker’s main targets in his book were William Appleman Williams, Gabriel
Kolko, and Harry Magdolf. Magdoff was attacked specifically for arguing that
control ofraw materials on a global basis was crucial to U.S. corporations and the
U.S. state that served them. Tucker went so far as to claim that the error of

Magdoff’s view was shown where the issue ofoil arose. If the United States were

truly imperialist in its orientation to third world resources, he argued, it would
attempt to control Persian Gulf oil. Defying both logic and history, Tucker
declared that this was not the case. As he put it:
Given the radical view,one would expect that here [in the Middle East], ifanywhere,
American policy would faithfully reflect economic interests. The reality, as is well

known, is otherwise. Apart from the increasing and successful pressures oil countries
have employed to increase their royalty and tax income (pressures which have not

provoked any notable countenneasures), the American government has contributed
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to the steady deterioration olthe la\'oral)lc position American oil companies once
enjoyed in the Middle East. A .rVcwlfrrk 'I’i'mr.rcorrespondent,John

M. Lee, writes:

“The reniarltalile thing to many ol)servers is that the oil companies and oil consider

ations have had such little inlluence in American Iorcign policy toward Israel.”

The case of Persian Gulf oil, then, according to Tucker, disproved MagdolI’s
insistence on the importance of controlling raw materials to the operation of U.S.

imperialism. The U.S. political connnitment to Israel was counter to its economic
interests, but had overridden all concerns of U.S. capitalism with respect to Middle
East oil. Today it is hardly necessary to emphasize how absurd this contention
was. Not only has the United States repeatedly intervened militarily in the Middle

East, beginning with Iran in 1953, but it has also continually sought to promote its
control over oil and the interests of its oil corporations in the region. Israel, which

the U.S. has amied to the teeth and which has been allowed to develop hundreds

of nuclear weapons, has long been part of this strategy of controlling the region.
From the ﬁrst, the U.S. role in the Middle East has been openly imperialistic,
geared to maintaining control over the region’s oil resources. Only an analysis that

reduced economics to commodity prices and royalty income while ignoring the
political and military shaping of economic relations—not to mention the flowsof

both oil and proﬁts—could result in such obvious errors.
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Nothing in fact so reveals the new age ofimperialism as the expansion of the U.S.
Empire in the critical oil regions of the Middle East and the Caspian Sea Basin.

U.S. power in the Persian Gulf was limited throughout the Cold War years as a

result of the Soviet presence. The Iranian Revolution of 1979, to which the
United States was seemingly helpless to respond, was the greatest defeat of U.S.
imperialism (which had relied on Shah of Iran as a secure base in the region)
since the Vietnam War. Indeed, prior to 1989 and the breakup of the Soviet bloc,
a major U.S. war in the region would have been almost completely unthinkable.

This left U.S. dominance in the region signiﬁcantly constrained. The 1991 Gulf
War,which was carried out by the United States with Soviet acquiescence, thus
marked the beginning ol‘a new age of U.S. imperialism and expansion of U.S.

global power. It is no mere accident that the weakening of the Soviet Union led
almost immediately to a full-scale U.S. military intervention in the region that was
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thekeyto controlling world oil, the most critical global resource, and thus crticial
toanystrategy of global domination.
It is essential to understand that in 1991 when the Gull‘ War occtirred the
SovietUnion was greatly weakened and subservient to U.S. policy. Bu! it was no!

yr! dead (that was to occur later oti that year) and there was still the possibility,
altliotiglidim, olia coup or upset and a turnaround in Soviet allairs unfavorable to
U.S.interests. At the satne time the United States was still in a position where it

hadlost economic ground to some ofits main competitors and hence there was a
widespreadsense that its economic hegemony had seriously declined, limiting its
courseof action. Although the administration of George H. W. Bush declared a
“New World Order” no one knew what this meant. The collapse of the Soviet
bloc had been so sudden that the U.S. ruling class and the foreign policy elites
wereunsure of how to proceed.

During the first CulfWar the U.S. elites were split. Some believed that the U.S.
should go on and invade Iraq, as the Wall.Street journal

advised at the time.

Others thought that an invasion and occupation of Iraq was not then feasible.
Overthe course of the next decade the dominant topic ofdiscussion in U.S. for
eignpolicy, as witnessed, for example, by the Council on Foreign Relations pub
lication, Fo1‘ei.'g'n
Aﬂaiis, was how to exploit the fact that the United States was

now the sole superpower. Discussions of unipolarity (a term introduced by the
neoconservative pundit Charles Krauthanimer in 1991) and unilateralism were
soon coupled with open discussions on U.S. primacy, hegemony, empire, and
evenimperialism. Moreover, as the decade wore on, the arguments in favorofthe
United States exercising an imperial role became more and more pervasive and
concrete. Such issues were discussed from the beginning of the new era not in

terms of ends but in terms ofelficacy. A particularly noteworthy example of the
call for a new imperialism could be found in an inlluential book, entitled The
Inifieiml ‘Kemfitrtlion, again by Robert W. Tucker, along with David C.
Hendricltson. As Tucker and Hendrickson forthrightly explained:
The United States is today the dominant military power in the world. In the reach

and ellectiveness ofits military forces, America compares favorablywith some olthe

greatest empires ltnown to history. Rome reached barely beyond the compass ofthe

Mediterranean , whereas. Napoleon could not break out into the Atlantic and went
.
v
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to defeat in
the vast Russian
spaces. During
the height
til' the so_ called lax

Britannica when the Royal Navy ruled the seas, llismarelt reiiiarlted that if the
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British anny landed on the Prussian coast he would have it arrested by the local

police. The United States has an altogether Inore formidable collection of forces
than its predecessors among the world‘s great powers. lt has global reach. lt pos

sesses the most technologically advanced arms, commanded by professionals

skilled in the art ofwar. It can transport powerful continental amiies over oceanic
distances. lts historic adversaries are in retreat, broken by internal discord.

Under these circumstances, an age-old temptation—the imperial temptation—may

prove compelling for the United States.

The nation is not likely to be attracted

to the visions of empire that animated colonial powers of the past; it may well ﬁnd
attractive, however, a vision that enables the nation to assume an imperial role with
out Fulﬁllingthe classic duties olimperial rule. "

The “imperial temptation,” these authors made clear, was to be resisted less
because of the fact that this would have constituted a renewal of classic imperial
ism, but because the United States was only willing to go halfway, unleashing its

military force but neglecting to take on the more burdensome responsibilities of
imperial rule associated with nation building.

Proceeding from a nation-building perspective reminiscent of Kennedy-style
Cold War liberalism, but also attractive to some neoconservatives, Tucker and
Hendricltson presented the case that the United States, having fought the Gulf
War, should have immediately proceeded to invade, occupy, and pacify Iraq,
removing the Ba’ath Party from power, thus exercising its imperial responsibility.

“The overwhelming display of military power,” they wrote,
...would have provided the United States with time to fomi and recognize a provi

sional lraqi government consisting of individuals committed to a broadly liberal

platfonn.

Though such a governmentwould undoubtedly have been accused of

being an American puppet, there are good reasons for thinking that it might have

acquired considerable legitimacy.lt would have enjoyed access, under UN supervi

sion, to lraq’s oil revenues, which surely would have won it considerable support
from the lraqi people.”

Tucker and Hendrickson—in spite of Tuckcr’s argument decades earlier
against Magdoll, that the failure to seize control of Persian Gulfoil was evidence
that the U.S. was not an imperialist power—were under no illusions about why an

occupation oflraq would be in U.S. strategic interest, in one word: “oil.” “There
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is no other commodity,” they wrote, “that has the crucial signiﬁcance ofoil; there
is no parallel to the dependence ofdevclopcd and developing economies on the
energy resources of the Gulf; these resources are concentrated in an area that
remainsrelatively inaccessible and highly unstable, and possession of oil alfords

an unparalleled ﬁnancial base whereby an expansionist developing power may
hope to realize its aggressive ambitions.”'" The need for the United States to
achievedomination over the Middle East was therefore not in doubt. lfit resort
cd to force under these exceptional conditions, it should do so responsibly—l)y
extending its rule as well.

This argument comes out of the lil)eral rather than conservative (or neocon
servative)side of the U.S. foreign policy establishment and ruling class discus

sions. The debate within the establishment is narrow, with many liberal foreign
policyanalysts, because oftheir penchant for nation building, much closer to neo
conservatives an(l more hawkish in this respect than many conservatives. For

Tucker and Hendrickson imperialism is a matter of choice made by policy mak
ers; it is a mere “imperial temptation.” It could be resisted, but ifit is not, then it
is necessary to take on the liberal dream of nation building—to re-engineer soci
eties on liberal principles.

Indeed, a remarkable consensus on underlying assumptions and goals
emerged within the U.S. power elite in the 19905. As Richard N. Haass,
observed: “Liberated from the danger that military action will lead to confronta
tion with a rival superpower, the United States is now more free to intervene.” In
accounting for the limitations of U.S. power Haass declared, “the United States
can do anything,_just not everything.’”' His analysis went on to discuss the possi
bilityofnation-building interventions in Iraq and elsewhere

More important was Haass’ argument on hegemony, which pointed directly to
the main differences within the establishment on the U.S. assertion of global
power. According to Haass, the United States clearly was the “hegemon" in the

sense ofhaving global primacy, but permanent hegemony as an object of foreign
policy was a dangerous illusion. In March 1992, a draft ofthe Dds-usePlmming
Guidance, also known as the “Pentagon Paper,” was leaked to the press. This
secret working document authored by the elder Bush’s Defense Department

under the supervision of Paul Wolfowitz (then undersecretary for policy)
declared: “Our strategy [after the fall of the Soviet Union] must now refocus on

precluding the emergence of any potential future global competitor.”"’
Questioning this strategy in his book The Reluctant S/tertﬂ, I-Iaassclaimed that it
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was ill conceived for the simple reason that the United States did not have the

capacity to prevent new global powers li'orn emerging. Such powers emerge along

with the growth oftheir material resources; great economic powers will inevitably
have the capacity to become great powers generally (along a full spectrum), and
the extent to which they emerge as full military powers “will depend mostly on

their own perception ofnational interests, threats, political culture, and econom
ic strength."" The only rational long-term strategy, since the perpetuation of
hegemony or primacy was impossible, was what Madeleine Albright temied

“assertive multilateralism”or what I-laass tcnned a “sheriffand posse" approach,
with the sherifldcﬁned as the United States and the posse as a “coalition of the
willing."The sherilfand the possee need not worry much about the law,he noted,

but must nonetheless be wary of crossing over into vigilantism."
By November 2000, just before he was hired to be head of policy planning in

Colin Powell’s State Department in the administration of President George W.
Bush, Haass delivered a paper in Atlanta called “Imperial America,” in which he
argued that the United States should fashion an “imperial foreign policy" that

makes use of its “surplus of power” to “extend its control” across the face of the
globe. While still denying that lasting hegemony was possible, Haass declared that
the United States should use the exceptional opportunity that it now enjoyed to

reshape the world in order to enhance its global strategic assets. This meant
tary interventions around the world. “Imperial understretch, not overstretch," he
argued, “appears to be the greater danger of the two.”'5 By 2002, Haass, speaking
for an administration preparing to invade Iraq, was pronouncing that a failed state,
unable to control terrorism within its own territory, had lost “the nomial advantages
of sovereignty,including the right to be left alone inside [its] own territory. Other

governments,includingthe U.S.,

the right to intervene. In the case of terrorism

this can even lead to a right of preventive, or preemptory, self-defense.""‘

In September 2000, two months before Haass presented his “Imperial
America” paper, the neo-conservative Project for the New American Century had

issued a report entitled Rebuilding America’: Ddlemes, drawn up at the request of

Dick Cheney, and including among its signatories Donald Rumsfeld, Paul
Wolfowitz, George W. Bush’s younger l)rother_]eb, and Lewis Libby. The report

declared that “at present the United States faces no global rival. America‘s grand

strategy should aim to preserve and extend this advantageous position as farinto
the future as possible." The main strategic goal of the United States in the twen~

ty-first century was to “preserve Pm: Anm'imna." To achieve this it was necessary
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to expand the “Anierican security perimeter” by establishing new "overseas
l>ases""
and forward operations throughout the world. On the question of the
Persian Gulf, lt’cbu.i'ldi'1igAmerica’: I)qfcn.srs was no less explicit: “The United

Stateshas for decades sought to play a more pennanent role in Gull‘regional secti

rity.While the unresolved conflict with Iraq provides the innnediate_iustilicalion.

the need for a substantial American force presence in the Gulf transcends the
issueofthe regime of Saddam Hussein.”'7
Even before September 11, therefore, the ruling class and its foreign policy

elites (including those outside neoconservative circles) had moved towards an

explicit policy of expanding the American empire, taking full advantage olwhal
was regarded as the limited window brought on by the demise of the Soviet
Union—and before new rivals ofscale could arise. The 1990s saw the U.S. econ
omy,despite the slow-down in the secular growth trend, advance more rapidly

than that of Europe andjapan. This was particularly the casein the bubble years
ofthe latter hallof the 19905. The Yugoslavian civil wars meanwhile demonstrat
ed that Europe was unable to act militarily without the United States.

Hence, by the end ofthe 19905, discussions of U.S. empire and imperialism
cropped up not so much on the left as in liberal and neoconservative circles,
where imperial ambitions were openly proclaimed.” FollowingSeptember 200 l ,
the disposition to carry out massive military interventions to promote the expan
sion of U.S. power, in which the United States would once again put its “boots on
the ground,” as neoconservative pundit Max Boot expressed it in his book The

Savage Wars 0fl’eace, became part of the dominant ruling class consensus.‘-"The

administration’s National Security Strategy statement, transmitted to Congress in

September 2002, promoted the principle ofpreemptive attacks against potential
enemies and declared: “The United States must and will maintain the capability
to defeat any attempt by an enemy to impose its will on the United States, our

allies,or our friends.

Our forces will be strong enough to dissuade potential

adversaries from pursuing a military build-up in the hope olsurpassing, or equal
ing, the power of the United States.”
In At War with Ourselves: W/LyAmerica is Squaudcriug

its C/l(l.'Il(.'t.’
to Iiuilzl a

Halter World, Michael Hirsli, senior editor for Newsweelt’s Washington bureau,

presents the argument of political liberals that while it is proper for the United
States as the hegemonic power to intervene where failed states are concerned, and
where its vital strategic interests are at stake, this has to be coupled with nation

building and a commiunent to broader tnultilateralism. However, in reality this
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may only l)e a “unipolarity

well disguised as niultipolarity."’“ This is not a

debate about whether the United States should extend its empire, but rather
whether the imperial temptation will be accompanied by the assertion ofimperial
responsibility, in the tnanner raised by Tucker and Hendrickson. Commenting on
nation—buildinginterventions, Hirsh declares “There is no ‘czar’ for failed states as

there is for homeland security or the war on drugs. Perhaps there should be.” 2'
What have been called “nation—buildinginterventions,” originally rejected by

the Bush administration, are no longer in question. This can be seen in the
Council on Foreign Relations report, Iraq: The Day A_/ler, published shortly

before the U.S. invasion, and addressing nation building in Iraq. One ofthe task

force members in the development of that report wasjames F. Dobbins, Director
of the Rand Corporation Center for International Security and Defense Policy,
who served as the Clinton administration’s special envoy during the interventions
in Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, and Kosovo and also as special envoy for the Bush [I

administration following the invasion of Afghanistan. Dobbins, an advocate for

“nation-building interventions”—the diplomacy of the sword—in both the
Clinton and Bush administrations, declared deﬁnitively in the Council on Foreign
Relations report: “The partisan debate over nation—building is over.

Administrations of both parties are clearly prepared to use American military
forces to reform rogue states and repair broken societies.” ‘*2

The (,'(I/;a/ '/'/mo/_'y'(m(/ /III/)cri'(I/ /f(.‘(l/Iill-(,’.S'

All of this relates to the question that Magdoff raised more than a third of a cen
tury ago in The Ageof Imperialism and that is more than ever with us today.“Is

the [Vietnam] war," he asked, “part of a more general and consistent scheme of

United States external policies or is it an aberration of a particular group of men

in power?”-" There is now a general agreement within the establishment itselfthat
objective forces and security requirements are driving U.S. expansionism; that it

is in the general interest ofthe high command ofU.S. capitalism to extend its con
trol over the world—as far and for as long as possible. According to the Project
for the New American Century report, Rebuilding Anm‘ica.’sDqfmses, it is neces

sary to seize the “unipolar moment.”
The wider left’s tendency over the last two years to focus on this new imperi

alist expansion as a neoconservative project involving a small sector ofthe ruling

class not reaching beyond the right wing of the Republican Party—resting on par
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ticularexpansive interests in the military and oil sectors

is a d.tngctous illusion.

Atpresent there is no serious split within the US. oligarcliy or the loretgn policy

establishment, though these will undoubtedly develop in the luturt- as a result ol
lailuresdown the road. There is no cabal, but a conseustts rooted in ruling class
needsand the dynamics olimperialistn.

There are, however, divisions between the United Stattrs and other leading
states—intercapitalist rivalry remains the huh oldie itnpt-rialisl wlnrel. llow cottld
it be otherwise when the United States is trying to establish itsellas the surrogate
world govcnnnent in a global itnperial order? Although the lluiuul Slates is
attempting to reassert its hegemonic position in the world it remains lar weaker
economically,relative to other leading capitalist states, than it was at the beginning
olthe post—Second World War period. “In the late l!M()s,when the United States

produced 50 percent of the world’s gross national product ((§Nl’)," _|amcs
Dobbins stated in Iraq: The Day After,
...it was able to perlomi those taslts [olmilitary intervention and nation building]
more or less on is own. In the l990s, in the aftermath o|'the Cold War,Americawas

able to lead much broader coalitions and thereby share the burtlen olnation build
ing much more widely. The United States cannot allbrd and does not need to go it
alone in building a free Iraq. It will secure broader participation, however, only i|'it
pays attention to the lessons olthc 19903 as well as those olithe |SMl)s.‘""

In other words, for a stagnating U.S. economy that despite its relativeeconom
ic gains in the late 1990s is in a much weaker economic position vis-a-vis its main

competitors than in the years following the Second World War, outright liege

nionistn is beyond its means: it remains dependent on “coalitions ol'the willing."
At the same time, it is clear that in the present period olglobal hegemonic impe
rialism the United States is geared above all to expanding its imperial power to

whatever extent possible and subordinating the rest of the capitalist world to its

interests. The Persian Culland the Caspian Sea Basin represent not only the bulk
of world petroleum reserves, but also a rapidly increasing proportion ol‘ total

reserves, as high production rates diminish reserves elsewhere. This has provided
much of the stimulus for the United States to gain greater control of these
rcsourees—at the expense of its present and potential rivals. But U.S. imperial

ambitions do not end there, since they are driven by economic ambitions that
know no bounds. As Magdolfnotcd

in the closing pages of T/It?/lg: Q/'Im.-fm':'ahl\‘1It.
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in 1969, “it is the professed goal” 0fU.S. multinational corporations “to control as
large a share ofthe world market as they do of the United States market,” and this

hunger for foreign markets persists today. Florida-based Wackenhut Corrections
Corporation has won prison privatization Contracts in Australia, the United
Kingdom, South Africa, Canada, New Zealand, and the Netherlands Antilles.”-"

Promotion of U.S. corporate interests abroad is one ofthe primary responsibilities
of the U.S. state. Consider the cases of Monsanto and genetically modified food,
Microsoft and intellectual property, Bechtel and the war on Iraq. It would be

impossible to exaggerate how dangerous this dual expansionism of U.S. corpora
tions and the U.S. state is to the world at large. As lstvan Mészaros observed, the

U.S. attempt to seize global control, which is inherent in the workings of capital

ism and imperialism, is now threatening humanity with the “extreme violent rule

ofthe whole world by one hegemonicimperialist country on a permanent basis
an absurd and unsustainable way of running the world order.” 2“
This new age of U.S. imperialism will generate its own contradictions,
amongst them attempts by other major powers to assert their inﬂuence, resorting
to similar belligerent means, and all sorts of strategies by weaker states and non
state actors to engage in “asymmetric” fomis of warfare. Given the unprecedent
ed destructiveness ofcontemporary weapons, which are diffused ever more wide
ly, the consequences for the population of the world could well be devastating

beyond anything ever before witnessed. Rather than generating a new “Pax
Americana" the United States may be paving the way to new global holocausts.

The greatest hope in these dire circumstances lies in a rising tide of revolt from

below,both in the United States and globally.The growth ofthe antiglobalization
movement, which dominated the world stage for nearly two years following the

events in Seattle in November 1999, was succeeded in February 2003 by the
largest global wave of antiwar protests in human history. Never before has the

world’s population risen up so quickly and in such massive numbers in the
attempt to stop an imperialist war. The new age of imperialism is also a new age

of revolt. The Vietnam Syndrome, which has so worried the strategic planners of
the imperial order for decades, now seems not only to have left a deep legacy
within the United States but also to have been coupled this time around with an

Empire Syndrome on a much more global scale—something that no one really

expected. This more than anything else makes it clear that the strategy of the
American ruling class to expand the American Empire cannot possibly succeed
in the long run, and will prove to be its own—we hope not the world’s—undoing.

Kipling, the “White l\'flan’s BLll'(.lCl1,”

and U.S. Imperialism
\ r)t'(’III/)(’l'2003

e are living in a period in which the rhetoric of empire knows few

bounds. In a special report on “America and Empire” in August, the

London-based Economist magazine asked whether the United States
would,in the event of“reg'ime changes

effected peacefully” in Iran and Syria,

“reallybe prepared to shoulder the white man’s burden across the Middle East?”
The answer it gave was that this was “unlikely”—the U.S. commitment to empire
did not go so far. What is signiﬁcant, however, is that the question was asked at all.

Current U.S. wars in Afghanistan and Iraq have led observers to wonder
whether there aren’t similarities and historical linkages between the “new” impe

rialismofthe twenty-first century and the imperialism ofthe nineteenth and early
twentiethcenturies. As_]onathan Marcus, the BBC’s defense correspondent, corn
mented a few months back:

It should be rcnlcmbered that more than one hundred years ago, the British poet
Rudyard Kipling wrote his fanious poem about what he styled as “the white man's

l)urden”—a warning about the responsibilities of empire that was directed not at
London but at Washington and its new-found imperial responsibilities in the

Philippines. It is not clear if President George W. Bush is a reader of poetry or of
Kipling. But Kipling’s sentiments are as relevant today as they were when the poem

was written in the aftermath of the Spanish-American\M1r.'
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A number ofother inodern-day proponents of imperialism have also drawn
conncct.ions with Kil )|inr‘s
menu. which he fl."ins with the lines:
1:
Take up the White Man‘s burden
Send forth the best ye breed—

Before discussing the reasons for this sudden renewed interest in l(ipling’s
“White Man’s Burden," it is necessary to provide some background on the histo

ry of U.S. imperialism in order to put the poem in context.
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In the Spanish—American War of 1898 the United States seized the Spanish

colonies in the Caribbean and the Paciﬁc, emerging for the first time as a world

power.’ As in Cuba, Spanish colonial rule in the Philippines had given rise to a

national liberation struggle. Immediately after the U.S. naval bombardment of
Manila on May 1, 1898, in which the Spanish ﬂeet was destroyed, Admiral

Dewey sent a gunboat to fetch the exiled Filipino revolutionary leader Emilio

Aguinaldo from Hong Kong. The United States wanted Aguinaldo to lead a
renewed revolt against Spain to prosecute the war before U.S. troops could arrive.
The Filipinos were so successful that in less than two months they had all but

defeated the Spanish on the main island of Luzon, bottling up the remaining
Spanish troops in the capital city ofManila, while almost all of the archipelago fell

into Filipino hands. In june, Filipino leaders issued their own Declaration of
Independence based on the U.S. model. When U.S. forces finally arrived at the

end of_]une the 15,000 Spanish troops holed up in Manila were surrounded by
the Filipino amiy entrenched around the city—so that U.S. forces had to request

permission to cross Filipino lines to engage these remaining Spanish troops. The
Spanish amiy surrendered Manila to U.S. forces after only a few hours oflighting
on August 13, 1898. In an agreement between the United States and Spain,
Filipino forces were kept out of the city an(l were allowed no part in the surren
der. This was the ﬁlial battle of the war._]ohn l-lay, U.S. ambassador to Britain,

captured the imperialist spirit ofthe time when he wrote ofthe Spanish-American
War as a whole that it was “a splendid little war.”
With the fighting with Spain over, however, the United States refused to

acknowledge the existence of the new Philippine Republic. In October 1898 the
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McKinleyadministration publicly revealed for the first time that it intended to

annex the entire Philippines. ln arriving at this decision President McKinley is
reported to have said that “(Ind /\lmighty"’ had ordered him to make the
Philippines :1U.S. colony. Within days of this amiouncement the New England

Anti-lmperialist League was established in Boston. lts tnetnbership was to
include such luminaries as Mark Twain, William jaines, Charles Francis Adams,
and Andrew Carnegie. Nevertheless, the administration went aliea(l and conclud

ed the Treaty of Paris in l)ecetnber, in which Spain agreed to cede the Philippines
to the new imperial power, along with its other possessions seized by the United
States in the war.

This was followed by a fierce debate in the Senate on the ratification of the

treaty,centering on the status of the Philippines, which, except for the city of

Manila,was under the control of the nascent Philippine Republic. On February
4, 1899, U.S. troops under orders to provoke a conflict with the Filipino forces

ringing Manila were moved into disputed ground lying between U.S. and

Filipino lines on the outskirts of the city. When they encountered Filipino sol

diers the U.S. soldiers called “l-lalt” and then opened fire, killing three. The U.S.
forces immediately began a general offensive with their full ﬁrepower in what

amounted to a surprise attack (the top Filipino officers were then away attending
a lavish celebratory ball), inflicting enormous casualties on the Filipino troops.
The San Francisco Call reported on February 5 that the moment the news
reached Washington McKinley told “an intimate friend
that the Manila

engagement would, in his opinion, insure the ratiﬁcation ofthe treaty tomorrow.”

These calculations proved correct and on the following day the Senate rati
lied the Treaty of Paris oflicially ending the Spanish-American War—ceding
Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines to the United States, and putting Cuba
under U.S. control. It stipulated that the United States would pay Spain 20 mil
lion dollars for the territories that it gained through the war. But this did little
to disguise the fact that the Spanish- American War was an outright seizure of
an overseas colonial empire by the United States, in response to the perceived
need of U.S. business just recovering from an economic downturn for new
global markets.

The United States immediately pushed forward in the offensive that it had
begun two days before—in what was to prove to be one of history’s more bar
baric wars ofimperial conquest. The U.S. goal in this period was to expand not

only into the Caribbean but also far into the Pacific—and by colonizing the
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Philippine lslands to gain a doorway into the huge Chinese market. (lu 1900
the United States sent troops from the Philippines to China to join with the

other imperial powers in putting down the Boxer Rebellion.) Kipling’s “White
Man‘s Burden,” subtitled “The United States and the Philippine Islands,” was
published in McClure’: Magnzinr in l"ehruat‘y l899.“ lt was written when the

debate over ratification of the Treaty of Paris was still taking place, and while

the anti-imperialist movement in the United States was loudly decrying the plan
to annex the Philippines. Kipling urged the United States, with special refer

ence to the Philippines, to_join Britain in the pursuit ofthe racial responsibili
ties of empire:
Your new-caught sullen peoples,
Halfdevil and halfchild.

Many in the United States, including President McKinley and Theodore
Roosevelt, welcomed Kipling’s rousing call for the United States to engage in

“savage wars,” beginning in the Philippines. Senator Albert
Beveridge of
Indiana declared: “God has not been preparing the English-speaking and
Teutonic peoples for a thousand years for nothing but vain and idle self-contem
plation and self-admiration. He has made us adept in government that we
may administer government among savage and senile peoples.” In the end more
than 126,000 oﬂicers and men were sent to the Philippines to put down the
Filipino resistance during a war that lasted ollicially from 1899 to 1902 but actu
ally continued much longer, with sporadic resistance for most ofa decade. U.S.

troops logged 2,800 engagements with the Filipino resistance. At least a quarter
ofa million Filipinos, most of them civilians, were killed along with 4,200 U.S.
soldiers (more than ten times the number of U.S. fatalities in the Spanish
American War).‘

From the beginning it was clear that the Filipino forces were unable to match

the United States in conventional warfare. They therefore quickly switched to
guerrilla warfare. U.S. troops at war with the Filipinos boasted in a popular
marching song that they would “civilize them with the Krag” (referring to the
Norwegian-designed gun with which the U.S. forces were outfitted). Yet they

found themselves facing interminable small attacks and ambushes by Filipinos,
who often carried long knives known as bolos. These guerrilla attacks resulted in
combat deaths of U.S. soldiers in small numbers on a regular basis. As in all pro
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longed guerrilla wars, the strength of the Filipino resistance was due to the lact

that it had the support of the Filipino population in general. As General Arthur
MacArthur(the father of Douglas MacArthur), who became military governor of
the l’hilippines in 1900, conﬁded to a reporter in 1899:
When I ﬁrst started in a3 ainst these rel)cls a l l)elieved that A8'uinaldo’s troo )5 re )

resented onlv a faction. l (lid not like to believe that the whole l )0 l yulalion of

Luzon—the native population that is—was opposed to us and our offers ofaid and
good govemtnent. But after having come this far, after having occupied several

towns and cities in succession

l have been reluctantly cotnpclled to hclievc that

the Filipino masses are loyal to Aguinaldo and the government which he heads."

Faced with a guerrilla struggle supported by the vast majority ofthe popu
lation, the U.S. military responded by resettling populations in concentration
camps, burning clown villages (Filipinos were sometimes forced to carry the
petrol used in burning down their own homes), mass hangings and bayonet
ings ofsuspects, systematic raping ofwomen and girls, and torture. The most
infamous torture technique, used repeatedly in the war, was the so-called

“water cure.” Vast quantities of water were forced down the throats of prison
ers. Their stomachs were then stepped on so that the water shot out three feet
in the air “like an artesian well.” Most victims died not long afterwards.
General Frederick Funston did not hesitate to announce that he had personal

ly strung up a group of thirty-five Filipino civilians suspected of supporting
the Filipino revolutionaries. Major Edwin Glenn saw no reason to deny the
charge that he had made a group of forty-seven Filipino prisoners kneel and
“repent of their sins” before bayoneting and clubbing them to death. General
Jacob Smith ordered his troops to “kill and burn," to target “everything over
ten,” and to turn the island of Samar into “a howling wilderness." General
William Shafter in California declared that it might be necessary to kill halfthe

Filipino population in order to bring “perfectjustice” to the other half.During
the Philippine War the United States reversed the normal casualty statistics of
war—usually many tnore are wounded than killed. According to official statis
tics (discussed in Congressional hearings on the war) U.S. troops killed ﬁfteen
times as many Filipinos as they wounded. This lit with frequent reports by
US. soldiers that wounded and captured Filipino combatants were sunnnari
ly executed on the spot.
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source: www.boondocltsnet.com/ai/ailtcxts/mm_featarms.html

The war continued after the capture of Aguinaldo in March 1901 but was

declared ollicially over by President Theodore Roosevelt onjuly 4, 1902—inan
attempt to quell criticism ofU.S. atrocities. At that time, the northern islands had
been mostly “paciﬁed” but the conquest ofthe southern islands was still ongoing
and the struggle continued for years—though the United States from then on
characterized the rebels as mere l)andits.
In the southern Philippines the U.S. colonial army was at war with Muslim
Filipinos or Moros. In 1906 what came to be known as the Moro Massacre was

carried out by U.S. troops when at least nine hundred Filipinos, including
women and children, were trapped in a volcanic crater on the island oli_]oloand

shot at and bombarded for days. All of the Filipinos were killed while the US.
troops sullered only a handful ol‘ casualties. Mark Twain responded to early

reports (which indicated that those massacred totaled six hundred rather than

nine hundred men, women, and children as later determined) with bitter satire:
With six hundred engaged on each side, we lost lilteen men killed outright, and we
had thirty-two wounde(l—counting that nose and that elhow. The enemy tllllIll)Cl't.'(l

six hundred—including women and cl1ildren—and we abolished them utterly,
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leaving not even a baby alive to cry for its (lead inollier. TIN‘!is iiir0m]mrriM)' I/Ir

girritrsl virIrn:vI/ml was cum‘rieliicvcd by Hi: C/irislimi soldier: Off/l( Uiiiinl SI(Ifr.r."

Viewinga widely distributed photo that showed U.S. soldiers overlooking piles
of Filipinos dead in the crater, W. E. B. Du Bois declared in a letter to Moorlield
Storey,president 0|‘ the Aiiti- [inperialist League (and later first president of the
NAACP),that it was “the most illuminating thing 1 have ever seen. I want especial

ly to have it framed and put upon the walls oliiny recitation room to impress upon

the students what wars and especially Wars ol'Conquest really mean.”7

President Theodore Roosevelt immediately commended his good friend
General Leonard Wood, who had carried out the Moro Massacre, writing: “I con
gratulateyou and the ollicers and men ofyour command upon the brilliant feat of
arms wherein you and they so well upheld the honor of the American llag.” Like
Kipling, Roosevelt seldom hesitated to promote the imperialist cause or to for
ward doctrines ofracial superiority.
Yet Kipling’s novels, stories, and verses were distinguished by the fact that to
many individuals in the white world they seemed to evoke a transcendent and
noble cause. At the same time they did not fail to reach out and acknowledge the
hatred that the colonized had for the colonizer. In presenting the Nobel Prize in

Literature to Kipling in 1907 the Nobel Committee proclaimed, “his imperialism
is not of the uncompromising type that pays no regard to the sentiments oloth
ers."’“It was precisely this that made Kipling’s “White Man’s Burden” and other
outpourings from his pen so effective as ideological veils for a barbaric reality.

The year Kipling’s poem appeared, 1899, marked not only the end of the
Spanisli-Anierican War (through the ratiﬁcation of the Treaty of Paris) and the

beginning of the Philippine-Aiiierican War, but also the beginning of the Anglo
Boer War in South Africa. These were classic imperialist wars and they generat

ed anti-imperialist movements and radical critiques in response. It was the Anglo
Boer War that gave rise to Hobson’s

l7iix[m‘iali.nn, A .S‘tu(ly,which argued

“Nowhere under such conditions”—relerring specilically to British imperialism
in South Alrica—“is the theory of white government as a trust for civilization
made Vandysa The opening sentence oli Lenin’s I'ni.fu:ri'rI.li.r1ii,
UH‘I-li'g/irstStage if

Cri.fn'trili.i-m,
written in 1916, stated that “especially since the Spanisli-American

War (1898), and the Anglo-Boer War (l899—l.‘)0‘2),the economic and also the

political literature ol' the two hemisplieres liiiiimore and more often adopted the
- . .,
. mi
term ‘imperialism’
in
order to define the piesent
eta.
‘
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Although imperialism has remained a reality over the last century, the term itself

was branded as beyond the pale within polite establislnnent circles for most olthe
twentieth centuty—so great was the anti-imperialist outrage arising out of the
Philippine-American War and the Anglo-Boer War, and so effective was the

Marxist theory of imperialism in stripping the veil away from global capitalist
relations. In the last few years, however, "imperialism” has once again become a

rallying cry for neoconservatives and neolibcrals alike. As Alan Murray,

Washington Bureau ChiefofCNBC, recently acknowledged in a statement direct
ed principally at the elites: “We are all, it seems, imperialists now.”"

Ifone were to doubt for a moment that the current expansion of U.S. empire
is but the continuation of a century-long history of U.S. overseas imperialism,
Michael lgnatiell has tnade it as clear as day:
The lraq operation most resembles the conquest ofthe Philippines between 1898
and 1902. Both were wars ofconquest, both were urged by an ideological elite on
a divided eounu'y and both cost much more than anyone had bargained for._]ustas

in Iraq, winning the war was the easy part.

More than 120,000 American troops

were sent to the Philippines to put down the guerrilla resistance, and 4,000 never
came home. ll remains to be seen whether Iraq will cost thousands of American
lives—and whether the American public will accept such a heavy toll as the price of

success in lraq."

With representatives of the establishment openly espousing imperialist ambi

tions, we shouldn't be surprised at the repeated attempts to bring back the “white
man’s burden” argument in one form or another. In the closing pages of his prize
winning book, The Savage Wars ofI’e(tce, Max Boot quotes l(.ipling's poem:
Take up the White Man’s burden—
And reap his old reward:

The blame of those ye better,

The hate ofthosc ye guard

Boot insists that Kipling was right, that “colonists everywhere, usually
received scant thanks afterward.” Nevertheless, we should be encouraged, he tells
us, by the fact that “the bulk of the people did not resist American occupation, as
they surely would have done if it had been nasty and brutal. Many Cubans,
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llailians, Dominicans, and others may secretly have welcomed U.S. rule." Boot's
mainimplication seems clear enough—the United States should again “Take up
the White Man"s burden.” His book ends by arguing that the United States

shouldhavedeposed Saddam Hussein and occupied lmq at the time olthe I991

CuIlWar.That task, he implied, remained to be accomplished.”
The title of The Savage Wars of Pmre was taken straight lrom a line in
Kipling"s“White Man"s Burden.” Boot’s 428-page gloriﬁcation of U.S. imperial
ist wars received the Best Book of 2002 Award from the Washington Post.
Ch.11'.rtianSn'en.ccMonitor‘, an(l the La: Angclrs Times and won the 2003 General
WallaceM. Greene _]r.Award for the best nonfiction book pertaining to Marine
Corps history. Boot contends that the Philippine War was “one olthe most site

cessliil counterinsurgencies waged by a Western army in modern times" and

declares that, “by the standards of the (lay, the conduct of U.S. soldiers was bet
ter than average for colonial wars.”
The U.S. imperial role in the Philippines, the subject ol‘ Kipling’s “White
Man’s Burden,” is thus being presented as a model for the kind of imperial role

that Boot and other neoconservatives are now urging on the United States. Even

before the war in Iraq, Ignatieff remarked: “Imperialism used to be the white

man’sburden. This gave it a bad reputation. But imperialism doesn‘t stop being
necessary because it is politically ineorrect”—a point that might well be read as
extending to the “white man’s burden” itself."

The Philippine-American War is now being rediscovered as the closest

approximation in U.S. history to the problems the United States is encountering

in Iraq. Further, the United States has taken advantage ofthe September 11,2001
attacks to intervene militarily notjust in the Middle East but also around the

globc—including the Philippines where it has deployed thousands of troops to
aid the Philippine army in lighting Moro insurgents in the southern islands. In
this new imperialist climate Niall Ferguson, Professor of History at the Stern
School of Business, New York University, and one of the principal atlvocates of

the new imperialism, has addressed Kipling’s poem “The White Man's Burden"
in his book Emfﬁre. “No one,” Ferguson tells us,
would dare use such politically incorrect language today. The reality is nevertlieless

that the United States bas—whether it admits it or not— taken up some kind of

global burden,_just as Kipling urged. lt considers itselfrespuusible notjust li1rwag
ing a war against terrorism and rogue states, but also for spreading the benclits ol
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capitalism and democracy overseas. Andjust like the llritish Empire before it, the
American Empire unfailingly acts in the name oliliberly, even when its own self

interest is manifestly uppcnnost. '5

Despite Ferguson’s claim that “no one would dare” to call this “the white

man's burden” today since it is “politically incorrect,” sympathetic references to
this term keep on cropping up—and in the most privileged circles. Boot is a good

example. Like Ferguson himself, he tries to incorporate the “white man's burden"

into a long history of idealistic intervention, downplaying the realities of racism
and imperialism: “In the early twentieth century,” he writes, “Americans talked of
spreading Anglo-Saxon civilization and taking up the ‘white man’s burden’;

today they talk of spreading democracy and defending human rights. Whatever
you call it, this represents an idealistic impulse that has always been a big part in
America’s impetus for going to war.”

Today’s imperialists see Kipling’s poem mainly as an attempt to stiffen the

spine of the U.S. ruling class of his day in preparation for what he called “the sav
age wars of peace.” And it is precisely in this way that they now allude to the
“white man’s burden“ in relation to the twenty-first century. Thus for the

Economist magazine the question is simply whether the United States is “pre

pared to shoulder the white man’s burden across the Middle East."
As an analyst of as well as a spokesman for imperialism Kipling was head and
shoulders above this in the sense that he accurately perceived the looming contra
dictions of his own time. He knew that the British Empire was overstretched and
doomed—even as he struggled to redeem it and to inspire the rising United States

to enter the imperial stage alongside it. Only two years before writing “The White
Man’s Burden” he wrote his celebrated verse, “Recessional”:
Far-called, our navies melt away;

On dune and headland sinks the lire;

Lo, all our pomp ofyesterday
ls one with Nineveh and Tyre!

Judge olNations, spare us yet,
Lest we forget—lest we forget!

The United States is now leading the way into a new phase of imperialism.

This will be marked not only by increased conllict between center and periphery
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—rationali-/.e(l in the West by veiled and not—so-veiled racism—but also by

increased intercapitalist rivalry. This will likely speed up the long-run decline ol
the American Empire, rather than the reverse. And in this situation atcall l'or at

closingofthe ranks between those of European extraction (Samuel l-luntingtnn’s
“clash of civilizations” argument or some substitute) is likely to become more

appealing among U.S. and British elites. It should be remembered that Kipling’s

“White Man‘s Burden” was a call for the joint exploitation of the globe by what

Du llois was later to call “the white masters olthe world” in the faceof the ebbing

olllritish fortunes."‘
At no time, then, should we underestimate the three-fold threat ofmilitarisin,
imperialism, and racism-or forget that capitalist societies have historically been
iclentilieclwith all three.
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Is Iraq Another “Vietnam”?
.///m' 200/!

n indication ofjust how bad things have become for the U.S. invaders
and occupiers of Iraq is that comparisons with the Vietnam War are now

commonplace in the U.S. media. In a desperate attempt to put a stop to
this, President Bush intimated on April 13, in one of his rare press conferences,
that the mere mention of the Vietnam analogy in relation to the present war was

unpatriotic and constituted a betrayal ofthe troops. Yet the question remains and
seems to haunt the U.S. occupation of Iraq: To what extent has Iraq become

another “Vietnam” for American imperialism?
It is true that any direct comparison ofthe two wars points to the enormous dif
ferences between them. In Iraq the United States is not opposed, as in Vietnam,
by a national liberation movement arising out of more than a century ofrevolu—

tionary struggle against French and then American imperialism. The scale ofthe
US. military intervention in Iraq is much smaller than in Vietnam and the num

ber ofcasualties much smaller as well. The Cold War is long over. The geography
olthc war is dillererit.
Nevertheless, Iraq, like Vietnam in the previous century, is coming to stand for

the limits ol'American power. The United States is the sole remaining superpow
er, the greatest military power on earth. Yct its claim to omnipotence is now being

shakenonce again by popular resistance forces an(l hatred ofthe invader in a third
world country. In April alone U.S. combat deaths in Iraq exceeded those from the

beginningofthe American invasion ollraq to the fallofBaghda(l—the period that
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was supposed to have constituted the full duration of the war. No stable political

solution in Iraq that is acceptable to the United States ruling class seems possible.
A military solution to the conflict does not exist. And the United States, it is fre

quently observed, has “no exit str.itegy”—if indeed it intends to exit fully at all.

Under these circumstances the question of defeat once again arises, paralleling
Vietnam. Although the world situation has changed dramatically one cannot help

but be reminded of the lines of the Chinese PmpIr’s Dmb in 1966: “The more
forces United States imperialism throws into Asia, the more will it be bogged

down there and the deeper will be the grave it digs for itself.”' There is no doubt
that the U.S. ruling class is acutely aware ofthe Vietnam analogy and concerned
that U.S. imperialism is facing another disaster, which will only get worse the

longer it remains in Iraq. At the same time there is an enomious momentum driv

ing the United States toward a continuation and escalation of the war. On April 2,
1970, at a critical point in the Vietnam War, Senator]. William Fulbright, chair

man ofthe Senate Foreign Relations Committee, declared that the enemy “cannot
drive us out of Indochina. But they can force on us the choice of either plunging

in altogether or getting out altogether.”’This describes the main dilemma that the
United States experienced throughout the Vietnam War. It was able to plunge in
deeper and deeper and did. But eventually it was compelled by its failures in the
face of an implacable resistance to get out altogether—a result that was also
encouraged by the growth of a massive antiwar movement at home. A similar
unpalatable choice faces the United States in Iraq today. A major escalation is

unacceptable to the mass ofthe world’s population including the populations of
the major U.S. allies, and is most likely unacceptable to the mass ofthe U.S. pop
ulation itself. However, getting out altogether is unacceptable to the U.S. ruling

class, which has real spoils of war to lose and is worried about the credibility of

U.S. power. Under these circumstances an escalation of the war appears likely
despite the global political fallout this will entail.

The general view of the U.S. power elite can be seen in a report entitled Iraq:

One lfzar Later released in March by the Council on Foreign Relations. The
report’s task force was co-chaired by James Schlesinger, former secretary of

defense under Nixon and Ford, and by Thomas Pickering, former US. ambassa
dor to Russia and under secretary for political affairs in the Clinton administra
tion. The task force as a whole included top figures in the U.S. foreign policy
establishment, notably former U.S. representative to the United Nations and

member of Ronald Reagan’s National Security Council,jeanne Kirkpatrick, and
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Rand Corporation peacekeeping expert (appointed by the Clinton and llush
adniinistrations as a special envoy to help supervise “nation-building” in Somalia,
Haiti,Bosnia, Kosovo, and /\fgIianistan),_]ames F. Dobbins. The report insisted
on the need of the United States to maintaiti its strategic “commitinent" to Iraq

evenin the context ofa “transfer ofauthority” in order to: (I) prevent interference
by lraq’s neighbors, (2) guarantee “long-term stability in the production and sup
plyofoil,” block “the emergence ofa failed state that could olfer a haven to ter
rorists,”and (4) avoi(l a U.S. “policy failure” with the “attendant loss ofpower and
inlluence in the region”. " As Schlesinger and Pickering wrote in an op-ed piece
in the Los A11g('lc.sTimes, entitled “Keep Iraq Above Politics,” both the

Republican and Democratic parties should “stay the course” for these very same
reasons.Above all Iraq must be kept out ofpresidential politics: a point directed
principallyat_]ohn Kerry as the Democratic candidate.‘
The main lesson that the ruling class seems to have drawn from the war so far is

thata much larger military force is needed to maintain the occupation. According to
BrzsrnrssVVcel:,
“the U.S. hold on Iraq remains weak. Staying on track will require

two things: more troops to maintain security, supplemented by a craftier political
strategy.”-"In the words of Bruce N ussbaum, Business WecIt’seditorial page editor:

There is a denial [in Washington] that the military strategy going into Iraq,

the Rutnsfeld Doctrine, is a failure. The best hope left of establishing a sta

ble Iraqi democracy is to replace that doctrine, which emphasizes small,
light, and fast military operations, with its rival, the Powell Doctrine, devised
by then Chairman of the joint Chiefs of Stall Colin Powell. The Powell

Doctrine calls for overwhelming force shaped by very clear political goals

and a speciﬁc exit strategy, two things lacking today in Iraq. The failure of
the Rumsfeld Doctrine in Iraq is all too clear—too few boots on the ground,

too little legitimacy for America and its handpicked Governing Council, too
many shifting goals, and no clear exit strategy. The result in recent weeks has

been a cycle ofltidnappings, ambushes, counterstrikes, death, and destruc

tion that increasingly echoes the disaster in Vietnam.

What is to be done

now? A return to the Powell Doctrine would accomplish a number of key
goals. Significantly higher troop levels would crush, Iinally,Baathist resist

ance and provide more security to Iraqis.

The realpolitik of the Powell

Doctrine would also force Washington to limit its goals and make its exit
strategy clear.“
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Such a reversion to the Powell Doctrine would mean a massive escalation of

the Inilitary force in Iraq. The United States currently has 135,000 troops in

Iraq and more than 150,000 in the entire Iraqi theatre of operations, which

includes Kuwait and other neighboring countries. Other coalition forces, about

halfof which are British, have contributed another 25,000 troops to the occu
pation. Nevertheless, Bttsiricss Wrrk writes that “analysts, such as Rand Corp.

peacekeeping expert and former State Department special envoy James
Dobbins say that as many as 400,000 troops are needed to match the peace
keeping clout used in other volatile countries. The 250,000 Iraqis the U.S.
hopes to have in uniform will help, but the security services’ recent refusal to
ﬁght fellow Iraqis shows they aren't tip to the task—and won’t be for at least a

year.” This translates into a demand for stepped-up deployment of U.S. sol
diers. Where are all ofthese additional troops to come from? Initially, according
to B1uinr.ss Week, this can be accomplished by rotating back units that have
already done service in Iraq. Later on some other solution to the lack of “mili

tary manpower” must be found.
Other establishment outlets agree that a major escalation is called for. The New
Kirk Times said, “This is not the moment for retreat and it certainly is not the

moment for half measures.” Many more troops than present administration plans
call for are needed according to that publication:
Sending more troops will cause further pain to an already strained military

and it means acknowledging that units now being rotated home should be
sent back to Iraq. But there seems to be no other choice. Much ofthe cur
rent trouble could have been avoided iIMr. Rumsfeld had not been so deter
mined to disprove the doctrine named for his rival, Secretary of State Colin
Powell, which posits that force, ifit is to be used at all, should be overwhelm

ing. The United States should have had a much larger military force
ready to actually occupy Iraq and restore order.’

The momentum ofthe occupation thus points to a substantial escalation of
U.S. force levels in Iraq at least in the short term. A major goal of the United

States is to create a large Iraqi military force that can confront those Iraqi nation

alists currently ﬁghting the Ameriean occupation. But so far the ellbrts to create

a new Iraqi amiy on which the United States could depend to help suppress
Iraqi resistance have proven incIl"ectual.Although the United States has allocat
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ed $l.8 billion to the new Iraqi army so far it has managed to train less than

4,00t)out ofa planned 40,000 soldiers. Halfofthe lirst battalion ofthe new army
quit late last year on the grounds that the pay was inadequate. When the second
battalion was called in to help light the Iraqi resistance in I7allu_jahin April many

soldiers refused, saying that they had signed up to light Iraq's foreign enemies
not fellow Iraqis.”

One ofthe most serious problems for U.S. imperialism is that it vic\vs most of

the Iraqi population as potential enemies of U.S. strategic interests in Iraq, and

hasno proimperial sector ofthe population to rely on for support. This contrasts
with Vlclmnn. Where ItCentury of French colonialism had left behind a consider
able urban middle- and upper-class population that allied itself with the United
States once the French (leparted. The United States di5b;mdc(| the [mqi army at
the very beginning of the occupation, since it did not trust its Ilaathist elements.
Y , in the ethnic and religious context of Iraq the United States had no natural
constituency to which it could turn to fill the political and military vacuum thus
CT°3‘¢‘lThe shill“ '“".l°"l‘)’ I5 CVCIIless acceptable politically to the United States

than the Sunnis Wllh lhelr Baathist connections, since the Shiites are closely

linked to the fundamentalist Islamic state in Iran. The Kurds are mostly confined

to the northern Part Ofthe country, are isolated from the rest oflraqi society,and
haveconflicts with the United States over oil and with regard to Turkey. Without
‘lcel’ f°°l5 ‘" 3")’ '“3J0t‘ Sector of the population, U.S. imperialism is ﬁnding it
¢X”°'“°l)’ ‘I'll-'C“ll [0 find the basis for a new Iraqi army to back up and ultimate
ly substitute for U.S. forces.
All of thIS |)0II1tS to the fact that the biggest military obstacle that the United

States faces in its occupation of Iraq is an acute shortage oftroops. Here too the
comparison with Vietnam cannot be avoided. As Monthly Re,-vim»editors l-larry
Magdolfand Paul Sweezy wrote in this space in December 1959;

It is extremely important to understand that U.S. iinperialistn‘s greatest
weakness is precisely a shortage ofmilitary manpower. The Vietnam war is
showing that the once—widespread hope ofbeing able to substitute technol

ogy for manpower in lighting counter-revolutionary wars is an illusion.The
United States has about 3.5 million men in the armed services at the pres

ent Lime(the largest military establislnnent in the world), and ofthis inun
ber at least a lifth are directly or indirectly tied down by a war in one small

country litany thousands ofmiles away from home. Much ofthe reinaintler
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is spread thin over more than 250 military bases located in some 30 coun

tries around the globe. Considering the fact that the United States has arro

gated to itselfthe role ofworld policeman

the present extreme dissipa

tion ofmilitary resources brought about by the Vietnam war and the world
wide system of bases leaves a perilously small strategic rest-we for deploy
ment in any new crisis areas.”

In earlier capitalist empires, particularly those of the British and French, it
was possible to conquer an(| maintain control over far-lltmg global possessions
without recourse to conscript armies from the Inother country. The chief rea
sons for this were the weakness of colonial resistance movements, their lack of
access to modern weapons (as Hilaire Belloc said, “Whatever happens, we have
got / The Maxim Gun, and they have not"), and the recruitment ofsoldiers from

amongst the unemployed and underemployed in the advanced capitalist coun
tries (coupled with native armies drawn from colonial territories). By the time of
the Vietnam War, however, the United States had no option but to rely on con
scripts to carry out its imperial objectives. No longer were third world resistance
movements politically incohesive, their capacity to obtain modern weaponry

sufficient to fight a guerrilla war had increased, and a pool ofunemployed in the
United States adequate to maintain a volunteer army on the scale required did
not exist. Still, the United States shied away from universal military service as a
means of maintaining its empire. After the Vietnam War, which had shown the

dangers of relying on conscripts to fight an unpopular imperialist war, the
United States turned to a smaller all-volunteer military (made practicable by :1
larger reserve army of labor in a period ofstagnation), under the renewed belief

that technology could limit the need for troops on the ground.
In only a year Iraq has demonstrated this to he an illusion. The entire volun
teer army scheme for maintaining the U.S. empire is in tatters. The U.S. ruling
class is demanding more combat troops for Iraq and there are no forces avail

able, given that the United States, eager to monopolize the spoils of war, chose

to intervene in Iraq virtually alone, with significant support only from its nmch

smaller British partner. The extremity of the situation was foreshadowed by a
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) report submitted as testimony before the
Armed Services Committee ofthe U.S. House of Representatives on November

5, 2003. That report indicated “the active Army would be unable to sustain an

occupation force ofits present size beyond about March 2004 ifit chose not to
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keepindividual units deployed to Iraq for longer than one year without relief."
To maintain a “steady state” or “in(lelinite" occupation under present condi
tions, the CBO report stressed, troop levels would have to fall to the 33.()()O to

64,000 level.The only other options were for the United States to alter rotation

patterns (taxing the strength ofits volunteer army antl going against the basis on
which recruitment and retention occurs); drawing lteavily on Marine, National
Guard, and special forces units; using linancial incentives to try to get soldiers
to accept another tour of duty; reducing its military deployments in the Sinai
Peninsula, Bosnia, and Kosovo; and finding ways to privatize many military

activities,thereby freeing up more soldiers for combat. (The growth of merce
naryforces in the form ofprivate military contractors in Iraq, now amounting to
some 20,000 private soldiers, who do many of the things that the regular mili

tary used to do, is a product of this privatization strategy.) Even ifits existing
forceswere stretched to their utmost, including much heavier use ofthe Marine,
special forces and National Guard units for combat duty in Iraq, the CBO still

estimated that forces available for the Iraqi theatre on a steady-state basis~with
out breaking the promise to the troops to keep their service in Iraq down to 12
months and without depleting force commitments elsewhere—would not be
over two-thirds ofthe present level at best. The fact that the administration in

early May announced that it would be keeping tens of thousands of troops in
Iraq longer than one year, rotating some units back, is a reflection ofthe depth
of this crisis in the available forces for the occupation.
It is in these circumstances of an acute shortage of soldiers that Congress is
once again sending signals that the draft will have to be reinitiated in the United
States,despite its enormous unpopularity. This is presented as a case of fairness
designed to equalize the class burden ofthe war, which right now is fallingentire
lyon the working class—or in establishment parlance the middle and lower class

es, representing ordinary working people and the poor. “Who’s doing all the
lighting?” Republican Senator Chuck Hagel of Nebraska asked on the NBC
Today show in late April. According to Hagel the War on Terrorism is possibly “a
generational, probably 25 year war” and thus should fall on all classes in the soci

ety.On the same pr0graIn_]oe Biden, Democratic senator frotu Delaware, declared
that the U.S. military is too small and probably could not be brought up to its

needed strength except on a conscript basis. Charles Rangel, a Democratic eon
gressman from New York, has also come out strongly in favor ofa resurrection of
the draft. Ralph Nader has warned:
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Today, enlistments in the Reserves and National Guard are declining. The
Pentagon is quietly recruiting new members to fill local draft boards, as the

machinery for drafting a new generation of young Americans is being quiet
ly put into place. Young Americans need to know that a train is coming, and
it could run over their generation in the same way that the Vietnam War dev

astated the lives ofthose who came ofagc in the '60s.'"
Given that the Iraq War has turned against the United States even supporters of
the war are now demanding that the United States have a clear exit strategy. That
strategy insofar as it can be said to exist now revolves around a UN-brokered plan

for what is being called “a transfer of power” to Iraqi authorities by June 30.
Nevertheless, the Bush administration has indicated that they intend to keep Iraqi

sovereignty “limited“ in any such transfer ofpower. Current U.S. plans, for which it
is seeking UN Security Council approval, would deny the new Iraqi caretaker gov

ernment any authority to enact new laws or to alter existing laws. Hence, the new
Iraqi government would be precluded from making any changes in the laws put in

place since the American occupation began. The caretaker government would also
be denied any authority over Iraqi armed forces. U.S. commanders are to be in

charge of both US. and Iraqi troops. The new government will almost certainly be
denied control over the Iraqi money supply and its oil revenues. In testimony before

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on April 27,_]ohn D. Negroponte, the

administration’s nominee for ambassador to Iraq, assured Congress that the caretak
er Iraqi government would have no authority to sign long-term oi.lcontracts.

A disturbing sign in all of this is that while it is supposedly working on setting

up a caretaker government the United States is trying to recruit thousands of for
mer Baathist military ollicers in order to create the nucleus of an Iraqi army that

can be used to suppress the national resistance, and possibly construct the basis
for a power bloc within the country that the United States can count on. This is
likely to undermine any attempt to create a political process and govermnent

acceptable to the majority Shiites, calling into question the centrality of any sem

blance of the democratic process in the American strategy. U.S. commitment to

democracy is further called into question by scandals arising from the torture and

degradation oflraqis in Abu Ghraib prison and elsewhere, undermining what few
traces of legitimacy the U.S. occupation may have had in Iraq. A sovereign Iraqi

government capable of ean'ying out its own investigations into such atrocities is

clearly out of the question for US. imperialism.
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What is obvious from all of this is that Washington is hoping to delay any sub

stantial transfer of political control to Iraqis by denying the caretaker governnient
anyreal sovereign powers. U.S. political, economic, and inilitar)’goals are interrelat

ed. Pursuit of the economic and military objectives oli U.S. imperialism preclutles

anyquick solution ofthe political crisis in Iraq. The primary purpose olilhe caretak
er government, we are told, will be to set tip the l)asis for elections leading to the

installationola supposedly geiniine Iraqi government next year. In the meantime
and doubtless for some time to collie the real power governing Iraq will lie the U.S.
inilitaiy.According to existing plans a U.S. withdrawal is still years away at best.

Propaganda notwithstanding, the U.S. invasion of Iraq was not meant to stop
Iraq Fromusing weapons ofmass destruction (which it turned out not to have), nor
was it to create a democracy in that country. The real motives of the war were to
extend U.S. control over Iraqi oil supplies—the second largest reserve of oil in the

world—and to create a major U.S. military presence in Iraq, probably taking the
form of permanent military bases that would increase the U.S. hold over the entire

Middle East. The presence of U.S. imperialism in Iraq was also supposed to help it
to project its power beyond the Middle East into Central Asia, with its enonnotis

supplies ofoil and natural gas. These are the real spoils ofwar and have clearlybeen
the primary concems governing the U.S. intervention from the start. Any outcome

that does not lead to continuing U.S. control—by a combination of economic, polit
ical, and military means—of the Iraqi oil reserves will be deemed a failure by U.S.

capitalism, since such control and the geopolitical power that it represents was a
major objective of the invasion. Thus General jay Garner, the former head of the
Iraq occupation authority, declared in an interview on BBC television on March 19,
2004, that privatization of oil and the promotion of a neoliberal economic model in

Iraq had taken precedence in the administration plans over all else, including not

only political changes but also restoring Iraqi electricity and water supplies.

According to General Garner, the model used when he took over in Iraq saw
the U.S. imperial role in that country as analogous to the Philippines, which in
U.S.geopolitical strategy in the early 20th century had been “in essence a coaling
station” for the navy (gained through the Spanisli-American War and the
Philippine-Anierican War that followed), allowing the U.S. military to project its
power far into the Pacific and into Asia. In Garner's words:

I think it’s a bad analogy, butl think we should look right now at Iraq as
our eoaling station in the Middle East, where we have some presence there
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and it gives a settling effect there. and it also gives us a strategic advantage

there, and I think we ought tojust accept that and take that for a period of
time, as long as the Iraqi people are willing to allow us to be guests in their

country."
Such spoils ofwar, viewed as means to the restoration of U.S. global hegemo
ny, will not be readily abandoned. There is every reason to believe therefore that
the Unite(l States will attempt to maintain its ho|(l on Iraq keeping it within the

U.S. Empire through a combination ofmilitary, economic, and political means.
There is a further reason for the United States to continue to prosecute the war
in Iraq. Anything that would appear to be a defeat would bring back the “Vietnam
Syndrome.” The Iraq War was supposed to have marked the ﬁnal recovery from

this “syndrome” and the full restoration of U.S. imperial power. Now suddenly

memories ofthe most disastrous aspects of the Vietnam War from the standpoint

of U.S. imperialism (frequent guerrilla ambushes, unrelenting popular resistance,
flag-dmped cofﬁns, and U.S. atrocities) are ﬂooding back. This loss of credibility
for U.S. imperial power is rightly regarded by those at the top of U.S. society as

the greatest danger raised by the present war. It also represents the ultimate rea
son that the U.S. war machine ﬁnds it diﬂicult to withdraw, unless it can find some

face-saving fonnula. All of this produces a momentum for a continuation and even
escalation of the war.

Yet, there are also forces driving in the other direction. The most important of
these is the growing Iraqi resistance. Another is the negative response with which
U.S. allies are likely to greet any escalation of the war. Finally, there is the dimin

ishing support for the war in the United States itself, which could translate even
tually,if further escalation occurs, into a powerful antiwar movement. At that point
the Vietnam War analogy would be inescapable.
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n_|unc I0, l9(i3. Prcsitlent John F. Kennedy delivered a commenc¢-

ment address at American University in Washington, D.C., in which he

declared that the peace that the United States sought was "not a PM
Americana enforced on the world by American weapons of war.” His remarks
were a response to criticisms of the United States advanced in a recent|_v pith

lished Soviet text on military strategy. Kennedy dismissed the clraige that

"American imperialist circles" were “preparing to unleash dillcrent ltinds of

wars" including “preventive war." The Soviet text, he pointed out, had statetl.
“The political aims ol'American imperialists were and still are to enslave econom

icallyand politically the liuropean and other capitalist countries and, alter the lat
ter are translormed into ohedient tools, to unil'y them in various military-political

blocsand groups directed against the socialist countries. The main aim ofall this
is to achieve world domination." In Kennedy's words, these were “wholly lr.uIr~

lessand incredible claims,“ the work oi‘Marxist “propagandists." “The United
States, as the world ltnows, will never start a war.‘”

Despite such high level denials. the notion ol'a “l’ax Americana" enliirced h_\‘

American arms was to become the preferred designation for those nttetnpting to
justify what was portrayed as ll hencvnlcnt U.S. Empire. Thus, in his witloly trad
book, PrzxAnm-im.-n.n, lirst pnhlished in I967 during the Vietnam War. llonaltl

Steel wrote of “the benevolent imperittlism of Part Americana" cliaracteriscd hr
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“empire-building for noble ends rather than for such base nlotives as profit and

influence.” A chapter of Steel’s book on foreign aid as an “element ofiniperial

ism” was entitled “The White Man's Burden,” hearkening back to Rudyard
Kipling’s celebrated poem calling on the United States to exercise an imperialist
role in the Philippines following the Spanish—American War of I898. 2 Such

explicit imperial views, largely suppressed in the United States after the U.S.
defeat in Vietnam, have now resurfaced in a post-Cold War world marked by U.S.

wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and by a permanent U.S.-led “War on Terrorism.”

Once again we hear establishment calls for the “defense of I’ax Americana" and

even renewals ofthe old cry to take up “the White Man’s Burden.”

Kennedy had depicted the global military expansion ofthe United States as an
attempt to contain Communism. Today the Cold War is over. The Soviet Union
is no more. Yet at the beginning of the twenty-first century the United States is

viewed more than ever by the world population as an imperialist power, enforc
ing its will unilaterally by force ofarms. Since the fall ofthe Soviet Union we have

seen the largest military interventions by the United States in Europe since the

Second World War.The U.S. war machine has waged full-scale conventional wars
in the Middle East. The United States now has military bases in locales such as

Central Asia that were previously beyond the reach of the U.S. Empire. In the

2003 invasion of Iraq, Washington made it clear that it was conducting a preven
tive vrar in light of the potential threat represented by weapons of mass destruc
tion that could be used against the United States. The fact that there was no evi

dence of die existence of such weapons prior to the war did not seem to matter
because a declaration by the administration that such weapons existed was
deemed suﬂicient. Nor did it seem to matter after the war that no such weapons
were found since once the invasion had taken place the new reality on the ground

in Iraq dictated all. In this way imperialism provided its ownjustification.
Rather than breaking with earlier U.S. history these most recent military

actions represent the continuation and acceleration ofan old pattern—-goingback

at least to the second halfofthe 19405. Major U.S. interventions, both overt and

covert, include: China (1945), Greece (194 7-49), Korea (1950-53), Iran (1953),

Guatemala (I954), Indochina (1954-73), Lebanon (1958), the Congo
(I960-64), Cuba (1961), Indonesia (I965), the Dominican Republic (I965-66).
Chile (1973), Angola (1976-92), Lebanon (1982-84), Grenada (1983-84),
Afghanistan(1979-1989), El Salvador (1981-92), Nicaragua (I981-90), Panama
(1989-90), Iraq (1991), Somalia (1992-94), I-Iaiti (1994), Bosnia (1995).
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\'ngoslavia(I999), Algltatiistaii (200l -preseiit). and ll1l| (2003 present). Tl..
('llnn1l0tlSscale ul l?.S. military engagement is evident in the fact that its military
bases gird the globe. As ('.ltalItten_]olntson has written:

As rlistind from other peoples on this eanh. most Anicricans do not it-mgttiar»-or
..._

do not Choose to rrrogtnzc
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that the Lmted States dominates the world through its

military power. Due to gownmtettt secrecv. lhev are often ignorant of the fart that
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have always been to open tip invest

|'"~"“"Pl’°"“"‘l‘-l°~‘ 10 U-5- Corporations and to allow such corporations to gain

preferential access to crucial natural resources. Inasmuch as such expansion pro
motes U.S. hegemony it tends to increase the international coinpetitiveness of
U5‘ ﬁnm and we Pmﬁls they °".l°)’-Al the same time U S imperialism promotes
the interesLs of the other core states and of capitalism as a whole insofar as [he-tic
arc in accord Willi U.S. requirements. Such goals however frequently put tlte
7
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United States ill 1-‘0||llJ'ClWilli Olllcr imperial states since an empire by (lelinitioit

ll‘3 5Pl‘°"° °r °-"l’l°ll3'-l0|| in which a single imperial power plays the dontinant

'°l°- M°'°°"°'= ll“?l°3l° °r °'“Pl'e niilitates against all attempts to change the sta
tus quo in the periphery of the system——ifnotin the center as well.
For tllcsc FCIISOIIS
mililarisiii and imperialism are inseparable for U.S. capital

ism, as they are for capitalism as a whole. Although spending alntost as tnticli on

the military as all other states combined, the United States linds itsellconstantly
in need of more armaments, more new weapons systems, and more soldiers. As it
rclies increasingly on the military to maintain, and where ttecessary restore, its

economic and political hegemony on a global scale the probletii oliinperial over

stretch becomes chronic and insunnountable.
By the end of the Vietnatn War the mask had been torn oil the U.S. Empire. ltt

I970 Steel issued a revised edition of Fax Americana with a new ﬁlial chapter

entitled “No More Vietnants?" The main thrust of this new chapter, written in a
period marked by the looming U.S. defeat in Vietnam, was entirely opposed to

the chapters that preceded it. “After Vietnam, the Dominican Republic, and the
Creeltjunta,” Steel wrote, “it is not so easy for an American President to speak
with a straight lace of the nation’s foreign policy being based on the ‘liberation of
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man‘ or the ‘survival ofliberty.’”‘ Pax Americana was revealed as imperialism pure

and simple.
Nonetheless, the American Itnperium did not fade away with this loss ol“face."
The momentum behind such imperialism remained. Washington held on to its

empire awaiting new opportunities for expansion. The empire struck back in the
late 1970s and ’80s under Carter and Reagan. The rapid decline and fall of the
Soviet Union at the beginning olthe I990s opened up the way to a full-scale U.S.
military intervention in the Middle East for the first time, with the onset of the
1991 GulfWar between the United States and Iraq. No longer simply intervening

against revolutionary movements, the United States, now the sole superpower,
gave notice to the world that a substantial departure from the global status quo in

any direction would be met with overwhelming force. Noting this, Harry Magdoll
and Paul Sweezy wrote in ajuly-August 1991 article entitled “Pox Americana”
The United States, it seems, has locked itselfinto a course with the gravest implica
tions for the whole world. Change is the only certain law of the universe. It cannot be

stopped. If societies are prevented from trying to solve their problems in their own
ways, they will certainly not solve them in ways dictated by others. And if they can

not move forward, they will inevitably move backward. This is what is happening in

a large part of the world today, and the United States, the most powerﬁil nation with

unlimited means ofcoercion at its disposal, seems to be telling the others that this is

a late that must be accepted on pain ofviolent destruction.’

With the rising death toll of both Iraqis and U.S. soldiers during still another
war and occupation, with the atrocities and torture inflicted by the United States

in Abu Ghraib prison and elsewhere leading to protests across the globe, with the

barbarism ofthe U.S. intervention in Iraq in all ofits aspects increasingly evident,
it is more dilﬁcult than ever to maintain the illusion of the “benevolent imperial
ism ofPax Americana.”The American Empire has truly become a Pox Americana

in the eyes ofthe world, and exposure olits inner workings has become an urgent
necessity. Ifthe United States seems bent, as MagdoITand Sweezy suggested more

than a decade ago, on playing “Samson in the temple of humanity” at least now

there is a growing world awareness ofthat fact.“
The immediate task is to deepen this critical understanding in ways that will

help equip humanity for the major anti-imperialist struggles that lie ahead.
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new age of barbarisrn is upon us.” These were the opening words ol'an
editorial in the September 20, 2004, issue ofBu.s1.'nes: Wee/rclearly
dcsi rned to stoke the ﬂames of anti-terrorist h steria. Pointin E to the

murder of schoolchildren in Russia, women and children killed on buses in
Israel,the beheading ofArneriean, Turkish, and Nepalese workers in Iraq, and the
killing of hundreds on a Spanish commuter train and hundreds more in Bali,
Businm Wee}:declared: “America, Europe, Israel, Egypt, Pakistan, and govern

ments everywhere are under attack by Islamic extremists. These terrorists have

but one demand—the destruction of modern secular society?" Western civiliza
tion was portrayed as standing in opposition to the barbarians, who desire to

destroy what is assumed to be the pinnacle ofsocial evolution.
Altogether absent from this establishment view is the predatory role played by
US. and European ilnperialisln. It is true that we are living in a “new age olibar

Iiarisrn.” However this has its roots not in religious fundarncntalisrn but in what

Marx saw as the barbarisrn accompanying bourgeois civilization and what Rosa

Luxemburg once called “the ruins ofimperialistic barbarism.“ We need to look at
global capitalism and beyond that at what the United States and Britain are doing

in Iraq, the principal zone ofirnperialist conllict at present, ifwe are to pltnnb the

fulldepths ofthe barbarisrn that characterizes our time.

'Coauthored with Brett Clark
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The concept of“barl)arism" has a long, complex lineage within social thought in
general and socialist theory in particular. The Greek word btlrlmros originally
referred to anyone who didn’t speak Creek. The Greeks like all ancient civiliza
tions portrayed themselves as living at the center of the world an(l all others as

residing in a geographical and cultural periphery (or semi-peripliery). After the
Creek triumph in the Persian Wars all barbarians were viewed as inferior. The dis

tinction between superior civilized peoples at the center of the world and inferi

or harbarians on the periphery was thus basic to Greek and Latin thought. Plato

presented a doctrine ofnatural slavery in which he took it for granted that it was

right for Greeks either to render death unto the barbarians or to enslave them.‘

The most developed version ofthe distinction between barbarism and civiliza
tion introduced by the Greeks and Romans was to be found in the work of the

Creek geographer Strabo (circa 64 BC—AD24). Strabo had studied in Rome and
reflected a Romanized view of the world. His seventeen-volume Geography pre

sented barbarism as representing an inverted world, in contrast to the Greeks and
Romans, who had adopted “modes of life [production] that are civil.” In his the
ory of barbarism and civilization the geographical difference was associated with

different modes of production.’ Civilized peoples lived on the most fertile soils

where settled agriculture was feasible. Standing opposed to civilized, bread-eat
ing peoples, who were principally city-dwellers (and farmers who lived in close
proximity to cities), were barbarians who were nomadic fighters living on meat

and dairy and permanently under arms. Barbarians were seen as preferring force

and living under circumstances where they had no recourse other than maraud
ing and thievery since confined to the wilderness and removed from arable lands.

The notion ofbarbarism thus took on two meanings related to two concep
tions of civilization. Insofar as civilization meant city-dweller, barbarism meant
non-city-dweller, and particularly those living on the periphery. Insofar as civi
lization stood for the rule of law and culture, barbarism stood for the lack of

both and the dominance of brutality. Barbarians were known for carrying out
unconventional warfare. Confronted by the organized Roman army, “the bar

barians,” Strabo wrote, “carried on guerrilla warfare in swamps, in pathless
forests, and in deserts?"
Nevertheless, the key aspect dividing civilization and barbarism, according to

Strabo, was the differing mode ofproduction ofeach. This was principally affect
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ed by geography, with the more barbaric populations living in less lertile, more
mountainous regions further north that bordered the ocean. Strabo allowed lor

somecultural development among barbarian populations as they learned to cul
tivatemore civilized modes olproduction. In fact, he described how some barbar
ians were “no longer barbarians” but were “ti'aI1slorine(l to the type ol the

Romans”when introduced to Roman “modes oliliving” (production)? In partic
ular,once the barbarians started producing meats and other raw materials for the
Roman Empire, they were seen as more civilized.
If in Greek and Latin literature civilization versus barbaristn was formed
around a notion of center and periphery, early socialists, who viewed the feudal

ismthat succeeded the Roman Empire in Western Europe as constituting a thou
sand years oluniversal barbarism, saw barbarism as a stage of development not
simply conﬁned to the periphery. For French utopian socialist Charles Fourier

barbarism was the stage that preceded civilization. Barbarism was delined by
forceand the absolute enslavement ofwomen. It came to its climax with the rise
oflarge-scale slavery. Following in barbarism’s wake, civilization, which he saw as
typiﬁed by monogamous marriage and civil liberties for the wife and as introduc

ing large-scale industry and the class struggle associated with it, wasjust as bru
tal in many ways as barbarism but more cunning in fomi. In fact, Fourier argued
that civilization entailed the exploitation of the world's population and an
increase in armed conflict:

Warsand revolutions devastate successively every part ofthe globe. Politicalstorms,
for a moment lulled, break lorth anew, multiplying like the heads of the hydra

beneath the blows of Hercules. Peace is but a delusion, a momentary dream, and

Industry, since an island of commercial monopolists and spoliators has embar

rassed the intercourse of nations, discouraged the agriculture and manufactures of

two continents, and transferred their workshops into nurseries of pauperism,

Industry, I say, has become the scourge of the toiling millions.

The commercial

spirit has opened new fields to fraud and rapine, spreading war and devastation

over the two hemispheres and carrying the corruptious of Civilized cupidity even
into Savage regions. Our ships circumnavigate the globe only to initiate Barbarians

and Savages into our vices, our excesses, and our crimes. Thus Civilization is

becoming more and more odious as it approaches its end. The earth presents only
a frightful political chaos, and involtes the arm ofanother Hercules to purge it from

the social abominations which disgrace it.“
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The consequence oftliis globalizing and in a sense still barbaric mode of pro
duction was poverty and starvation for the vast majority ofthe world’s population

and the enrichment ofa small segment oftlie people within civilized nations.
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Marx’s treatment of barbarism, while scattered in his writings, was complex and
rellected the numerous contradictions embedded in civilization or capitalism in

his conception, which raised the possibility of degeneration as well as progress
(toward communism). He made references to barbarism both in relation to a stage

ofdevelopment and to issues of center-periphery. Marx also used the term “bar
barism” to refer to the role of force and brutality in history and in capitalism
specifically (thus referring to “the barbarism within civilization”)—both at the
levels of the class struggle and imperialism. In his Et/znological Notebooks,written
at the very end of his life, he took over the concept of barbarism as a stage of

human development from the work of Lewis Henry Morgan. In his Ancient
Society Morg-anidentiﬁed lower barbarism with the manufacture ofpottery; mid
dle barbarism with domestication ofanimals in the Eastern hemisphere, irrigation
and the use of adobe-brick and stone in architecture in the Western hemisphere;

and upper barbarism with the manufacture ofiron and the invention of the pho
netic alphabet. Much of Morgan’s anthropological schema, including his treat
ment of barbarism as a stage lying between savagery and civilization, was taken

over by Engels in The Origin qfthe Family, Private Profmrty and the State. But it
is Marx and Engels’s more general use ofthe term barbarism in relation to civi
lization and not the specific anthropological concept later taken from Morgan that
most concerns us here.

Marx saw exploitation under capitalism as frequently occurring under condi
tions that were barbaric, or that reflected the predatory nature of bourgeois civi
lization. Referring to the degradation and pollution of life that ensued with the
rise of capitalism, he wrote in the Economic and Plzitosophical Maimscripts of

1844: “The crudest modes (and i.'nstrmn.m.ts)ofhuman labour reappear [under
capitalism]; for example, the tread-rnill used by Roman slaves has become the

mode of production and mode of existence of many English workers.” In his
1847 speech on wages Marx metaphorically referred to the use ofthe treadmill in
modern capitalist production (and prison systems) as a disease. “The treadmill,”
he observed, had reemerged “again within civilization. Barbarism reappears, but
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created in the lap of civilisation itself and belonging to it; hence lcprous bar

barism,barbarism as leprosy ofcivilisation.“
To understand the significance of Marx’s critique it is important to recognize
the role that the treadmill occupied as a means of terrorizing and torturing work
ers who were consigned to it for a variety of offenses. Thus in l8l8 William

Cubbit reintroduced English prisoners to the treadmill, which, according to a
description in the October 1971 ScimthﬁcA1nm‘1'c(r1o.,
employed men in “grinding

grain or in providing power for other machines. Each prisoner had to climb the
treadmill a total vertical distance of 8,640 feet (2,630 meters) in six hours. The

feat was the equivalent of climbing the stairs of the Washington Monument 16
times, allowing about 20 minutes for each trip.’’”

For Marx this reintroduction of the treadmill stood for the tortuous, life-sap

ping fonns of exploitation frequently employed by bourgeois civilization. The
treadmill was a “leprosy of civilisation” because like that disease it ate away at the

body,and because leprosy, which had been prevalent in Europe during the age of
medieval barbarism, served as a metaphor for the reappearance of medieval bar
barism in the lap of bourgeois civilization itself. Likewise in his Economic
Man.u.scn.'f)tof 1861-63 Marx quoted a passage from the Russian economist

Heinrich Friedrich von Storch that pointed to the degradation of the working
conditions and the undermining of the health of wage workers as a reflection of
the regression to barbarism that frequently accompanied the growth of bourgeois
civilization.

Marx also referred to barbarism in the sense ofbeing outside the culture ofciv
ilization, isolated from the life of the cities and front social and political inter

course. In this sense he saw the French peasantry, which played a reactionary role
in supporting Bonapartism, as the class that represented “barbarism within civi

lization.”The periodic breakdown of economic progress under capitalism,and
the poverty and hardship that this entailed, was itselfa kind of regression, and
hence Marx and Engels referred in part 1 of The Co1n1nit1ii5lMarrzfestoto eco

nomic crisis as “a state of momentary barbarism.”"’
The more global way in which Marx and Engels utilized the concept of bar

barism, however, was in the treatment ofthe relation between center and periph
ery of the capitalist world economy. In their panegyrie to the bourgeoisie that
comprised much of part 1 of The Comrrm-mlrlManifesto they remarked how the

bourgeoisie “has made barbarian and semi-barbarian countries dependent on the
civilizedones, nations of peasants on nations ofbourgeois, the East on the West.”
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Likewise they refen‘ed to the fact that “the cheap prices ofits [the bonrgeoisie’s]
commodities are the heavy artillery with which it batters down all Chinese walls,

with which it forces the barbarians’ intensely obstinate hatred of foreigners to

capitulate.” Marx viewed Tsarist Russia, on the semi-periphery of Europe, as a

bastion ofbarbarism threatening revolutionary movements in the West.
But in his critique of colonialism Marx was soon to invert his treatment of

barl)arism, which came to stand for what the Inodern bourgeois of the capitalist

West “makes ofhimself

when he can Ino(lel the world according to his own

image without any interference.” “The profound hypocrisy and inherent bar
barism of bourgeois civilization,” Marx wrote in “The Future Results of the
British Rule in India,” “lies unveiled before our eyes, turning from its home,
where it assumes respectable forms, to the colonies, where it goes naked.” In his

later writings, Marx became ever more critical of British imperialism in India as
he became aware of what Mike Davis has recently lal)eled “Victorian holo

causts”: the coincidence of the imperialistic expropriation of the surplus of
Indian society with vast famines and the imposition of starvation wages on
Indian workers. (The Temple wage that the British provided for workers
engaged in hard labor in Madras in India in 1877 had a caloric value that was
less than what the Nazis were later to provide to workers forced to do hard labor

in the Buchenwald concentration camp in 1944)." Marx noted that British
expansion was devastating India’s industry, spreading misery and degradation,
while reducing the country to a producer of agricultural raw materials for
Britain. In fact, British imperialism sewed as a force ofdestruetion, demolishing

India’s productive forces and causing underdevelopment even as it introduced
the forces of modern industry into Indian society. In his treatment of “The

Genesis ofthe Industrial Capitalist” in Capital, volume 1, Marx quoted approv
ingly from William Howitt’s Colonization mzd C/tristimtily, in which Howitt had
written: “The barbarities and desperate outrages of the so-called Christian race,
throughout every region of the world, and upon every people they have been
able to subdue, are not to be paralleled by those of any other race, however

fierce, however untaught, and however reckless of mercy and of shame, in any

age ofthe earth.”'“
A common criticism ol'Marx’s thought is that he saw history as inherently pro
gressive. The work that is most widely taken as reflecting this extreme progres
sivism is The Comrmmist Manifesto. Yet, at the very beginning of the Mamfesto

Marx and Engels noted, with respect to the class struggles that had governed the
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historyofall hitherto existing civilization, that “opprcssor and oppressed. stood
inconstant opposition to one another, carried on an uninterrupted. now hidtlen.
nowopen fight, a fight that each time ended either in a revolutionary reconstitu

tionofsociety at large, or in the common ruin ofthe contending classes." The fall
ofthe Roman Empire, which had succumbed to a “common ruin of the contend
ingclasses” (and barbarism both within and witltout) was followed in the West by

a long period of medieval barbarism. Neither Mant nor Engels untlerestimated
the role of force in history, or its regressive influertee. History could therefore
move forward toward socialism or bacltward toward barbarism—-or worse pro

mote a more systematic, capitalist form of barbarism, naked in its irnperialistic
relations.
Marx’s analysis of ecological destruction wrought by capitalisrn——the
metabol

ic rift—it_selfpointed to the possibility of historical regression, as ruptures in the

natural systems caused environmental crises for society. By robbing the soil and
polluting the cities with wastes capitalism undermined the material conditions of
existence. All of civilization, he pointed out, left deserts in its wake. In the satire
passage in the Economic and Philosophical Mmm.tcri1Jtsof 1844 in which he

referred to the reintroduction of the treadmill, Marx also referred to the pollution
generated in the industrial cities of Britain and the ecological destruction inlliet
ed by capitalism:
The reﬁnement of needs and ofthe means of fulﬁlling them gives rise to a bestial
degeneration. . .. Even the need for fresh air ceases to be a need for the worker. Man
reverts once more to living in a cave, but the cave is now polluted by the Inepliitic

and pestilential breath ofcivilization.

Light, air,ete.—thesimplestanimal clean

liness—ceases to be a need for man. Dirt—this pollution and putrefaetion of man,

the sewage (this word is to be understood in its literal sense) of civilization

becomes an ekmcnl afhfc for him.

Engels—in The Part Played by Labor in the 'Tran.sfo-nnatimtfrom A1): to

Mrm—wroteofthe human destruction of the natural environment and the under
mining of civilization that this entailed. Human beings, he noted in his ecological

writings, had increased the temperature of the earth in regions where forests had
been extensively destroyed. None of this was compatible with a simple progres
sivist vision, suggesting rather that civilization carried a kind of reversion to bar
barism within it as one potential line of evolution.‘-"
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lt was Rosa Luxemburg who was to promote this aspect ol'Marx’s dialectic in the

context of global imperialist expansion, the crisis ol'Cerman Social Democracy,
the First World War, and the rise ofprolo-fascism. ln l)ecember 1918, a month

before she was murdered following the defeat of the Spartacist uprising,
Luxemburg wrote an article entitled “What Do the Spartacists Want?” She
declared that a choice presented itself:“Socialism or barbarism.” lfthe lattcr—the

continuation ofcapitalist relations—persisted, the future would entail new wars,
famine, and disease. The dominant classes throughout history “all shed streams
of blood, they all marched over corpses, murder, and arson, instigated civil war
and treason, in order to defend their privileges and their power.” The ongoing

development ofimperialistic barbarism promised to be more brutal and treacher
ous, threatening to turn much ofthe world “into a smoking heap ofrubble.”
“Socialism,” Luxemburg contended, “has become necessary not merely
because the proletariat is no longer willing to live under conditions imposed by
the capitalist class but, rather, because if the proletariat fails to fulfill its class
duties, ifit fails to realize socialism, we shall crash down together in a common

doom.”" The fate that barbarism represented was thus Man<’s“common ruin of

the contending classes."
In her famous ]1miu5 Pam};/Llcl(The Crisis in Germ./m Social-Dernocrmy),
written a few years earlier while she was imprisoned for protesting the First World

War, Luxemburg pointed to reactionary tendencies and the horrific possibilities
ofa second world war that would be even more devastating in its implications.
Already, capitalists were proliting from the destruction, as “cities are turned into
shambles, whole countries into deserts, villages into cemeteries, whole nations
into beggars.” Capitalism goes forth into the world “wading in blood and drip

ping with ﬁlth. As a roaring beast, as an orgy of anarchy, as a pestilential
breath, devastating culture and humanity—[and] so it appears in all its hideous
nakedness.” The “triumph ofimperialism” involved “the destruction of all cul
ture, and, as in ancient Rome, depopulatiou, desolation, degeneration, a vast
cemetery.” It was in this context that she referred to “the ruins ofimperialistic bar
barism.” Socialism in contrast ollered the possibility ofa new world.""
Luxemburg pointed especially to the destruction leveled on the periphery in
Africa, the Middle East, and China——regionsthat had been targeted for conquest

by European imperialists. “All the riches ulithe earth” would be sub_jugatedto cap
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italand the world’s population converted into wage slaves. The “civilized world,”

whichshe properly placed in quotes, had turned into the liercest, most brutal form

ofbarbarism the world had ever seen—anned as it was with weapons offearsotnc
destructionand propelled forward by an insatiable urge for economic expansion:
The “civili7.e(lworld" that had stood calmly by when...imperialism doomed tens of

thousandsofhcroes to destruction, when the desert ofKalahari shuddcred with the
insane cry of the thirsty and the rattling breath ofthe (lying, when in l’utnmayu,
within ten years, forty thousand human l)eings were tortured to death by a band of

European industrial robber-barons, and the remnants ofa whole people were heat
en into cripples, when in China an ancient civilization was delivered into the hands

ofdestruction and anarchy, with fire and slaughter, by the European soldiery, when
Persia gasped in the noose of the foreign rule of force that closed ine.xoral)lyabout

her throat, when in Tripoli the Arabs were mowed down, with fire and sword,

under the yoke ofcapital, while their civilization and their homes were razed to the
ground-—thiscivilized world hasjust begun to know that the fangs of the imperial
ist beast are deadly, that its breath is frightfulness, that its tearing claws have sunk

deep into the breasts ofits own mother, European culture. And this belated recog
nition is coming into the world of Europe in the distorted form of bourgeois
hypocrisy, that leads each nation to recognize infamy only when it appears in the

uniformofthe other. They speak ofCerman barbarism, as ifevery people that goes
out for organized murder did not change into a horde ofbarbariansl They speak of

Cossack horrors, as ifwar itselfwere not the greatest ofall horrors.'“

Inspired by Luxemburg’s analysis, the Sri Lankan Marxist G. V. S. de Silva

further developed the concept of barl)arism. In his book The Alternatives:

Socialismor Barlxarism, he argued that the traditional Marxist notion of modes

ofproduction evolving from capitalism to socialism to communism needed to be
revised. Capitalism did not necessarily lead to socialism or socialism necessarily

to communism. Rather both capitalism and socialism could degenerate into har
barism, which presented a brutal alternative to communism. Barharism in de
Silva’sconception was to be defined as a society relying simultaneously on: force;

ideologicalcontrol on the scale ofOrwell’s 1984; the destruction of all counter
vailing power so that economic interests can rule directly with a minimal state;
“induced consumption of useless products” designed to distract the population;
and the extreme dmnination of nature in all ofits aspects. Short ol'a revolutionary
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change in the qualitative dimensions ofthe global economy and an end to capital

ist exploitation of nature, the specter of barbarism would continue to haunt
humanity. Thus, de Silva concluded ominously: “Barbarism in one or two pow

erful countries will overwhelm the rest ofhumanity.”
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Today the world is facing what de Silva fcare(l—a barbarism emanating from a

single powerful country, the United States, which has a(lopte(l a doctrine ofpre
emptive (or preventive) war, and is threatening to destabilize the entire globe. In

the late twentieth century the further growth ofmonopoly capital led to a heavy
reliance, particularly for the United States as the hegemonic state ofthe world sys

tem, on military spending and imperialist intervention. With the waning of the
Cold War this dependence of the imperial superpower on the most barbaric
means of advancing its interests and controlling the system has only increased.

The continuing decline of U.S. economic hegemony, occurring alongside deep
ening economic stagnation in capitalism as a whole, has led the United States to
turn increasingly to extraeconomic means of maintaining its position: putting its
huge war machine in motion in order to prop up its faltering hegemony over the
world economy.The “Global War on Terror” is a manifestation ofthis latest lethal

phase of U.S. imperialism, which began with the 1991 Gulf War made possible

by the breaking up ofthe Soviet bloc and the emergence of the United States as
the sole superpower.
After the terrorist attack on September 11, 2001, the empire could present itself

as at war with barbarism and in defense of civilization. “The barbarians have already
knocked at the gates,” declares Niall Ferguson, New York University professor of

history and leading defender of British and U.S. imperialism. But today's barbar
ians, he charges, are Islamic fundamentalists, and liberal imperialism becomes a way

of inoculating the world against such Islamic terrorism. While the knock on the
gates represents a clear danger to the U.S.-dominated imperial order, these external

terrorist groups, Ferguson contends, will not bring about the decline of the U.S.
imperium directly. Instead, the principal threat to the position of the United States
in the global economy is internal. It is rooted in an unwillingness on the part of the
U.S. state to make a Hillclaim to its position at the head of the global empire.

Ferguson, who believes that the British Empire of old should be emulated—
albeit in a form worthy of the twenty-first century—arg'ues that the world needs
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anempire.Many nations would be better ollidominated by the llmted States than
havingfull independence. The United States. he claims. “is 1 guns and butter

cmpire”-—oncthat represents not just the rule offnree but the advance oftbe prin
ciplesof liberal empire and liberal bounty. thus yielding a more tletnocratic and

prosperousworld order. It is no mere coincidence that Ferguson. one nfthe most
inﬂuential establishment historians today. explicitly calls for an updating of the
old “White Man"s Burden” (to be replaced by a new ideology of “fnnctional"'
empire) while wltilewashing one of the most barbaric wars of modern intperi‘.tl

ism:the Pliilippinc-Amet1'can War at the beginning ofthe twentietlt century."

l7erguson’s“guns and butter empire" is now a transparent objective of U.S.
policy.With the fall of the Soviet Union, as lstvﬁn Mészaros explained, the United

States began to assume “the role of the state of the capital system as such, sub
suming under itself by all means at is disposal all rival powers". "‘ With its

immense military power and its willingness to use force, the United States hopes
to ltcep all potential competitors pennanently in check—a strategy that is likely to

spellglobal disaster in the long run (if not sooner).
In attempting to prevent revolution (or indeed any way out for populations in
the periphery), the United States is seeking to transcend the only certain lawofthe
universe:change. In the process, it has given birth to dictators, supported terror
ists, and threatened the world with violent destruction. In the Middle East the
United States has nurtured a regressive, fundamentalist political Islam (useful in
the CIA-directed war against the Soviets in Afghanistan and in closing off all pro

gressiveoptions in the Middle East) that insofar as it turns back and bites the hand
that fed it—the United States and its allies——is
branded as a “new barbarism.”

7'//<'(.'(IIt'.t'Q/'//v// mr f)/xw
Two years ago, Amr Moussa, head of the Arab League and fonner Egyptian for

eign minister, predicted that “the gates of Hell" would be opened if the United
States invaded Iraq. In Cairo this fall he reprised this view, observing that now

“the gates of Hell are open in Iraq.” Although he was “scolded" by some for his
statement two years ago, this time around, according to USA Tbday“there was no

dissent.”"’ It is clear that the U.S. invasion and occupation has created a b.lood

bath in Iraq that will continue for years, given the ferocious guerrilla war that

Iraqis have launched in response. The U.S. position in Iraq is deteriorating. The
occupying forces have lost control over whole sections of the country. In October,
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bombings occurre(l lor the lirst time in the highly lortilied Green Zone in

Baghdad, the imperial connnand center in that country. Over three dozen Iraqi
cities are “no-go" zones under the control of the Iraqi resistance. In the thirty
days ending on September 28 there were more than 2,300 attacks by resistance
forces against U.S., coalition, and Iraqi governtnent targets in all areas of the

country. “The type ofattacks ran the gamut: car bombs, time bombs, rocket-pro
pelled grenades, hand grenades, small-arms lire, mortar attacks and land mines."
Iraqi resistance forces latmched Inore than 3,000 mortar attacks alone in Baghdad
between April and the end ol‘September.""

U.S. and British air strikes on Iraqi centers of resistance account for the pre

ponderance olthe violent deaths among the 100,000 civilians, mostly women and
children, who have (lied so far in the war—according to a study carried out in Iraq

by U.S. and British public health experts and published in the leading British

medical journal." Yet despite such fearsome attacks, which have targeted homes,

hospitals, and mosques and unleashed untold levels of bloodshed and destruc
tion, the Iraqi resistance seems only to be gaining in strength.
It is now well recognized by the ruling elements in the United States that the

number of U.S. troops engaged in Iraq is not sullicient to accomplish the mission

of subduing the population. Iraqis are reluctant to enlist in the Iraqi army and
police, and those who have enlisted are deserting in droves. Lacking an internal
force to conduct its bidding, the United States despite its vast, state-of-the-art mil

itary arsenal is short-handed. Working in support of U.S. occupation operations
is deadly, as more than 700 Iraqi police officers aiding the occupation have been

killed. On top ofthis, insurgents are inflicting wounds that strike at the very heart
olthe U.S. ruling class as oil pipelines are being targeted for destruction. The sit
uation for the occupying forces is bleak: “The bottom line is, at this moment we
are losing the war,” states Andrew Bacevich, former Army colonel and professor
ofinternational relations at Boston University. Yet, he continues, “That doesn’t
mean it is lost, but we are losing?” All 0|" this has resurrected the Vietnam

ghost—the seemingly inescapal)le symbol of U.S. defeat in imperialist wars.
Barbarisrn has always been associated with torture. Marx’s comments on the

treadmill were aimed at the role this instrument ofproduction played in torturing
workers while reinforcing bourgeois social relations. I-Ie explored the systematic

use of torture by British colonialism in India in his article “Investigations of

Torturcs in India” and saw the outrages of the “revolted Sepoys in India" as a

“historical retribution” for such acts by their British oppressors. The systematic
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useoftorture by the United States in Abu Chraib in Iraq, in Afghanistan, and on
its base in Guantanamo Bay, (Dubaiis now generating throughout the world a still

deeperhatred of/\merican imperialism. ln the Philippines at the beginning ofthe
twentiethcentury U.S. troops employed a torture technique known as the “water
cure,” in which water was pumped down the throats of the detainees and then
their stomachs stepped on to force the water out until they confessed—usually

resultingin death shortly afterwards. One of the tortures used recently on a high
level terrorist suspect by U.S. intelligence is the infamous teclmique known as

“‘water-boarding,’in which a prisoner is strapped down, forcibly pushed under
waterand made to believe he might drown.”'“ More standard is a set ofslower but
highly effective torture techniques: isolation, long-term deprivation of sleep,

removalfrom light and sound, exposure to extreme cold and heat, forcing prison

ers to remain naked, use of black hoods, making them stand or stoop in stress

positions, beatings, threatening detainees with guard dogs, twenty-four-hour
interrogation, etc. According to the Final Report 0}’the htdefmtdent Panel to
ReviewDoD Detmtiovt 0pm‘at17om,also known as The Schlesinger Rejwrt after the

chair of the lndepen(lent

Panel, former U.S. Secretary of Defense James

Schlesinger,American interrogators have tortured at least fiveprisoners to death,
and there are twenty—threeother suspicious cases of detainee deaths still under
investigation. 2*Much of this was given a spurious “legal” basis by the U.S. gov

ernment’s refusal to grant terror suspects detained in Guantanamo and elsewhere

the status ofprisoners ofwar, thus suspending the Geneva Convention.Allofthis

set the stage for the barbaric treatment ofprisoners.""
The gates of hell are open in another respect. We live in a material world,

where land, water, and air support life. The human economy and natural process
es are inseparably interconnected. Today all of the ecosystems on the earth are in

jeopardy. Ofparticular concern is global warming, which is literallypointing the
earth toward an inferno of our own making. The scientific consensus on global

warmingsuggests that at least a 60-80 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emis
sions below the 1990 levels is necessary in the next few decades in order to avoid

catastrophic environmental effects (rising sea levels leading to loss ofislands and

coastal areas, increasing droughts and desertification, extreme weather events,
accelerated species extinction, loss of food crops, etc.) over the coming century.
Yet,the United States has steadily increased its carbon dioxide emissions since
1990. It leads the world in overall emissions, with per capita emissions at over five

times the world average, and shows no signs of reversing this trend, regardless of
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the devastating consequences this may have [or other countries particularly in the

tropics or for future generations. The war in Iraq, which is about the control of
oil as a means to world domination, is itselfa manifestation ofthe U.S. refusal to
change direction regardless ofthe consequences for the planet. This "‘A17r(‘;s
moi Ic

de’lnge."’philosophy, as Marx intimated at one point, constitutes the very essence

of barbarism.“
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As Busivtess Weekdeclared, “A new age of barbarism is upon us." But it is a mis

take to attribute such barbarism simply or in the main to social forces and

nations in the periphery._]ust as Marx came to invert the historical treatment of
barbarism as he condemned the colonial systems of his day, we need to recog

nize the barbarism of the strong and their culpability in creating this new age.
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, the voice of the new barbarism, recent
ly stated: “At some point the Iraqis will get tired ofgetting l<illed.”’7Presumably

he was referring to Iraqis killed by suicide bombers. Nevertheless, his statement
remains inhuman in its implications in the context of the U.S. invasion and occu

pation oflraq.
Once it has been declared, there is no end to “The Global War on Terror,"
which ought to be called the Global War of Terror. Only the transcendence of
capitalism, in the direction of socialism, offers the possibility to escape from the

current state of barbarism that is paving the way to new global holocausts and a
worsening ecological collapse. Daniel Singer wrote at the end of his Whose
Millennium? “Socialism may be a historical possibility, or even izccassaryto elim

inate the evils of capitalism, but this does not mean that it will inevitably take its

place.” 2”We should heed his warning. The choice that we confront and that we

will ultimately decide through our struggles is whether “socialism" or “the ruins

ofimperialistic barbarism” is to constitute the future of humankind.

13

The Failure of Empire
./I/um/If) ' ‘_/(l()5

he United States is facing the prospect ola major defeat in Iraq that is

likely to constitute a serious setback in the ongoing campaign to expand
the American empire. Behind the pervasive war propaganda as evi
denccd in the “victorious” attack on Fallu_jahlies the reality ofa U.S. war machine
lightinga futile battle against growing guerrilla forces, with little chance for a sta

blepolitical solution to the conflict that could possibly meet U.S. imperial objec
tives.Nevertheless, the U.S. ruling class, though not unaware of the dangers, is

currently convinced that it has no choice but to “stay the course”—a slogan

adopted by both political parties and accepted by virtually the entire economic,

political,military, and communications establishment. The reason for this seein
inglyirrational determination to stick it out at all costs can only be understood

throughan analysis of the logic and limits olcapitalist empire.
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Capitalismis by its very nature a globally expanding system geared to accumula

tionon a world scale. Since its beginnings in the lilteenth and sixteenth centuries

it has been a world economy with an international division ollabor ruled over by

competing nation-states. Cutting across this global system is a structure of

inequality variously described as center-periphery, metropolis-satellite, devel

oped-underdeveloped, North-South—all ol‘ which point to the wide gap that
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exists between states at the center and those in the periphery of the system. From

the outset, the leading capitalist states engaged in an outward, imperialistic move
ment. Precapitalist societies in the Americas, Africa, and Asia were pillaged, their

populations cnchained, and the plunder sent back to Europe. Wherever possible,
noncapitalist societies were destroyed and transformed into colonial dependen
cies. Meanwhile, the great powers fought over the territories and spoils. As Marx

wrote in “The Genesis ofthe Industrial Capitalist” in volume I olC(tfn'l(zl:
The discovery of gold and silver in America, the extirpation, enslavement and

entombment in mines of the indigenous population of that continent, the begin

nings ofthe conquest and plunder oflndia, and the conversion olAfrica into a pre
serve for the commercial hunting ofblacksltins, are all things which characterize the

dawn of the era of capitalist production. These idyllic proceedings are the chief
moments of primitive accumulation. Hard on their heels follows the commercial

war ofthe European nations,which has the globe as its battleﬁeld. It begins with the
revolt of the Netherlands from Spain, assumes gigantic dimensions in England’s
Anti-Jacobin War, and is still going on in the shape of the Opium Wars against

China, etc.‘

By the end of the Napoleonic Wars, Britain, which led the way in the industri

al revolution, had emerged as the hegemonic imperial power of the capitalist

world economy. In this period the European powers divided up the world, either
exercising direct political rule over their colonies or, where this was not practica

ble, creating conditions for the subordination ofperipheral states to the needs of
those at the center by means of unequal treaties. Britain's most important colonial
possession, the jewel of its empire, was India. But Britain also exercised infomial
economic control in areas that were not fomial colonies, as in Latin America.
Wealth extracted from these colonial domains [lowed into the collers of the cen

ter capitalist nations, enriching them and enhancing their power. British hegemo
ny over the world economy came un(ler increasing challenge in the early twenti

eth century, particularly from Germany, and collapsed as a result of the First and

Second World Wars, to be replaced in the aftermath ofthe Second World War by

American hegemony as the United States rose to dominance over the world cap

italist system.
In the immediate postwar world the United States was, in terms of the sheer
material force at its disposal, the most powerful nation that the world had ever
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seen.It accounted for about halfof total world output and 60 pertent of its man
ufacturingand had a monopoly over nuclear weapons. In place of the earlier gold
standard, the Bretton Woods Agreement enshrined the U.S. dollar as the main
international currency, which was baclted up by Washington’s agreement to
redeemdollars held by the oenu-al banlters of other countries for gold. U.S. mili

tarybases in the thousands stretched across the globe. U.S. multinational corpo

mions seized control ofwhole economies in the third world and, although doing
so on the basis of so-called “free trade." were backed up in their economic oper
ationsand interesLswhenever necessary by U.S. military power.
But in many ways U.S. power was constrained. The existence of the Soviet
Union,which had arisen out of a socialist revolution in the midst ol'the First World
War,meant that there was another military superpower, whiclt, if nowhere near as

powerfulas the United States, nonetheless could constrain U.S. actions, placing
certainregions oﬂ‘-limitsto imperialist expansion, and ollcring material support to
third world revolutions. Still, the real threat to capitalism as a whole and to U.S.

globaldominance came not from die Soviet Union directly but from the wavesof

revolution taking place throughout the twentieth century as peoples in Latin
America,Africa, and Asia sought to break loose from colonialism or neocolonial

ism,i.e., from the position to which they had been relegated in the imperialist divi
sionof labor. As the United States surrounded the Soviet Union and China with

militarybases and alliances and at the same time sought to counter revolutions

throughout the third world it found itself up against the global limits olits power.
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Nowhere were the limits of U.S. power more evident than in the Vietnam War.In

that war the United States toolt over what had been a colonial war on the part of

theFrench, blocked elections from talting place throughout the country as estab
lishedby the Geneva Agreements of 1954, and divided Vietnam in half, creating
a puppet regime in the South. In the 19605 a massive buildup of U.S. troops took

placein what amounted to an invasion and occupation of the southern part of
Vietnam.Unable to win in a guerrilla war (despite expending more than twice as

much explosive power as it had employed in the entire Second World War and

despitemillions of Vietnamese dead) and unable to succeed at "nation building”
in South Vietnam, where it sought to prop up a corrupt regime of its own cre
ation,the United States was compelled by growing dissension amongst the U.S.
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civilian population and by signs of rebellion within the lower military ranks to
withdraw under the cover of the “Vietnamization” ol"the war. The distortions in

the U.S. balance of payments in this period contributed to the diminishing liege

mony ol the dollar as a world currency and the end of the dollar-gold standard.
For decades after the United States began its pull-out from Vietnam, the U.S.
capacity to intervene militarily was severely limited by what conservatives labeled

“the Vietnam Syndrome.”
The War in Vietnam, like other major imperial wars, revealed the logic and
limits olcapitalist empire. It is often said that the United States had no significant
economic interests in Vietnam that would have justilied its major intervention
there. Niall Ferguson declares in his new book, Colossus: The Price of America’:
Emfiirc, that “The United States lost face [in Vietnam]. That was about all it

lost.”“ Such views tend to reinforce the ideology that since the United States had

nothing material to lose in Vietnam it must have been there for no other reason
than to promote freedom and democracy. In reality U.S. objectives in Vietnam
were dedicated to the maintenance of imperialism as a system. In the broadest

sense, this involved strategic goals that have been classically understood under

the rubric of “geopolitics,” in which the political, economic, and military require
ments of empire are placed within a strategic context that takes into account the

geographic, demographic, and natural resource characteristics of particular
regions. Such a geopolitical understanding ofinipelial expansion and defense is
of course completely in accord with the necessity of the greatest possible expan
sion of the capitalist world economy.

The Vietnam War illustrates perfectly the importance ofsuch geopolitical goals.

The object ofthe U.S. intervention was to control the Paciﬁc Rim and to surround

and “contain” China as part of a more general geopolitical strategy ofglobal dom
inance of the “rimlands” of Eurasia—that is, Western Europe, the Paciﬁc Rim, and
the Middle East. It was these rimlands that were the main focus of U.S. global mil

itary alliances; and it is here that the United States devoted the most resources to

establishing and maintaining a military presence. They represented in fact the bor
ders of the imperialist system, in which the United States was the hegemonic

p0wer—thus the borders ofa loosely constructed American empire.”
Viewed in this way, the enormous connnitment ol' the United States to secur

ing Vietnam as part of its imperial sphere—a commitment maintained over live

successive presidencies ol"both partics—was not simply irrational but part ofa
larger global strategy. For the U.S. ruling class and its military and foreign policy
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strategists the defeat in Vietnatn is remetnbered as a major failure in (lcfentling
U.S.interests. In the 1970s the world capitalist economy entered a long—termcri

sis or stagnation that continues to haunt its every step. In the satne period U.S.

econotnic hegemony slipped. This partial withdrawal of the United States from
the world stage after the Vietnatn War as its tnilitary interventions were curtailed

despite growing revolutionary movements in the third world, was often seen by
those at the top of U.S. society and in the tnilitary as a source ofthe general sick
ness or malaise affecting the U.S. order.
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Since the late 19705 Washington has sought to reconstruct its capacity to engage
in imperialist wars. Covert wars in Afghanistan and Central America were fol

lowed by the direct exercise of American military imperialism in Lebanon,

Grenada, and Panama. With the fall of the Soviet bloc and the demise two years
later of the Soviet Union itself, the United States moved to ﬁll the vacuum of

world power, carrying out military interventions in the Middle East, the Horn of
Africa,and the fomier Yugoslavia that would have previously been unthinkable.

Followingthe attacks of September 2001, the U.S. invasions and occupations of
Afghanistan and Iraq and the construction ofmilitary bases in the former Soviet

republics of Central Asia constituted a vast expansion of the American empire
into hitherto inaccessible regions. Such extension of U.S. imperial power was
partly enabled by economic gains—although of a transitory nature—that the
United States had made in the 19905 relative to its leading capitalist competitors.

It was this that helped give the “antiterrorist” hawks in the administration of

George W. Bush the confidence to exploit the fear engendered by the September

2001 attacks to issue the National Security Strategy of the United States of

America, in September 2002. This document declared that the United States
woulddo all in its power to prevent the appearance of another “peer competitor”
iii the military realm and would not hesitate to engage in “preemptive" (or pre

ventive)interventions to advance its national security interests. This was nothing
other than a declaration of perpetual war, making it clear that the United States
waswilling to brandish its armed might in order to expand its empire and thus its
geopolitical position in the world at large. Never before in the history ofthe mod
ern world has any nation laid claim to such a far-reaching strategy for indelinite

globaldomination.
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Helping to pave the way for this reassertion of U.S. imperial ambitions was a
transformation in the dominant historical account of the Vietnam War.

Conservative interpretations of the war propouncled by the military leadership
and rightwing connnentators—at first scarcely taken seriously in the public (lis
cussion—l)ecame more influential and pervasive as memories of the war receded.
In the new climate of Inaking America “stand tall” again, the defeat in Vietnam

was increasingly relegated to the classic propagandistic category of a “betrayal"
brought on in this case by the (lisloyalty olithc media and by extremists within the

civilian population.‘
The focus of this reinterpretation centered on the war’s turning point in the
Vietnamese Tet Offensive of 1968. Tet, it was now said, was a resounding military

victory for the U.S. and South Vietnamese military forces, which decimated their
National Liberation Front attackers. Yet, in a “betrayal" of the first order, we are
told, it was turned into a defeat by the U.S. media and a vocal minority ofwar pro

testors, which had the effect of inducingjohnson to throw in the towel. In effect
establishment opinion adopted the same verdict on the war offered earlier by
General William Westmoreland, commander of the U.S. forces in Vietnam, who
wrote in 1976 that the Tet offensiverepresented “a striking military defeat for the

enemy on anybody’s tenns.

Unfortunately, the enemy scored in the United

States the psychological victory that eluded him in Vietnam, so inﬂuencing
President johnson and his civilian advisors that they ignored the maxim that

when the enemy is hurting you don’t diminish the pressure, you increase it.” For

Westmoreland, speaking of the Indochina War as a whole, “a lack ofdetermina

tion to stay the course...demonstrated in Cambodia, South Vietnam, and Laos
that the alternative to victory was defeat.”-"

References to U.S. failure to “stay the course” became a major theme of con

servative accounts of the war. This phrase had been frequently employed in the

war itself. For example, Presidentjoltnson had used it in 1967 to convey his
resolve to continue the war. In another instance, Townsend Hoopes, the under
secretary of the Air Force, had presented Secretary of State Clark Clifford in
February 1968 with a strategy for “staying the course for an added number of

grinding years” by concentrating merely on controlling populated areas. But the
phrase became even more important later on as a hawkish slogan to explain the

U.S. defeat. This happened after the noted_journalisl Stewart Alsop recalled in his

memoir, Stay ofE:ccutz'on, published in 1973, that Winston Churchill had stated
in his presence: “America. A great and powerful country. Like some strong horse
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pullingthe rest of the world up behind it out of the slough of despond, towards
peace and prosperity. But will America stay the course?" “ Vietnam hawks like

DemocraticSenator Henry M.jackson turned to Churchill’s question at every
opportunity—insisting that the United States had failed to stay the course in
Vietnamand should not make this mistake again.’

So powerful has this right-wing, military understan(ling of the Vietnam War
become that it is now a force to reckon with in the current war in Iraq. Thus when

President George W. Bush declared with respect to Iraq in April 2004 that
“We’vegot to stay the course and we will stay the course,” his Democratic oppo

nent Senator_]ohn Kerry echoed that the United States should “stay the course”
in Iraq, adding that “Americans differ about whether and how we should have
gone to war. But it would be unthinkable now for us to retreat in disarray and

leavebehind a society deep in strife and dominated by radicals.“
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This repeated insistence on staying the course is sometimes reduced to a mere

willingness to countenance continuing bloodshed. According to Max Boot:
Any nation bent on imperial policing will suffer a few setbacks. The British amiy, in

the course of Queen Victoria’s little wars, suffered major defeats with thousands of

casualties in the First Afghan War (1842) and the Zulu War (I879). This did not

appreciably dampen British detennination to defend and expand the empire; it
made them hunger for vengeance. lfAmericans cannot adopt a similarly bloody

minded attitude, then they have no business undertaking imperial policing.”

But adoption of a “bloody-minded attitude”—something that is not lackingat
present in Washington—will not save the United States in Iraq. Despite the much
proclaimed “victory" in Fallu_jah—where the level of destruction unleashed

against a city in an already occupied country is probably unequaled in modern
timcs——war
planners are working overtime to find a way to stave olfa defeat that

appears increasingly likely.The most important recent treatment ofthe Iraq War
from within the national security establislnnent has COIIICfrom Anthony H.

Cordesman, a long-time national security adviser for the Department of Defense,
specializing in the Middle East and energy issues, who oversaw the assessment of
the Yom Kippur War for the Defense Department in 1974. Cordesman is now a
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Fellow in Strategy at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in
Washington and the national security analyst for ABC News. In his report

“Playing the Caurse:”A Slralegyfor Rt:/tafttitg U.S. Poliry in Irm] and (ItsMfdllfl

East Cordesman argues that the United States should not “stay the course" ifa
pragmatic strategy for success, which he calls “playing the course,” does not
work. “The US faces too much Iraqi anger and resenttnent to try to hold on in the
face of clear failure, and achieving any lasting success in terms of Iraqi political

acceptance means that the US must seek to largely withdraw over the next two
years.” Moreover, given the degree of U.S. failure so far the question ofa U.S.

defeat in Iraq needs to be considered. “The odds of lasting US success in Iraq,”
he states, “are now at best even, and may well be worse. The US can almost cer
tainly win every military battle and clash, but it is far less certain to win the polit
ical and economic war.” '°

Cordesman believes that the United States can only save itself from a clear

defeat and the resulting loss of“face” in Iraq by renouncing at once all imperial
objectives. As he declared in an interview for the Council on Foreign Relations in
late November: “We’ve never said to the Iraqis that we won’t take their oil, that
we won’t steal their economy, that we won’t establislt military bases, that we'll
leave when an elected government asks us to. We’ve never said that any govern

ment that is elected is OK with us.” As he writes in Playing the Course, the United

States should “conspicuously” abandon the following objectives: (1) using “Iraq
as a tool or lever for changing the region”; (2) using Iraq as “a US military base";

(3) interfering with “Iraq’s independence in terms ofits politics, economics, and
above all oil”; and (4) blocking “total transparency” in the U.S. relation to the

Iraqi economy. U.S. assurances he insists must include its explicit cotnmitment to

withdraw entirely from the Green Zone in Baghdad, which cannot be maintained

as an imperial headquarters in a supposedly independent Iraq.
The United States, Cordesman advises, should narrow its objectives to the

creation ofa stable governtnent backed up by an adequate Iraqi military force
even if the new political regime is only moderately better than that of Saddam
Hussein and even ifopenly antagonistic to the United States. If Washington can

“succeed” even to this extent, he says, it can declare “victory” and get out within
two years with a minimum amount of damage to its credibility as an imperial
power. However, in case it should fail to create a stable political solution or to cre

ate an adequate Iraqi army within that period—as now appears most likely—the
United States needs to start making plans immediately for what it will do in the
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caseofa clear defeat. “Even ‘victory’ in Iraq,” we are told, “will be highly relative,

anddefeat,"which can occur in any number of ways as Iraq spins out ofcontrol,
“willforce the US to reinforce its position in the entire region."

Evenmore important than the fomiation ofa stable regime, from Cordcsman’s
standpoint,is the replacement of U.S. with Iraqi forces. ‘“lraqization,’” he writes,
“either has to be made to work, or Iraq will become a mirror image of the failure

of‘Vietnamization’ in Vietnam: Coalition military victories will become increas
inglyirrelevant.” After a detailed assessment of Iraqi forces and training he con
cludes:“the Iraq military and security forces are now far too weak to take over the

securitymission and will almost certainly remain so well into 2005.

The US

can only ‘play the course’ effectively ifit works out goals and plans with the Iraqi
InterimGovernment that go far beyond the 28,000 man [Iraqi] armed forces
and the roughly 40—55,000 man total of military, paramilitary, and National
Guard—the US currently says are ‘required.’”

The truth is that the presence of 150,000 U.S. troops in Iraq, which has
stretched available U.S. forces to the limit, has not been enough, even when sup
plemented by troops from Britain, to bring the country to heel. “The US has

alreadylearned that it can win virtually any direct military battle or clash, but it

cannotsecure the country. As in Vietnam, ifthe interim Iraqi governmentcan
not win the political battle, U.S. victories in the military battles become irrele
vant.”Given the political turmoil in Iraq and the difliculty of creating any politi
cal solution, or even avoiding the outbreak of civil war, Cordesman believes that

the United States needs to concentrate on how to shore up its position in the
remainderofthe Middle East in the event ofa defeat:

Fighting a counterinsurgency campaign is one thing; the US must not stay if Iraq

devolves into civil war.

No one can guarantee success in Iraq; or that Iraq will

not descend into civil war, come under a strongman, or split along ethnic or confes

sional lines.

[I]t is one thing to play the game and quite another to try to deal

with defeat by reinforcing failure or “doubling the bet.“ lfit is clear by 2006 that the

US cannot win with its current level ofeffort, and/or the situation serious[ly] dete
riorates to the point where it is clear there is no new Iraq government and security
force to aid, the game is over. There no longer is time to fold; it is time to run."

If forced “to run,” he says, the United States will have to offer reassurances to
the rulers of the “friendly Gulfstates and other Aral) allies." It will have to prevent
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any expansion of Islamicjihad in Afghanistan resttlting from Islamic declarations
oI“victory” in Iraq. At the same time the United States will have to keep lram frmn

intervening in Iraq. More pressure than ever will be placed on the United States
to solve the Israeli-Palestinian problem. Finally, the threat to U.S. strategic posi
tion with respect to Middle Eastern oil will have to be planned for, requiring that

the United States not withdraw from the Middle East but ifanything step up its
involvement.
Cordesman leaves no doubt that the major issue for the United States in Iraq
as in the Middle East as a whole is oil. Continual attacks on the oil pipelines by

the Iraqi resistance have limited the [lowolioil from Iraq, undermining one ofthe
principal U.S. objectives, and highlighting the overall U.S. failure. In the event of
a clear defeat and a U.S. withdrawal from Iraq, the oil situation will become even
more critical. “The US,” Cordesman writes “can and must ﬁnd substitutes for

petroleum, but this will take decades. In the interim, the US and the global econ

omy will actually become steadily more dependent on energy imports, and par
ticularly on energy imports from the Gulf.” By the end of2025 the industrialized
countries alone, according to estimates by the U.S. Energy Information Agency

(EIA) in its Intenzational Energy Outlookof 2004, are expected to increase their
petroleum imports from OPEC by an additional 11.5 million barrels a day

beyond the 16.1 million barrels a day in 2001, with the Persian Gulf supplying

more than half ofthe increase. North American imports from the Persian Culfarc
expected to double over the period. Meanwhile, demand for oil from China and

other developing countries is expected to increase dramatically. The strategic
importance of oil for the world economy will accelerate accordingly.
In order to meet this demand for additional production, the EIA estimated
that a further $1.5 trillion would have to be invested in the Middle East between

2003 and 2030. The long—termpotential for investment in the expansion olpro
duction in Iraq is greater than elsewhere since many oil analysts and institutes (for

instance the Baker Institute, Center for Global Energy Studies, and the
Federation of American Scientists) believe that, in addition to its proven reserves
of 115 billion barrels of oil, Iraq may have, in the 90 percent ofits territory that

remains unexplored, 100 billion barrels or more of additional oil reserves.
(Estimates coming from some agencies, like the U.S. Geological Survey, are less

optimistic, with median estimates of additional Iraqi reserves at 45 billion bar

rels.) According to Cordesman it is the enonnous level of investment necessary

for the expansion of Middle East oil production, which must occur in order to
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ensureadequate sttpplies for future constttnption, that is tlte most pressing "prac
ticalprol)lem""presented by the Persian Gulf frottt the standpoint of the global
economy.Not only tnttst such investmettts be made but they must then be pro
tected. In this regard it would not be easy for the United States to pull out cutti
pletely from Iraq or to refrain front stepping up its involvement elsewhere in the.

Middle East ifcompelled to leave that country.
Relative to most analyses emanating frotn national seettrity Circles III the

United States, Cordesman"s Playing [ht Comzrrhas the advantage ofheing strong
on realism. It is therefore reasonable to ask whether the powers that he in the
United States can be expected to follow his prescription, beginning by renounc
ing all imperial objectives in Iraq. This is unlikely to happen. Tlte operational

phrase remains to “stay the course.” On March 30, 2004, former secretary of
defense under Nixon and Ford,_]ames Schlesinger, and fortner U.S. ambassador

to Russia and under secretary for political affairs under Clinton, Thomas
Pickering editorialized in the Los Angeles Times that Iraq should remain “above

politics” and that the United States should “stay the course.” The reasons they
offeredincluded preventing Iran from influencing Iraq; guaranteeing “long-term
stabilityin the production and supply of oil”; blocking the rise ofa new power in
Iraq opposed to the United States; and avoiding a perception of American defeat
that would serve to destabilize American power and its interests both in the
Middle East and globally. In short, the imperial objectives for which the United
States intervened in the region must be maintained at all costs.

Nothing coming out of Washington these days suggests that this dominant
viewhas altered in any way. Although it is well understood among those at the top
of the social hierarchy that a series of disasters may well await the United States
in Iraq ifit simply sticks to its guns, to not do so is seen as guaranteeing a still big

ger disaster—a confession ofdefeat that will diminish the future U.S. capacity to
make war at will on third world societies and thus to employ force directly as a

means to protnote its imperial designs. Moreover, there is still the question of
Iraqi oil and who will control it. Thus in the ruling class view, even an absolute

failure in establishing a stable political regime and the requisite military force to

defend it in Iraq does not necessarily mean that the United States should get out.
Thomas Friedman, columnist on foreign affairs at the New Ybr/tTf1Il.I?.i,
whose

views can usually be taken as a good barotneter of establisltntent opinion, eon

cludes a November 18, 2004, report from Iraq with the statement that “Without
a secure environment in which its new leadership can be elected and eotnfortably
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operate, Iraq will never be able to breathe on its own, and U.S. troops will have to

be here forever.”The attitude here is that the U.S. occupation would need to con
tinue endlessly in the case ofa failure to realize the goal ofa stable political situa

tion in Iraq acceptable to the United States. Given the enormous Iraqi oil reserves
Washington could decide that whatever costs it had to pay in Iraq would be amply
rewarded in the end.

Ifthe foregoing reading ofthe U.S. |eadership’s current determination to stay
the course is right, then the failures to be experienced by U.S. imperialism in Iraq

are likely to persist and be all the greater. The continuing presence of U.S. troops
will mean that the U.S. military will continue to take its bloody toll (which has

already descended to systematic torture and the reintroduction of napalm, out
lawed by the United Nations in 1980), and Iraqi opposition to the American “lib
erators” will only grow. Meanwhile any Iraqi government that is elected under

these circumstances will either have to be opposed to the U.S. occupation or lose
any cla.imsof legitimacy within Iraqi society. The U.S. invasion and occupation of
Iraq may be creating the conditions for a civil war, lighting a powder keg under

the entire Middle East. To get an idea ofjust how serious this can be one has only

to look at present Israeli arming and training of the Kurdish militias, with the

object of then setting them-ifthe need should arise—againstthe Shiite or Sunni
forces in Iraq. Isiael’s possession of hundreds ofnuclear weapons poses the con
tinual threat of the “Samson option” should that government perceive itself or its
occupation of Palestine as seriously threatened."
Wider speculation at this point would be foolhardy. But there is no doubt that
in invading Iraq the United States opened the doors ofhell not only for the Iraqis
and the Middle East as a whole but also for its own global imperialist order. The

full repercussions of the failure ofthe U.S. empire in Iraq have yet to be seen and
will only become evident in the months and years ahead.
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